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Abstract

critical voices that suggest considering ‘success’ in technology co-design projects to be more focused on the post-project
impact among users and participating stakeholders like software companies, funding agencies and the wider society [6].
However, integrating co-design of future health technology
in living environments for health care is a complex intervention and a fundamental challenge for the design and innovation community. Yet, as highlighted by Bygholm and Kanstrup [7] the living lab literature is in general characterised
by prescriptive examples with limited insights and reflections
on challenges for setting up and managing living labs to meet
the intentions of long-term participatory technology innovation. Examples of reported challenges are motivation of users
during the lab period [8], facilitating innovations among various stakeholders [9], and the importance of maturing the
technical set-up [8].

Living labs are increasingly used as an approach for facilitating innovation and testing emerging information technologies. In this paper we analyse three large-scale technology
design projects in Danish healthcare where co-design and
implementation activities were organised in living labs. We
describe some of the critical challenges that we experienced
from transitioning technology prototypes and co-design activities into becoming part of the daily lives of patients, citizens and healthcare practitioners. The main challenges relate to creating and sustaining new work practices, scaling
the number of participants, and facilitating the transition
between everyday life and living lab behaviour.
Keywords:
Living lab, Co-design, Implementation, Health information
technology, Innovation.

In this paper we analyse some of the major challenges that
we have encountered first-hand as researchers in three largescale health IT design projects where co-design activities
were organised in living labs. The remaining of this paper
provides first, background on co-design in living environments. Second, we present the three living labs and their
challenges. Third, we conclude on core challenges across the
three cases and consider perspectives for research in codesign and implementation in living health environments.

Introduction
Information Technology (IT) offers continuously new opportunities for supporting health and has been pointed out as a
driver for healthcare innovation [1]. However, the sociotechnical aspects of healthcare systems are complex, and
research stresses the importance of engaging key actors in the
co-design and implementation of future technology to bridge
knowledge gaps in requirements analysis and design for
functional support and quality in use [2]. Living laboratories,
in short living labs, is an increasingly used approach for facilitating co-design of emerging health technology across
multiple actors including engineers, researchers and endusers. Living labs are technological installations set-up in
(semi) naturalistic settings over a medium- or long-term period providing an infrastructure for transitioning design to implementation. As such, living labs complement usability labs,
which have been proven successful for quick findings of
many usability issues but often miss aspects related to in-situ
use of the technology [3; 4]. Living labs offer a way for exploring and continuing design along with implementation in
cooperation with future users [5]. This focus on continued
co-design goes hand in hand with a new wave of studies and

Co-design in Living Environments
The attention on moving design activities into use settings to
bridge the gap between technology innovation and use practice is not entirely new but found as a key methodologically
focus in studies that aim at diffusion and adoption of innovation [10, 11]. However, as presented by [12] co-design research is predominantly focused on early stages of requirements analysis also known as ’the fuzzy front end of design’
because of the initial unclear conceptual understanding of the
product being developed. Living labs offer an attention for
organising long-term participation around design, development, implementation and use. However, the approach is
unclear, or diverse. As stated by Bannon and Ehn [13], examinations of what actually goes on in living labs are scarce.
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Hence, research on co-design and implementation in living
labs is relevant.

initiation) on the platform and here inspire the group with
other offers and possible activities - and only reach out with
a helping hand when needed. The platform is for vulnerable
communities that need support for networking. It was developed during the project’s first year, based on the outcome of
a series of dialogue meetings and later workshops. Here 5060 senior citizens and employees working with senior communities explored together with researchers, the municipality
and private partners what sharing is in senior communities
and how it could be supported by a digital platform.

The use of the term living lab is broad and makes the concept
difficult to grasp. Some living labs aim to be real world test
beds setting up a “wireless playground” for “ordinary people
on the street” like in the European OPIUM networks of living labs [14] or in small rural villages like Wray Living Lab
[15]. Other living labs are controlled environments set-up in
test centres furnished like a “real home” and inhabited by
volunteer participants in the AwareHome at Georgia Tech
[16] and the PlaceLab at MIT [17]. Yet other labs are a mix
of naturalistic environments and controlled set-ups in family
homes like the SMEDL lab [8] and local stores in a city like
Living Lab Skagen [18]. Methodological concerns in the
living lab literature are often related to the dilemmas of how
artificial to make the naturalistic setting – how to find the
balance between controlled research and keeping sense of the
real-life practice [8]. Open innovation is an often-used term
[9, 19] presenting the ideals of living labs as platforms facilitating innovative co-operation among stakeholders. In the
naturalistic end of the scale, labs present the aim of making
an e-Infrastructure that facilitate citizens’ participation as the
central objective and challenge of living labs [14]. In contrast, artificial labs present the opportunity for detailed documentation and systematic test of technological installations
as the core objective [16, 17]. Mixed labs are occupied with
setting the stage for co-operations among designers and users
[8, 18]. Data collection in living labs often includes a mix of
unobtrusive and obtrusive methods like data-logs, observations, users’ self-documentation, interviews, and workshops
[20]. Only few living lab studies goes at length in describing
how the innovation is facilitated and the challenges that arise
with regards to e.g. long-term user involvement [8].

Around nine small living labs were established after the codesign workshops, where a finished trial version of the platform was tried out to explore whether and how it could support and optimise sharing and exchange among members of a
senior community. The Living labs were established by creating arrangement with different senior communities and the
connected institutions (municipality) or organisations (e.g.
DanAge). It was communities like a walking group, a group
of IT volunteers, and a food club for men. The third living
lab lasted throughout the last part of the project, while the
rest only ran for a couple of months. Researchers and municipality representatives took part in the communities’ activities – in some of the communities on a weekly basis for 4-5
months – to observe the communities as well as to introduce
the technology and create small experiments for the exploration of the technology. The living labs became a space for
rehearsing new practices both for the citizens in the communities and for the ‘coordinators’ from the municipalities, etc.
[21] – and the aim was to make this practice viable and sustainable after the end of the project. This became challenging
especially in relation to the coordinators.
One thing was to try out and evaluate the digital platform in
the living lab, but the rehearsals of new practices turned out
to be very challenging especially in the transition from ‘rehearsing new practices’ to ‘make the new practices viable
and sustainable’ beyond the project and the engagement of
the researchers. The researchers realised that their participation in the community was not just researchers intervening
and observing the group’s use of the platform. Their participation became a rehearsing of the coordinator’s new practices. The introduction to and support with the platform - and
the interaction with the community through the platform
were all different ways of trying out what the coordinator
role could be like and what would be required of the coordinator in relation to creating a community supported by a digital sharing platform. Though, the researchers’ number of
hours of presence in the meetings, home visits and on the
platform was not realistic and ideal for a coordinator. Especially due to the idea that the digital platform should support
self-organising groups – coordinators were only meant to
remotely follow the group and only reach out with a helping
hand when needed.

Three Living Labs in Danish Healthcare
To detail our understanding of co-design and implementation
in living labs for future health IT we analyse three living labs
with attention on identifying core challenges within and
across the cases.
Lab 1: Technology supported senior networks
In a first living lab, the aim is to support and create new networks between senior citizens based on ideas of sharing and
helping each other. The living lab is part of a project
Give&Take (2014-2017) (http://givetake.eu) developed in
the framework of a European project with partners in Denmark, Portugal and Austria. The aim was to co-design digital
mediated sharing within senior communities (e.g. ITvolunteers from the library, or a walking group). The platform developed in the project allows senior citizens to reciprocally exchange services and resources. The platform is designed to support existing and often loosely coupled communities in order to strengthen and sustain. At the same time the
idea is that the communities through the platform stays connected to a ‘coordinator’ like a health counsellor, social
worker or the like who initiated or helped establish the community, who can then remotely follow the group (after the

The question the project wanted to explore was how the platform could be valuable in the ‘coordinators’ daily work?
What kind of support and what kind of functions on the platform and information (or data) would they need? Though, the
initial part of introducing the platform, etc. took a great
amount of time. It was necessary for the implementation, but
it made difficult to explore these questions. After the project
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and the researchers left the living labs, 2-3 of the communities continued using the platform. In one of the cases, the
coordinator also continued to a lesser degree. Without the
framing of project, it was no longer an articulated part of the
coordinators' work. At the same time, the platform was not
robust enough to be sold to the municipalities, social housing
associations, etc. - it required further development. The platform is therefore not available to new communities (if the
coordinators would like to share it), while at the same time
the existing communities cannot get IT support from either a
‘Give&Take team’ or the coordinators. The aim of creating
viable and sustainable practices becomes difficult especially
when the mediating platform is still unstable and the organisations are not committed to it (after the project), which raises question on how to navigate in these living labs with new
technology and practices when the aim is to support social
aspects (to create new or stronger communities), if one or
more of the actors that take part in mediating the social practice are uncertain or unstable.

clinicians, on the other hand, were at times dissatisfied due to
some features, such as a symptom diary, introduced more
work [22]. Nurses and bio technicians explained that although the system supported provision of better care it also
generated new accountabilities and tasks that there was no
time for. And since the prototype was only used in followups with 20 patients, and not the 3.500 cardiac device patients at the Heart Centre, it became a general concern that
the system could not scale. For the prototype to work, the
design researchers now had to focus on re-designing the
functionality so that it provided value for patients and clinicians at the same time [22]. The question was therefore:
How to adapt the prototype so that it could become useful for
the actual, large-scale remote monitoring work? To answer
this question, the design researchers decided to do two
things: Increase the efforts in re-designing the features that
were not adding value in the clinic and increase the number
of participating patients to ensure evaluation against real-life,
large-scale remote monitoring work.

Summing up, central challenges in the Living Lab 1 was:

Over the course of two years, the design researchers succeeded to onboard more than 200 patients and a total of nine
clinicians as well as adapting the prototype to become more
useful for clinicians. The scaling up of user involvement and
co-design in the living lab was, although, a very difficult
undertaking: Small technical issues for a few users are now
large critical issues for many users; A few good ideas and
design inputs for changes in the prototype are now hundreds
of ideas and inputs for adaption; High user engagement is
now high, medium or no user engagement; Good personal
relations with a few users is now good, little or no personal
contact with many users.

•

Challenges with transition: The process from rehearsing to real-life practice was difficult and unclear since the living lab is only a minor part of the
coordinators work and the practices were not
merged with or adapted to the existing practices of
e.g. the Health centre.

•

Challenges with resources: Lack of time and resources after the project ended made it difficult to
sustain the new digital (and social) practices.

•

Challenges with commitment: Commitment from all
partners to engage in the temporary practice in the
Living Lab was a challenge. The ambition that citizens adapt to the new practice is difficult when the
other partners only commit to the practice within the
timeframe of the living lab.

Technical/practical issues as well as design issues multiply
and increase when scaling up. For example, it became a timeconsuming task in itself to support patients in understanding
and using the prototype. Other important tasks that arose was
keeping track of and reporting back to participants as well as
coordinating when and how to contact them. The ability to
remember and differentiate among participants, their expectations, and the degree to which they wish to engage became
an issue. More time was needed to monitor use of the system
along with reaching out over the telephone to users and nonusers to learn about the reasons and discuss ways for improvement.

Lab 2: e-Health for Heart Patients
In a second living lab, the aim is to improve remote communication between patients with an advanced pacemaker and
clinicians. The living lab is part of a large R&D project
called SCAUT (http://scaut.dk) that runs from 2014-2018,
supported by the Innovation Fund Denmark (#72-2014-1)
with a consortium of two industry and two public partners
including The Heart Centre at Rigshospitalet in Copenhagen
Denmark. The project began with IT design researchers doing fieldwork studies and co-design activities in the clinic
and in patients’ homes. Six months into the project, a first
prototype of a patient mobile app and a web application for
clinicians was developed and deployed among 20 cardiac
device patients who were invited to take part in the living
lab. The patients could use the app to record symptoms and
describe their context in audio while clinicians at the Heart
Centre could use the patient-generated data for decisionmaking and for providing feedback to patients. Satisfaction
was quite high among patients, since it supported better contact with the clinic than without the app. Many patients explained that it made them feel safer and more informed. The

Summing up, central challenges in the Living Lab 2 was:
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•

Challenges with scaling: The co-design with 200 users was difficult and identified a need for resources
and approaches for co-design in large scale living
labs.

•

Challenges with technical issues: Small technical
problems for a few users became large-scale technical issues for the 200 users and required strong focus on a mature and reliable prototype.

•

Challenges with practical issues: Practical tasks like
coordinating user communication, keeping track of
users and the use etc. became a central (underestimated) task in the living lab.

Lab 3: Welfare Technology in Nursing Homes

where the producer worked with the technical installation the
beds were re-installed and used for three months. However,
problems with false alarms and missing alarms continued due
to a weak technical infrastructure between the beds and the
nursing home’s existing network. Some alarms reached the
mobile phones of the care workers, and some alarms did not.
The technical problems moved attention from daily living in
the lab. As expressed by the manager: ‘It is frustrating because I thought that the focus was different, to use the bed in
our care, and then the bed was not in focus at all, it was the
alarms and the paging system that got all attention’. Similar
technical problems stealing the attention from the ‘real-life’
was observed in other labs [23].

LabX was the overall name for an umbrella of living labs set
up in North Denmark to explore living labs for innovation of
healthcare technologies in the care of elderly, chronically ill
and handicapped persons. The project was supported by the
European Regional Development Fund and the overall goal
was to foster collaboration between municipalities, industry
and knowledge institutions in order to stimulate economic
growth for the industrial partners, achieve efficiency and cost
reduction in the public sector and better serve the citizen. Six
municipalities and eleven small- and medium-sized technology enterprises participated in the project together with a
number of nursing homes, a university college, a vocational
education, and researchers from Aalborg University. Thirteen
living labs were initiated but only eight living labs were succeeded on a basis where data quality allowed for analysis. A
variety of technologies were explored. Some technologies
were aimed at staff only, but most technology were intended
to support both residents and staff. Technology included digital fences based on sensors and Bluetooth bracelets to sound
alarms of residents left the nursing home. Bluetooth bracelets
with accelerometers to send alarms if residents have a fall.
Sensor screens to stimulate residents via digital art. Automatic toilets, intelligent beds, intelligent laundry based on RFID
chips, a machine to help residents into and out of compression stockings. Seven of the eight nursing homes were intended for elderly people and one was for young adults with
physical disabilities. In all cases living labs were set up for a
three-month period beginning with a contract between participating nursing homes and technology enterprises regarding
the purpose of the lab.

A consequence of assuming that living labs are close to real
life living is the assumption that life in living labs is business
as usual – technology can be installed and life can continue
as usual and likewise, technology can be removed after three
months and life can continue as before. Assuming business as
usual means to assume that people who live and work in labs
know what to do, i.e. that they are familiar with the environment (since it is their daily environment) and know how to
do their daily tasks (as usual). However, in these labs the
roles and activities were mostly unclear to most of the participants. Are care assistants and residents allowed to unplug
technology if it keeps firing alarms? In other words, are care
workers testers who must work with and report errors? Are
they innovators who must come-up with solutions and engage
in technology development? Or are they simply expected to
behave as care workers and residents and do business as usual? In general, the labs identified a need to define lab behaviour
Summing up, central challenges in the Living Lab 3 was:

The living labs started with the technical installation and
short training of super-users, i.e. selected staff trained to use
the technology and record data. A living lab coordinator visited the labs on a frequent basis to collect data and support
the coordination of activity. However, the initial idea was to
install the technology and then observe the use. This approach resulted in a low use of co-design methods facilitating
interaction among the various stakeholders in the living labs.
Instead data collection was based on individual interviews
and observations with staff, management, municipality and
residents. Only in one lab a co-design workshop was organised. The participation of the nursing home residents was
limited.
The ambition to set-up a living lab and then observe the lived
life with the new technology was based on the assumption
that a living lab (in contrast to a simulation or usability lab)
is close to a naturalistic environment because of the longterm installation and use in a living environment. However,
though the labs lasted for three months the results repeat existing concerns from the living lab literature on missing longterm perspectives – start-up-problems continued throughout
the labs with only one exception. An example is the living
lab with the intelligent beds, which started with a massive
amount of alarms send from the beds. Alarms make a high
sound in the hallways. As described by the care workers in
interviews this was ‘very disturbing’ and the beds were all
turned off within the first 24 hours. After a couple of weeks

•

Challenges with participation: The interaction between the multiple stakeholders in the living labs
was low and mostly non-existing and the participation of the elderly users was very limited. This identified that co-design activities need to be methodological designed as part of a living lab set-up.

•

Challenges with exploring the real-life: Technical
problems were stealing resources and attention
throughout most of the living labs and identified a
need to define and develop approaches for innovation in real-life health settings.

•

Challenges with lab behaviour: unclear roles and lab
behaviour caused conflicts and misunderstandings
and identified a need to define roles, tasks and scrips
for living lab.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have analysed and identified nine challenges within three health IT living labs in Denmark; Transition,
resources, commitment, scale, technical issues, practical issues, participation, real-life and lab behaviour. Each of these
challenges are interrelated. In lab 1, the transitioning from
design to implementation and use was very challenging since
it hinges on organisational commitment and securing re4

sources for continuing stabilisation of the IT platform after
the living lab. In lab 2, large-scale user participation accentuated the technical issues and practical issues in the ability
to facilitate transition from design to use –technical and practical issues affected the lab participants commitment and
experience. In lab 3, the tension between real-life and lab
behaviour became a challenge, primarily due to unclear roles
and little interaction among stakeholders. Thus, a general
conclusion from the analysis is, that examinations of living
lab challenges are needed to further advance approaches for
health IT innovation in living environments. An examination
of the challenges across the three examined living labs in this
paper indicate that the living lab approach is indeed a sociotechnical challenge calling attention to the need to facilitate
the complex interrelation between technology, humans, organisational structure and tasks when innovating new technology supported health practices [24].
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Abstract

ence. Even in commercial game development, where you
only need to create something fun and not worry about teaching, the ratio of what becomes successful is very low. But it
is easier to get there by involving the intended users in the
design.

Computer games can teach children a number of skills. But
in order to cultivate enough engagement so that players will
want to learn, the games must be sufficiently entertaining.
Making good computer games is not trivial, and also not
something strictly sticking to a method or script can accomplish. In the CADMOS project, we have tried to tap into kids’
general interest and fascination with computer games, to
teach children aged 8-12 with Type 1 diabetes how to deal
with their condition in an optimal way. This will be achieved
by the use of serious games that are easy to understand, yet
fun to play, where they can experiment with variable treatments of their own illness in a safe space on virtual avatars
instead of themselves. We also want to achieve synergistic
integration with other diabetes-related treatment and selfmanagement tools, which are already being used by children
in the target group. Furthermore, it is a goal that the children's friends and family members should also be able to
participate in the game and thereby gain a better understanding of what it means to live with diabetes. In this paper
we show how we can get closer to this goal by designing the
game iteratively together with members of our user group.

The core part of the CADMOS project is the development of
a serious computer game for connecting children and adolescents with T1DM (Type 1 diabetes) in rural areas. Our hypothesis is: By combining mobile phones, medical sensors,
social media and serious video games, a motivational and
useful educational tool can be constructed, improving the
self-management skills of young T1DM patients considerably.
The project has an experimental, user-oriented approach, and
includes an in-depth analysis of the problem area, including
social video game design for children and adolescents. Our
prototype game is based upon development experience and
published research on game development and social media.
The project has involved children and adolescents with T1DM
and their parents [1], but also researchers and developers of
diabetes technology and self-management systems.
The CADMOS project is part of on-going research in Tromsø, Norway, on serious games for children and adolescents
with T1DM, and includes several computer games [2-6].

Keywords:
Video games, Diabetes Mellitus, Self-Management.

Only a few existing games for children with T1DM have
been made, and even fewer are generally available. [7] Two
of the most interesting are “Diabetic Dog” [8] and “Carb
Counting with Lenny” [9].

Introduction
Computer games can - as long as they are fun to play - be a
valuable tool to teach children any number of skills. After
all, it is easier to learn something when you enjoy doing it,
and games can be a valuable source of inspiration if you live
in a rural area where access to other people is limited.

The Diabetic Dog Game is a serious game from Sweden (Nobelpriskampen 2009; Nobel Web AB, 2010) [10], where the
users must take care of a dog with T1DM. Blood sugar levels, insulin levels, and other parameters such as mood affect
the dog, and the player must make decisions and actions accordingly. The main goal of the game is to take care of the
dog and make sure it is happy and healthy by giving love and
affection, arranging walks, providing food, and supplying
insulin.

The problem is that in order to get enough engagement so
that players will stick with a game, just taking the game and
wrapping it around some learning material is not enough.
While there is little doubt that children learn from games,
there are very few games that are able to specifically teach a
particular skill. In order to accomplish this, the game should
first and foremost be something that the intended user would
want to spend time with. Creating something that qualifies in
this regard is however more of an art form than an exact sci-

In 2011, Medtronic released the game “Carb Counting with
Lenny” (Medtronic, 2011). The game contains four mini-
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games. The goal for all four games is the same – to increase
knowledge about carbohydrate content in different food
groups. In this way, the children can learn to manage their
own food intake. It consists of two major parts:
1.

Lenny’s Food Guide helps kids learn carb values for
many food items across the basic food groups.

2.

In Lenny’s Carb Games, children can test their
knowledge with four interactive games: Carb or No
Carb, Compare the Carbs, Guess the Carbs, and
Build a Meal.

Stage 2: Getting feedback and improving the design
The next step was to test whether we were on the right track
by presenting our game to children in the appropriate age
group. This was done as part of a workshop organized by
members of our local diabetes community. Our audience was
11 kids aged 12-17 and their parents.
This event gave us a chance to demonstrate and talk about
our project to both the children and their parents. As part of
the workshop, we also invited the kids to participate in the
development process by designing new characters, giving
feedback on what was already implemented and coming up
with ideas for how to make the game even better.

In this paper we describe the iterative design approach used
in the CADMOS project, and how we have been able to engage our user group by making them part of the process.

Materials and Methods
The development project has been through two iterations:
1.

Initial development work on game mechanics suited
for teaching, and getting feedback on design from
fellow computer game designers.

2.

Presenting the game to kids in the target age group,
and receiving feedback and suggestions on how the
game can be improved.

We have used an ethnographic approach to gather information on how the users experience our game. We observe
them whilst they play, paying particular attention to nonverbal cues as well as what they are saying, in order to determine whether they are enjoying the experience or not. We
also make notes of what parts are working as intended and
what parts need more work.

Figure 1- Participants of the game design workshop
In order to get somewhere concrete during our session, we
settled on one idea to focus on: How to visualize the balance
between fullness level (with regards to food) together with
blood glucose level? Preferably in a manner that would be
easy to read and understand. We then workshopped a possible implementation together with the kids, using paper and
whiteboard.

Stage 1: Developing the initial prototype
The initial development started as part of “Tromsø Gamelab”, a one-off experiment at UIT – The Arctic University of
Norway. This collaboration between academia and local
game developers was aimed at creating a curriculum combining computer science with commercial and practical aspects
of designing, developing and releasing a video game.

Results

We decided to create a battle-arena game, where you pit a
team of characters against an opposing team to see who wins.
The plan was to create a simple but functional game mechanic, to use as a starting point for further development into
something that could teach diabetes management to children
and adolescents.

The initial game design went through a number of visual
styles before we settled on something that appealed to the
other developers. This was the design we presented to the
kids:

In order to justify putting the diabetes related parts into the
game at a later stage, we created a backstory that would facilitate this. The game is set in a distant future, where humanity is genetically and mechanically enhanced in ways
that practically gives them superpowers. The downside to
this enhancement is that it also gives them the functional
equivalent of diabetes, and thus everyone is heavily reliant
on injecting insulin.
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killed, and the robotic aspect makes it plausible that characters can be “repaired”.
The main reason for this buffer against fatal consequences is
that we want to encourage experimentation, as that is one of
the best ways to learn. In real life however, people with
T1DM who are dependent on manual insulin injections can
potentially die from complications associated with incorrect
dosages. Badly managed insulin and blood glucose levels
over time can also lead to disabilities like blindness and kidney failure. It is therefore not advisable to do experimentation with one’s own body, but a computer game provides an
arena that allows it to be done on avatars in a safe space.
Figure 2- Screenshot from the game.

By allowing the characters in the game to be repaired should
anything go wrong we could also keep any emotional bonds
the players have developed to them intact.

Upon doing so, we learned that the current state of our game
appeals more to boys than to girls. According to one of the
participants it also appeals even more to those who like science fiction in particular.

As the primary purpose of the work so far is putting together
a game that children like playing, it is currently difficult to
determine whether they are actually learning anything from
it. This will eventually be something we have to test by comparing children with T1DM who play the game, with a control group of children with the same illness, but no access to
the game. If we find that blood glucose levels are closer to
the ideal in the first group after an appropriate amount of
exposure to the game than in the second, we can conclude
that it is likely working as intended.

About a third of the kids really liked being involved in the
design process. Another third was somewhat passive, and the
last third was actively disinterested. Practically all those that
liked being part of the process volunteered to continue working with the game as testers after the end of the workshop.
The workshop resulted in a prototype designs for important
user interface elements that can be used in the game. Since
the intended users of the product helped design it they should
also be able to more easily make use of it.

The next phase of the project will be to import health data
from on- and off-body monitoring equipment into the game.
The idea is that data from sensor equipment such as step
counters, glucose meters, digital body thermometers, etc.,
can be integrated as part of the experience.

Discussion
Part of the reason we chose to make the characters into cyborgs with diabetes is that an earlier workshop with the children from when they were younger, indicated that humanoid
characters were usually envisioned when they were asked do
draw up suggestions for games, and thus the most likely avatar type to elicit engagement [11].

We plan on several extensions. One idea is to let the player
take the role of a diabetes adviser, who assists patients with
their day-to-day activities. Each patient will present a different
situation/problem that they need help with. The player will be
able to see recent blood glucose measurements, dietary information, physical activity, and to ask the patient questions,
and based on this, give advice. Based on the actions performed, the player will be rewarded points and achievements
and the virtual patient will be either happy or unsatisfied with
the help they received. The points and achievements received
can be posted to an online leader board, and to the players
social media profile, thus making it sharable with other people also playing.
We also want to experiment with a mixture of avatars with
T1DM and real users/players, in which the players can compete with each other as well as the avatars, about being better
regulated. This requires that the metabolism models and other physical models on which the avatars are based on should
be as realistic as possible.

Figure 3- Sample drawings from a similar workshop in 2013

Conclusion
The results received along with the feedback from the user
group indicate that the game has potential to be a useful tool
for children and adolescents to learn about diabetes. We believe that this will be important to improve self-management

But the cyborg characters also make it easier for us to handle
things like death and injuries in game. We wanted the option
to bring back to life characters that were seriously injured or
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for children and adolescents with T1DM who live quite far
from each other. Especially for adolescents, T1DM can be
stigmatising. If their friends don't understand why they have
to measure blood glucose level and inject insulin, it is sometimes socially difficult to do so. But a shared game experience may make it easier.

[8] Nobel Web AB. The Diabetic Dog Game. Available:

Further implementation and testing is of course needed to
assure that the learning goals can be met, and that is also how
we plan to continue going forward, until both we and our
user base is sufficiently satisfied with the game as a tool for
learning to manage diabetes.

[10] Nobelpriskampen:

http://nobelprize.org/educational_games/medicine/insu
lin/index.html 2010 (Cited: 18.05.18)

[9] Medtronic. Carb Counting with Lenny. Available:
http://www.lenny-diabetes.com/carb-counting-withlenny.html (2011) (Cited: 18.05.18)
http://nobelpriskampen.se/2009/diabetes_insulin/
2009. (Cited: 18.05.18)
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Abstract

psychological or physical impairment. Welfare technology
can also serve as support for next-of-kin and otherwise help
improve accessibility, resource utilization and quality of service” [3].

Welfare technology can be applied to increase the involvement and independence of individuals with disabilities. While
it is mainly applied for elderly, there are also initiatives for
persons with intellectual disabilities, for different purposes.
This group is currently marginalized in the labour market
and there is a need to increase the support for employment.
In this study, we provide an overview of previous literature
reviews on intellectual disability and employment. Based on
these findings, we discuss in which areas welfare technology
could support employment of individuals with intellectual
disabilities. The results show that employer attitudes, job
coaches and support programs are important for employment. Drawing on prioritised areas within welfare technology, we recommend to study how technology can be supportive within these areas, focusing on social inclusion in working life, a structured working life and public service delivery.

Welfare technology is mainly applied for elderly living at
home, for instance as safety and fall alarms and different
kind of sensors implemented in the home environment. Other
examples include technology that provides medication reminders and the use of tablets and mobile phones to reduce
social isolation and to increase efficiency [2, 3, 5]. However,
there are also initiatives for applying welfare technology for
persons with intellectual disabilities, both in Norway [3, 6]
and in other Scandinavian countries [2]. These initiatives
include sensors and alarms [2] but also technologies for localisation, communication, structure and time management
and information exchange between different actors [7].
Today, a majority of Norwegian individuals with intellectual
disabilities either have placements at day-centers (48%) or in
workplaces provided by social care services (41%). In addition, almost all individuals receive social support at the age
of 26 [8] and compared to other OECD countries there is a
high rate of incapacity-related support [9]. A Norwegian report shows that individuals with disabilities are marginalized
in both the traditional labor market and in segregated workplaces within the state labor market initiative [8]. A similar
situation is also the case for other Scandinavian countries
[10, 11]. This is a challenge as an active working life is described as one of the foundations for inclusion in society.
Apart from earning livelihood, it has a positive impact on
establishing a social network and identity, increasing selfesteem, providing structure and increasing health and wellbeing [10, 12-14]. Hence, we argue that there is a need to
increase the support for employment of individuals with intellectual disabilities.

Keywords:
Intellectual Disability, Employment, Technology.

Introduction
Welfare technology is seen as an important concept and innovation policy in the Scandinavian countries [1]. With an
increasing need for welfare services, and with fewer people
to provide those services, technology is viewed as an important step in managing that challenge. Welfare technology
can be applied to maintain or increase involvement and/or
independence of individuals with disabilities [2, 3]. It encompasses services for clients, healthcare professionals, relatives, industries and the society [2] and is seen as a heterogeneous group of technologies ranging from communication
support, assistive technology, disease management, technology for everyday tasks, entertainment and social support [4,
5]. In Norway, welfare technology is often defined as
“…technological assistance that contributes to increased
security, social participation, mobility and physical and cultural activity, and strengthens the individual's ability to
manage himself in everyday life despite illness and social,

The work market is changing, it is becoming more unstable
and complex, and also asks for flexibility of workers – and
this makes it important to understand how individuals with
intellectual disabilities can be supported in the work market
[15]. The aim of this paper is to present an overview of previous literature reviews on intellectual disability and em-
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ployment and to identify areas that are of importance for obtaining and maintaining employment. Based on these findings, we aim to discuss in which areas welfare technology
could support the employment of individuals with intellectual
disabilities.

themes; the workplace context, the individual context, the
societal context and the use of technology or techniques. The
cited studies were assessed to determine the outcome of the
investigated enablers/barriers. For example, in the review by
Cheng, Oakman [16], a study by McInnes et al. [2010] reported that “following job coaching, participants are three
times more likely to be employed”. Hence, a positive impact
was coded for the area individual context – job coaches.
Studies that stated that employment of individuals with disabilities was low, but with no further explanation were not
included in the analysis. Table 1 shows an overview of how
the barriers and enablers were classified into different areas
(a detailed overview can be obtained from the lead author).

Methods
The databases of Academic Search Complete, MedLine,
PsycINFO, CINAHL and EMBASE were scanned for reviews focusing on intellectual disability and employment.
The following keywords were used: intellectual disability
AND employment AND review, and these were searched for
in the abstract, with no restriction for included years. In total,
123 articles and book chapters were obtained. We included
both systematic and scoping reviews, that investigated barriers and enablers for employment of individuals with intellectual disabilities. In addition, one review article was retrieved
based on back tracking references, hence; we started with a
total of 124 articles and book chapters.

Table 1: Areas that influence the employment of individuals
with intellectual disabilities.
Area Study

Identification
Screening/Eligibility

[16]

[18]

[19]

[20]

27

20

50

28

55

Total number of studies

After removing duplicates (n=76) and book chapters (n=4),
the abstracts of 44 articles were read to determine an inclusion or not. This resulted in the exclusion of 39 articles due
to a focus on the situation of individuals with disabilities in
specific countries (n=5), specific approaches or interventions
(n=8), cost analysis (n=4), quality of life or social inclusion
(n=7), not providing a review of existing literature or lacking
a description of the search strategy (n=11), other focus (n=4)
or not being accessible (n=3). In total, 5 review articles were
included for further analysis (Figure 1).
Papers identified
through database search
(n = 123)

[17]

Workplace context = 35 articles
Co-workers' support

10

4

4

-

6

Employer attitudes

4

-

-

7

-

Job training & Job search
assistance

5

6

14

1

3

Job matching

1

1

2

3

7

Job coaches

3

4

1

-

-

1

-

-

3

4

Individual context = 51 articles

Papers identified through
reviewing bibliography (n = 1)

Societal context = 8 articles
Welfare benefits

Duplicates and book chapters
removed (n = 4 + 76)

Welfare technology & techniques = 18 articles

Papers screened and assessed for eligibility (n =
44)

Technology

-

3

9

-

-

Techniques

3

2

1

-

-

Studies not focusing on
factors for employment

0

0

19

14

35

Papers excluded (n = 39)

Included

Results
Papers included in the
review (n = 5)

The workplace context
The workplace context included issues connected to support
from co-workers and opinions of employers regarding individuals with intellectual disabilities. The largest number of
studies relating to the workplace context was included in the
review by Ellenkamp, Brouwers [17] (n=14). While it was
found that support from co-workers was important for integration and interaction in the workplace (n=10), it seems
unclear how it affects the possibilities of obtaining or main-

Figure - Flow diagram of the search process.
As a second step, the articles were read in detail. The cited
studies, included in the reviews, that reported barriers and
enablers for employment were classified in four main
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taining employment. Only two studies found support for
maintaining work. The results in the review by Cheng,
Oakman [16] were varied, one of the studies cited found that
support from co-workers can increase job placement rates
while the other three studies found no support for such rates.
Similar findings were indicated in the review by Hedley,
Uljarevic [18] in which one study identified that a supportive
workplace fosters the success of individuals with autism
spectrum disorder. In two other studies, employees with intellectual disabilities stressed the importance of support and
understanding in the workplace but the effect on the quality
of the employment was unclear. Six studies in the review by
Lövgren, Markström [20] suggested that peer support improves the opportunities to obtain and keep an employment
but with no ascertained evidence. Two of the studies did
stress that simply providing support is not enough, there is
also need for some form of education, for instance mentoring, and for financial support. This was explored in another
study. The study showed that while education in mentoring
for staff members who work with job training for individuals
with intellectual disabilities improved the feedback provided
by staff members, the behavior of the individuals with disabilities remained unchanged [18].

for on-the-job training were presented in one review (n=3)
[20]. This included short periods at different workplaces for
individuals with autism in order to foster an understanding of
work. However; the connection to obtaining or maintaining
employment was not reported.
The importance of matching the interests of the individual
with the employment was mentioned in all the reviews [1620]. One study found positive support for the use of personcentered planning to determine employment preferences [16]
and another study found that matching interests and abilities
increased the possibility to maintain employment [17]. Two
studies recommended that matches should be more strategic
and focus on occupations where individuals with intellectual
disabilities are well-represented [20]. Ten additional studies
recommended matching of interests and work, still it seems
unclear how it affects the possibilities of obtaining or maintaining employment.
Four studies in the review by Cheng, Oakman [16] focused
on job coaches. Three of them showed that coaches have a
positive effect on obtaining and retaining an employment.
This was also indicated by four other studies which found
that job coaches were important for employers’ decision to
hire individuals with intellectual disabilities and for maintaining employment [17, 18]. However, one study showed
that a decrease of job coach support can have positive outcomes on work productivity for individuals with severe intellectual disability [16].

Employers’ attitudes towards employing individuals with
disabilities were identified as an important enabler in two of
the reviews [17, 19]. Two studies found that safety, productivity, attendance, availability of supportive services, no behavioral problems and punctuality are of importance to employers [17]. In addition, employers with previous experiences of staff with intellectual disability are more likely to employ individuals with disabilities compared to those without
previous experiences [17]. The review by Cavanagh, Bartram
[19] focused on human resource management and identified
seven studies which reported that employer attitudes are a
barrier towards employment of individuals with intellectual
disability.

The societal context
One study related to welfare benefits showed that subsidies
for employers as well as individually placed persons increased the salary of individuals with intellectual disabilities
[17]. The role of welfare programs was also mentioned in the
review by Cavanagh, in which three studies reported on the
need for increased support from such programs. A call for
more coordinated work around welfare programs was mentioned in four other studies [20]. However, the negative impact on employment due to current programs was not described.

The individual context
A large number of articles focused on support for the individual. This included job training, job search assistance, job
matching and job coaches. The review by Hedley, Uljarevic
[18] found 14 studies which explored the importance of employment support programs and services, such as job search
assistance and on-the-job training. The impact of such support was reported to have a positive effect on obtaining employment in all fourteen studies and one of the studies reported positive influence on increased working hours and
wages. Four out of five studies in the review by Ellenkamp,
Brouwers [17] found that job training was an important enabler for obtaining employment. The review by Cheng,
Oakman [16] included six articles that focused on different
kind of job support in which job search assistance and onthe-job training were found to be helpful in gaining and retaining an open employment. A small case study found support for the combination of off-the-job training and on-thejob training for individuals with autism for quicker skill uptake and gaining experience of a work context. While it
made the participants work ready it is unclear if it had any
effect on employment [19]. Alternatives to early placement

Welfare technology and techniques
Concerning completion of work tasks, three of the reviews
included studies that focused on the use of instructional approaches (n=6) and welfare technologies (n=12) [16-18].
Different kind of non-technological approaches included
training for work tasks with the use of specific words, career
development tasks [17] and checklists [16] which all showed
to increase the work performance of individuals. One study
discussed an assessment instrument [17] and two articles explored behavior techniques including incidental teaching,
discrete-trail teaching and social stories [16, 18]. These results seemed promising but due to limited research, the effects on employment outcomes had not been identified.
The use of welfare technology to assist individuals with disabilities included teaching of tasks through e.g. video instructions and audio coaching [16] which both showed to improve
work performance. Hedley, Uljarevic [18] also reported on
positive outcomes of implementing a personal digital assis13

• Technologies that support a structured working life,
targeting activities provided by job coaches and activities within support programs.

tant which increased working time and using virtual jobs
which improved interviewing skills. The use of an iPad at
work was also shown to increase independence, confidence,
time management and organizational skills. However, the
effects of video self-modelling to learn work tasks [16] and
the impact of other applications could not be ascertained
[18]. In total, half of the studies did not report a positive impact on improved work performance while the other half did.

Apart from the three main areas, there is a need to invest in
technologies that support the delivery of public services and
the exchange of information between all involved actors in
the welfare system [3]. This is similar to what is described as
back-office technologies for public e-services, i.e. the parts
of the service process which is not visible to citizens but
connected to the technology in the supplying organization
[24]. With the wide range of actors involved in the use of
public e-services and its complexity, it is important that information can be communicated and shared without disruption [25]. We therefore propose to study technologies that
support the internal components of public services that are
offered to individuals with intellectual disabilities. This includes technologies used by other users, for instance those
who are employed in social services, schools and healthcare
services, who are in contact with individuals with intellectual
disabilities.

Discussion
The reviews included in our study focused on barriers and
enablers for employment of individuals with intellectual disability. The reviews showed limited support for positive outcomes on employment for areas such as co-workers’ support
and job matching. While these areas were stressed as important in several studies, few studies reported on actual impact on either obtaining or maintaining employment. On the
other hand, the support from co-workers did however increase the integration of individuals with intellectual disabilities and their interaction with colleagues. A few studies discussed welfare benefits and criticized current initiatives but
lacked support for its’ negative impact on employment.

Limitations
This study included English language reviews published in
peer-reviewed outlets, which neglects findings presented in
white papers and in other languages. Further, only a small
number of reviews were identified, however; we believe that
the included reviews cover many studies and that our study
presents a synthesis of the literature.

The reviews and the cited studies focusing on employer attitudes showed that their attitudes towards individuals with
disabilities are important for obtaining and maintaining an
employment. While there were few studies focusing on job
coaches, seven out of eight studies supported the positive
influence of job coaches. In addition, the majority of the
studies on support programs (22/27) reported positive evidence related to employment. The studies of applications of
different approaches and technologies to support employment
of individuals with intellectual disabilities, reported mixed
results, showing either positive effects on work performance
or the need of more research. To summarize, the following
areas seem to be important for the ability to obtain and maintain an employment: (1) employer attitudes, (2) job coaches
and (3) support programs.

Conclusions
Our synthesis of the reviews and the included articles presents a number of areas that are of importance for employment of individuals with intellectual disabilities. Employer
attitudes, job coaches, support programs and, to some extent,
technology appear to play an important role for the possibility to obtain and maintain employment. With this background, it should be further explored how welfare technologies can be applied within these areas, focusing on social
inclusion, a structured working life and public service delivery.

It appears that the employment of individuals with intellectual disabilities depends on several initiatives and that there is
a need to work within several areas. In view of the current
discussion on the potential of welfare technology [21] it is of
vital importance to explore if and how welfare technology
can be applied within these areas. In Norway, an influential
white paper argued to focus on three main technology areas:
safety alarms, technology that increases social inclusion and
technology that supports an active and structured everyday
life [3]. For individuals with intellectual disabilities, the last
two areas are of interest due to the current exclusion from
working life [8, 9, 15] and due to the individuals’ disability,
limiting their actions that are performed within a societal
environment [22, 23]. Drawing on these recommendations
and the results in our study, we recommend to explore the
potential of welfare technologies in the following areas:
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Abstract

if there is not a reasonable relationship between health outcomes and associated costs [12]. Although several pilot trials
have suggested that telehealthcare could be cost-effective or
cost-saving for COPD patients [13–17], recent larger-scale
studies have found it hard to replicate similar results, suggesting that it might not be cost-effective to scale up telehealthcare solutions to all COPD patients assuming that
“one-solution fit all” [18–21].

International results have recently questioned the value of
providing telehealthcare to all COPD patients. Results from
the Danish TeleCare North trial nuanced the debate by concluding that telehealthcare would most likely only be costeffective for patients in a subgroup of severe COPD. Machine-learning methods have been suggested as a strategy to
target telehealthcare even better than clinical subgroups.
Data from the TeleCare North trial was used to fit classification models in order to explore this feasibility. Three models
were applied: a simple decision tree, logistic regression and
a linear support vector machine. Results indicate that classification methods can be used to predict patient-level costeffectiveness with a relatively high precision. With these
methods, it is feasible to target telehealthcare even better in
order to maximize survival and health-related quality of life
while not overusing scarce health resources as argued by
health economists and clinical advocates of rational medicine.

However, there is little knowledge on the implications of
patient heterogeneity, i.e. that some patient groups might for
some reason be more or less cost-effective than others. Recent results from the Danish TeleCare North trial is one of
the first studies to indicate that, although telehealthcare is not
cost-effective for all COPD patients (21), it might – on average - be highly cost-effective for patients in the severe COPD
subgroup [22].
But at the same time, there is a growing demand for targeting
telehealthcare even better than by clinical subgroups in order
to identify the contexts and characteristics of ideal individual
patients that should receive telehealthcare, i.e. enabling assessment that answers under which circumstances telehealthcare would be most likely to be cost-effective [23–25].
Machine-learning methods used to predict outcomes for individual patients eligible for telehealthcare has recently been
suggested as one way forward [26].

Keywords:
Pattern Recognition, Automated/classification; Cost-Benefit
Analysis, Telemedicine; Pulmonary Disease, Chronic Obstructive, Denmark.

Introduction
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a prevalent disease [1,2]. The World Health Organization projects
that 64 million people have COPD worldwide, attributing to
more than 3 million deaths annually [3]. COPD is a major
health problem in the European Union with a member state
COPD prevalence between 4-10% [4]. The Danish Lung Association estimates that 430,000 Danish citizens have COPD
[5] with a scientific study setting the prevalence to 9% [6].
According to an analysis of the disease burden in Denmark,
around 3,300 Danish citizens die due to COPD each year
(6% of total number of deaths) [7] and 2,500 die each year of
causes related to COPD [8].

The aim of this project is to investigate if it is possible to use
predictive algorithms to help stratify telehealthcare for
COPD patients in a way that maximizes the patient-level
cost-effectiveness ratio.

Materials and Methods
Data
The study design, data collection procedure [27] as well as
the results of TeleCare North has been been published elsewhere [21,22]. In addition to usual care, patients in the intervention group received a set of telehealthcare equipment,
disease-specific education and were monitored by a municipality-based healthcare team. The control group received
usual care. 1,225 patients were included with 578 patients

Systematic reviews and a recent large-scale randomized trial
have shown some effect of telehealthcare on health outcomes
[9–11]. However, due to fiscal pressure in healthcare sectors,
effective interventions might still not receive public funding,
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receiving telehealthcare and 647 usual care. The duration of
the study was 12 months.
For the purposes of this study, the variables collected as part
of the study is of particular interest and can be divided into
the cost-effectiveness ratio to be predicted and a set of features used to predict this outcome.

in household and smoking status) and the presence of five
comorbidities (diabetes, musculoskeletal disease, cancer,
mental illness and heart disease) was ascertained from questionnaires that were filled out by patients. Age and gender
was identified from the patients’ social security number and
their residing municipality was collected from the Danish
Civil Registration System [37]. Nine features associated with
the historical activity for the included patients was incorporated to account for organizational differences and variation
in visitation practices. Therefore, the number and duration of
hospital admissions and the number of outpatient visits one
year prior to randomization was included as were the costs
associated with these contacts. Costs due to medicine, primary care and practical help and care at home, home-based
nursing care, and rehabilitation was also collected for the one
year leading up to the evaluation period. All features was
collected from the same national registers as described
above.

Outcome
The primary outcome is the total costs per quality-adjusted
life year (QALY) gained at the individual level, which represent an individualized cost-effectiveness ratio.
A QALY is a composite measure of survival and healthrelated quality-of-life (HRQoL) [28]. Information on mortality was taken from the Danish Register of Causes of Death
[29]. HRQoL stemmed from generic EQ-5D-3L questionnaires distributed to patients at baseline and 12-months follow-up. The EQ-5D scores HRQoL on a scale from 0-1,
where “1” indicates perfect HRQoL and “0” meaning dead.
Negative scores are possible indicating health states considered worse than death [30]. QALYs were calculated by linear
interpolation of EQ5D-3L scores with Danish societal
weights [31,32].

In total, the dataset consist of 32 features. In addition, six
predictors were derived from other features: In the original
cost-effectiveness analysis, three characteristics were important in distinguishing between subgroups that were more
cost-effective than others [22].The cost-effectiveness of telehealthcare depended on COPD severity group that can be
calculated from FEV1(%) [38]. Furthermore, existing social
sector costs was a driver of cost-effectiveness; as were baseline cost (accumulated costs one year prior to evaluation).
Both variables were calculated from the individual baseline
cost-categories that were collected as part of the trial. Three
other features were generated that indicate whether a patient
suffer from hypertension, multimorbidities or tachycardia and
they were calculated from blood pressure, individual
comorbidities and pulse, respectively. These were included
because of their clinical meaningfulness.

Total costs included intervention costs, healthcare costs
(hospital-, medicine-, and primary sector costs), and social
sector costs (cost to practical help and care at home, homebased nursing care, and rehabilitation). Within-trial
healthcare costs were all collected from national registers by
applying patients’ unique social security number. Hospital
contacts were collected from the Danish National Patient
Register [33]; contacts between patients and the primary care
sector from the National Health Insurance Service Register
[34]; and medication use was taken from The Danish Register of Medicinal Product Statistics [35]. Social sector costs
was estimated from electronic care systems in each of the 10
included municipalities. Intervention costs were assessed
from prices paid during the TeleCare North implementation
and included costs of hardware, installation, maintenance and
support as well as training costs, monitoring costs, and project management costs. All costs were reported in 2014 prices and were obtained in Danish kroner (DKK) and thereafter
exchanged to € using the average 2014 exchange rate
(1€=7.4547 DKK).

Missing data
Of the 1,225 patients originally included in the TeleCare
North trial, complete data for both total costs (i.e. all cost
categories), baseline EQ-5D score and EQ-5D score at follow-up were available for 728 patients (59%; 302 in telehealthcare group; 426 in control group). Missing data for the
EQ-5D summary score were present for 8% of the participants at baseline (48 in the telehealthcare group; 53 in the
control group). Due to non-response or to incomplete registration of EQ-5D questionnaire items, 27% had missing data
on the EQ-5D summary score at follow-up (199 in the telehealthcare group; 133 in the control group). Two municipalities where unable to extract rehabilitation costs (79 in the
telehealthcare group; 73 in the control group).

Features
Different baseline features were collected as part of the trial.
All features originated from a combination of questionnaires,
physical measurements conducted by general practitioners
and from national registers. Three baseline HRQoL summary
scores (baseline EQ-5D, PCS and MCS scores) was available
from two generic questionnaires distributed to all patients:
the EQ-5D-3L [30] and the SF-36 [36]. Six physiological
parameters was measured by the patients’ general practitioner and consisted of systolic- and diastolic blood pressure,
pulse, body mass index (BMI), spirometry measures (percentage of expected forced expiratory volume in one second
(FEV1 (%)), percentage of expected forced vital capacity
(FVC (%)). Six socio-demographics (marital status, highest
education, duration of COPD, job status, number of persons

Only the 302 participants with complete outcome data in the
telehealthcare group were included in this analysis.
Missing data in any features from those 302 participants were
replaced by multiple imputation. Missing feature values were
assumed missing at random (MAR) at replaced with the mi
impute chained command in STATA12.1 and 30 complete
datasets were created an averaged to one value per missing.
Continuous variables were imputed by predictive mean
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matching and categorical variables by multinomial logistic or
logistic regression. Imputation models included predictors for
the outcomes at both time points and predictors for missing
observations in the individual variables. The imputation
models were estimated separately by treatment group and
included the clustering variable and the measures of disease
status, presence of comorbidities and sociodemographic variables described previously.

MCS (SF-36 mental score)

Model and features
To investigate some basic methods of machine-learning, a
relative naïve approach was chosen for this study. The prediction of cost-effectiveness was addressed as a simple pattern classification problem to test different methods.

The characteristics of the included patients are presented in
Table 1.

First, all 38 features regardless of multicollinearity were used
in subsequent analyses.

Table 1- Baseline characteristics of the sample (n=302)
Age (years)
Men (%)
Marital status
Married/in a relationship
Single
Widow/widower
Smoking status
Non-smokers
Smokers
Highest education
Elementary school
Secondary school
Vocational education
Short tertiary school (2-3
years)
Bachelor or equivalent (3-5
years)
Master or equivalent (>5
years)
Job status
Full-time
Part-time
None
Blood pressure, diastolic
Blood pressure, systolic
Pulse
BMI
Duration of COPD (years)
FEV1 (%)
FVC (%)
Comorbidities
Diabetes
Heart disease
Mental health problem
Musculoskeletal disease
Cancer
Baseline total cost (€)
Baseline HRQoL
EQ-5D score
PCS (SF-36 physical score)

48.98 (10.97)

Data are mean (SD) or proportion (number of patients)
COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; FEV1(%): forced expiratory
volume in one second of predicted normal; FVC(%): forced vital capacity

69.57 (8.87)
50.99 (n=154)

Second, the individualized cost-effectiveness ratio was categorized into two groups (Class 1: Total cost/QALY≤ €5,000;
Class 2: Total cost/QALY>€5,000). This was done due to
simplicity and because the cost-effectiveness ratio was highly
skewed even after normalization. The boundary was exploratively chosen based on the distribution of the individualized
cost-effectiveness ratio.

66.56 (n=201)
17.55 (n=53)
15.89 (n=48)
65.89 (n=199)
34.11 (n=103)

Third, MATLAB Release 2017a was used to train and evaluate all 38 predictors using a five-fold cross-validation. A
simple decision tree, logistic regression and linear support
vector machines were fitted to the data.

46.03 (n=139)
4.30 (n=13)
34.77 (n=105)
7.95 (n=24)

Evaluation
All models were evaluated based on accuracy and the area
under the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC).
Accuracy is the proportion of correct predictions made for
the two cost-effectiveness categories among the total number
of observations. The AUC curve quantifies the overall ability
of the classification model to discriminate between observations that have a total cost/QALY ≤ €5,000 or >€5,000 across
classification thresholds. A model with no better precision
than chance has an AUC of 0.5.

6.95 (n=21)
0.00 (n=0)

3.64 (n=11)
7.28 (n=22)
89.07 (n=269)
76.64 (10.51)
130.62 (16.97)
79.12 (13.31)
26.22 (5.01)
7.97 (6.10)
47.57 (16.29)
70.85 (16.94)

Results
Table 2 presents model performance for each of the three
models that were fitted. The linear SVM performed best with
an accuracy of 79.1% and an area under the curve of 0.89.
The classification model was therefore able to classify 79%
of the observations into the correct cost-effectiveness categories with a relatively high ability to distinguish which observations should be predicted to have an individualized costeffectiveness larger or smaller than €5,000 across classification levels.

10.69 (n=32)
32.12 (n=97)
3.31 (n=10)
25.83 (n=78)
5.63 (n=17)
4,863.37 (7,874.23)

Moreover, all three models had relatively high performance
(accuracy between 76.7-79.1% and area under the curves
between 0.81-0.89).
Table 2- Performance evaluation of the included models

0.727 (0.20)
38.30 (8.68)

Simple tree
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Accuracy (%)

AUC

76.7

0.81

Logistic regression
Linear SVM

77.4
79.1

Discussion

0.84
0.89

The best performing model was the linear SVM, but all three
compared models had relatively high accuracy (from 76.779.1) and large area under the ROC-curves (from 0.81-0.89).
This seems to suggest that machine-learning methods can be
used to predict the individualized cost-effectiveness of telehealth to COPD patients with a relatively high precision.

AUC: Area under the curve; SVM: Support vector machine

Figure 1 and Figure 2 presents the receiver operation characteristics of both classes (Class 1: Total cost/QALY≤ €5,000;
Class 2: Total cost/QALY>€5,000) for the best performing
classification model (linear SVM).

Strength/weaknesses
This study applied data from a large clinical trial that rigorously collected patient-level data on both health outcomes,
socio-demographics and resource patterns across all relevant
stakeholders involved in managing COPD patients. All cost
data are based on unambiguous register-data complete eliminating any self-report biases.
A limitation is that no feature selection was conducted prior
to model training. Using 38 features to predict a twocategory outcome resulting in a relatively high precision
might be due to overfitting of the data, which means that the
models accurately classifies the training data, but would perform poorly on future data. A five-fold cross validation was
used to counter some of the problems of overfitting the data,
but in general, much fewer features could make the same
classification. From the original cost-effectiveness analysis,
it is known that especially baseline HRQoL and total baseline costs (the sum of costs accumulated from all costcategories 12 months prior to evaluation start) had a major
impact on the cost-effectiveness estimate [21]. For this reason baseline EQ-5D is required as a variable in any models
estimating cost-effectiveness in health economic research
[39].

Figure 1- Receiver operation characteristics based on a linear support vector machine (Class 1)

Another limitation is that no techniques for dealing with outliers were applied. It could rightfully be stated that very large
outliers are attributed to patients having other serious disease
alongside COPD. However, models did account for major
comorbidities and baseline total costs. And health economists
will insist on asking what threshold levels constitutes an outlier given smooth cost-effectiveness distributions and argue
that outliers are crucial for estimating impact on healthcare
budgets, which is why mean values instead of medians are
always reported [40,41].
Finally, large proportions of missing data can be a particular
problem in machine-learning. In clinical trials, good practice
implies handling missing data with multiple imputation
[42,43]; but this procedure could artificially boost the performance of prediction models, since multiple imputation
entails using other variables to predict missing values. This
study therefore sought to minimize the missing data challenge by focusing on the telehealthcare group with complete
cost-effectiveness ratio. But these participants still had missing data on especially socio-demographics and physical
measurements used to predict cost-effectiveness.

Figure 2- Receiver operation characteristics based on a linear support vector machine (Class 2)

Comparison with other research
While some studies have applied machine-learning techniques in medicine to predict outcomes related to health eco-
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nomic evaluation, i.e. mortality in heart disease [44], HRQoL
in COPD [45] and even the cost of treatment in liver disease
[46]; no other studies have been found that sought directly to
predict the cost-effectiveness ratio of health technologies.

tio or even more cost-effectiveness categories could have
been applied instead.
New predictive models might also need to be developed and
incorporated into existing software that can account for the
clustered nature of health- and cost data: due to variation in
practice, it is plausible that mortality, health-related quality
of life and costs are more similar within e.g. geographical
areas or the patients’ organizational affiliation than across
these areas. Treating this information merely as fixed variables in modelling outcomes can lead to biased model coefficients and –uncertainty [51,52].

The study published by Stausholm and colleagues [44] come
closest to the design of this study. It applied data from the
TeleCare North trial to predict increasing or decreasing
HRQoL and healthcare sector costs for 553 COPD patients
receiving both telehealthcare and usual care. The design entailed application of four different logistic regression models
with 39 features, which were evaluated by accuracy and root
mean square error (RMSE). Accuracy of models ranged from
61-65% for models predicting HRQoL and 74-75% for models predicting healthcare sector costs, while the RMSE was
5.265 scores for HRQoL and $5430 for healthcare costs. The
study concluded that predictive analytics could be used to
stratify COPD patients for telehealthcare. This current study
has a slightly higher accuracy (76.7-79.1%) with roughly the
same number of features. However, this study applied a different HRQoL summary score (the EQ-5D as opposed to SF36 in Stausholm) and accounted for a much broader costperspective. Especially costs in municipalities (due to daily
practical help and home nursing care) led to larger proportion
of COPD patients to have very large costs, that were in part
accounted for by including a feature for having resource use
in municipalities prior to data collection.
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Abstract

emergency coordinator, or directly presented in a complex
information system [3].

Patient handovers from prehospital to emergency departments (ED) can be complex; involving critical patient care
under the influence of high stress levels and carries the potential for loss of important contextual information. An intuitive and easy access to this information, can advantageously
help ensure patient safety. The aim of this study was to design a dashboard prototype that visualizes data for the clinicians in emergency departments in acute care. Through observations at an emergency department, a dashboard design
was conducted and evaluated. Six clinicians from two different emergency departments and three peers with experience
from healthcare, were used as evaluators of the dashboard,
by a cognitive walkthrough using a case-based simulation.
This study found that the evaluators perceived the visualization of the patient information at the dashboard, as easily
manageable and sufficient. Visualizing important contextual
patient information at a dashboard, can be rewarding to the
clinicians in the ED.
Keywords:

The aim of this study was to design a dashboard prototype
that simplistically visualizes and prioritizes data for clinicians in emergency departments in acute care. The design
was further evaluated to consolidate the possible effects of
the design.

Materials and Methods
The study consisted of two phases:
1. Designing the electronic dashboard.
2. Evaluation of the clinical dashboard
Phase 1: Designing the clinical dashboard
To investigate the needs for a simplistically design of the
dashboard prototype and to form the design process insights
into everyday practices were obtained by qualitative
observations. Analysis of the workflow provided an intuitive
understanding of possible solutions, as well as knowledge of
how the clinicians currently uses prehospital information. In
addition, a detailed description of the physical conditions
framed the workflow.

Data visualization, Emergency Medical Services, Emergency
Department, Clinical Decision-Making, Dashboard, Design.

Introduction

The observation was conducted in an emergency department
(ED) by two observers, over the course of one day and was
conducted as an observational study with the possibility of
elaborate questions to the clinicians. The observation and
dialogues were used as possibilities for optimizing data
placement in the dashboard design.

Prehospital information involves contextual information
about the incident location, patient status, vital signs etc.
[1,2]. Information can both support the clinicians at an emergency department and ensure patient safety, if properly used
[1,3]. The complex and dynamic situations in patient handovers from prehospital to emergency departments put high
demands for fast decision making about further procedures
and treatments [1]. Decision making processes are challenged
by high levels of stress. High levels of stress are a psychological factor that may impact the ability to transform information to actions [1]. Hence, decision making relies on easily accessible contextual information, which should be visualized intuitively “at a glance” [1,4,5].

The dashboard design was conducted on the basis of the good
design principles as described by Wiklund et al. [7] in comparison with the results from the field studies and outcomes
from other studies [2,4–6,8,9]. Based on this, the results were
20 requirements (see table 1) which were set in the user
interface and content which became the basis for the design.
The prototype was designed using interactive mockups in the
prototype tool Justinmind Prototypes (Ver 8.3.1).

Visual simplistic projecting of data facilitates information
processing to be faster [1,6]. The visualization of data can be
efficiently displayed by a dashboard design, the design
promotes interrelations between data. Today, information
about the patient can be given in writing or orally to an

Phase 2: Evaluation of the electronic dashboard
The prototype was evaluated by a cognitive walkthrough,
which involved descriptions of the workflow utilizing casebased simulation [7]. During the walkthrough an in-depth
description of the prototype was presented, thereby
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increasing the motivation and rational thinking of the
evaluators [10].

3.

The evaluation consisted of three stages:

Table 1- Requirements for the electronic dashboard design

1. Case presentation. The evaluators were asked to indicate the relevant information.

Requirements for the electronic dashboard design

2. Dashboard was displayed. The evaluators were asked
to select which data was relevant, as well as what alternatives could be desired.

1

Must fit multiple monitor sizes.

11

2

Alerts for incoming
critical patient’s must
remain visible.

12

3

Important data should
be visible on dashboard.
Panels containing new
data should be placed at
the top of screen.
If data exceeds screen
size only vertical scrolling should be promoted.
Login periods should be
prolonged.

13

The critical and important data should be
visible on dashboard.
Critical data must be
emphasized.

17

Continuously synchronization of data with
timestamp.
User interface must be
compatible with multiple platforms.

19

3. Opinion regarding; access to data, design and whether
the dashboard appeared to be easy or difficult to use.
The procedure was the same for all evaluators, and each research team member had the same role in each evaluation.
The dashboard was presented in the same manner to all evaluators. Firstly, the data panels were presented, secondly navigational options and at last a header containing data which
was not relevant in acute treatments of emergency patients.

4

Evaluators
Nine evaluators were selected, to evaluate the dashboard.
Three evaluators from ED A (EDA), in which the field studies where held. Three evaluators were also selected from the
Department of Health Science and Technology, Aalborg
University, Aalborg, Denmark (peers), as well as three evaluators from ED B (EDB) which is located in another region.
A total of nine evaluators were selected, all with a bachelor’s
degree within health science and at least two years of health
care experience. The evaluators from the two emergency
departments were expected to provide important information,
concerning the how design was experienced, and whether the
data displayed on the dashboard harmonized with the workflow and the information needed in emergency medicine.

5

Results

9

6

7
8

The trauma room had installed in it a big screen which was
visible to all attending personnel. This is ideal for showing
the latest data but was currently only used for showing pictures from the accident scene.

10

A navigational cluster in which the user can shift
between interfaces.

16

18

20

Navigational buttons
should be both icons
and titles.
Overview should be
simplified with few
panels containing data.
The graphical user interface should be aesthetically pleasing.

1.

Patient - The panel contains patient data such as
allergies, previous diseases, diagnosis and
identification-related data

2.

Assessment and treatment - The panel contains
Airway,
Breathing,
Circulation,
Disability,
Exposure (ABCDE), as well as treatments
performed by the prehospital unit.

3.

Vital signs & observations - The panel contains
observations and measured vital signs that are
critical for the treatment of the patient. These are
divided into columns so that they are clearly
separated from each other.

The dashboard consists of 3 graphical parts:

2.
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The arrangement of the panels is sorted by its content and
relation to each other (see figure 1, in Danish). The six
prioritized panels contain:

The twenty requirements were utilized in the design of the
dashboard design.
Data panels consisting of six panels shown in figure
1.

14

Data must be shown
close together on the
user interface in panels.
There must be consistency in the chosen
design i.e. same placement of controls with
same features throughout the prototype.
Icons and titles must
have relational meaning
to each other.
Navigation should be
through a few buttons
placed in a cluster.
The dashboard must
show as much data as
possible, so navigation
is minimized.
Patient identification
must be placed in a
header that is visible at
all times.
Titles should be meaningful to the user.

Walkthrough of the data panels

Twenty requirements to the dashboard were constructed, as
illustrated in table 1. The requirements are based on the observation findings, outcomes from other studies and the principles as described by by Wiklund et al [7]. The dialogue
with the clinician concluded that notes from the emergency
respondent, vital signs and pictures from the accident scene
was of highest importance.

1.

A header in the upper part of the user interface
which contains multiple kinds of data.
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4.

Pictures - The panel contains images from the scene
of injury and of the patient.

5.

Notes - The panel contains all notes taken by the
pre-hospital unit.

6.

Injuries - The panel contains a diagram of the
patient's injuries.

recent data are prioritized to the top of each panel, ensuring
uniform data presentation across all panels. Each value/ observation has its own column to provide an overview. This
minimizes the possibilities for misinterpretation of data.
Clinical decision support is solved by gathering data into few
panels where relational data is gathered in the same panel.
i.e. ABCDE is shown with patient treatment.

The panels facilitate visualization of the user interface and
sought-after data is quickly and intuitively accessible. Most

Figure 1- The figure shows the six data panels used to visualize data

• Assessment and Treatment – The evaluators had
some remarks, and as a peer expressed it, it is difficult
to comprehend so much text in one panel. An evaluator from EDB made the point that the dashboard design puts pressure at the prehospital units, filling the
ABCDE scores.

To meet the requirements concerning information density,
the panels have clear borders which gives the user a reading
direction and keeps the design from looking cluttered. Information are therefore easily distinguished from each other.
The amount of data generated in the prototype has not filled
out the panels, therefore scrolling has not been required. Attempts have been made to create a high degree of internal
consistency by placing features in the same place across all
interfaces and keeping the design as uniform as possible.
This applies more specifically to the features “expansion”
and “minimize” of panels.

• Vital signs and observations panel - Multiple evaluators appreciated the presented values in columns as
designed in the prototype, so that development could
be followed. Two evaluators indicated that they would
like to concurrently see the values on a curve. When
asked whether they preferred the values shown numerically or placed in a curve, all stated they would prefer the current numerical representation. One evaluator pointed out that, critical values could be marked
red to draw the clinician’s attention.

Evaluation findings
Evaluators' perception of the dashboard was noted for each
individual during the cognitive walkthrough. The evaluators
had a predominantly positive image of the dashboard.

• Pictures panel – Evaluators from EDA were surprisingly not excited about pictures from the scene of injury. This was especially interesting as they currently
used the pictures. Evaluators from EDB understood
the idea and thought well of it. The peers group having no domain experience, needed an explanation of
why the images were of importance. A single evalua-

• Patient panel - Few comments on this panel. A single
evaluator from EDB commented that it was good to
know if a patient’s identity was confirmed by themselves, so that the clinician was prepared for the actual condition of the patient.
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tor from this group thought the picture was big and
her gaze were drawn there.

users from an emergency department, the involvement of
relevant users, who have the possibility to provide feedback,
is positive for the use of a design, as well as users acceptance
[13]. The involvement of users from the emergency departments is seen as an advantage in this study, due to their
greater knowledge in the domain of emergency medicine and
the various work procedures. It is essential that continuous
involvement of end users right from the beginning of the design process and preferably with the same facilitators [14].

• Notes panel - Notes from prehospital units are currently used by EDA but not by EDB. The benefits of
notations from the prehospital was acknowledged by
both departments.
• Injuries panel – All evaluators were pleased with the
injury picture. Especially by the possibility to expand
the injury picture, so a description of the damage
could be seen. One evaluator made the point, that labels could be difficult to differentiate, if a multi trauma with many types of injuries were shown.

The field study identified that the trauma room settings were
ideal for the use of a dashboard design and a dialogue with
the attending nurse led to the conclusion that notes from the
prehospital respondent, vital signs and pictures from the accident scene were of highest importance and thus became
vital parts of the data panels.

• General Overview - All evaluators felt that the dash-

board provided a nice overview of relevant clinical
data. One of the peers felt like there was too much information in the dashboard but had no experience
within the domain of emergency medicine, and therefore lacks the insight into what information is considered being important in trauma situations.

• Vital signs and observations - It can be seen as
important that data is presented, in both numeric
values and with visual illustrations [1]. In this study, it
was not possible to present vital signs visually by a
curve on the main screen, but as numerical values arranged in columns. Data should not require a cognitive transformation to be understood by the user, as
data may otherwise be misunderstood in stressful situations [1].

• Other comments – Evaluators from EDA appreciated
that only data fields containing information were
shown in the dashboard, this eliminates noise in the
overall impression of the dashboard. Evaluators from
EDB suggested easier access to the information system. Their suggestions included a longer login period
and a joint user, so they did not have to spend time on
logging into the system. A single evaluator from EDB
also wanted the screen in the trauma room to be split
into two, so the notes (as they received by telephone
from the prehospital units) could be displayed at the
same time as the dashboard.

The cognitive walkthrough of the prototype found that
the clinicians preferred numerical data, with the possibility of accessing a visualization as needed. The evaluators
found the data as sufficient with vital signs arranged in
columns and arranged chronologically with the latest
measurement at the top. Data can be presented in multiple
ways, as an evaluator suggested could the data fields alert
the user if a value exceeds a limit. However, additional
studies would be required, as more abnormal values
would cause more red markings, allowing abstraction
from other panels, which are also important in the acute
situations [7].

Discussion
The use of a dashboard improves the ability of health
professionals to effectively find information and improves
the sharing of information [5]. The results of this evaluation
support this. The use of data panels containing relevant
contextual data has proven to be beneficial for the clinicians.
Most evaluators found the data easy to find.

• Notes -Throughout the cognitive walkthroughs of the
dashboard, the use of the contextual data in the
dashboard was explained by the same approach, but
evaluators' perception of affordance did not seem to
be the same. Affordance is the way in which objects
are perceived by the evaluator's own habits and
assumptions. Obtaining affordance can be met by an
intuitive design, where the user is not in doubt about
the application [1,15,16]. Affordance was not
achieved especially by one evaluator. The evaluator
did not perceive that the dashboard interaction was
with prehospital units under the "notes" panel but
would like to have it simultaneously display the
emergency department’s own notes from their
electronic health records. A reason for this could be
that the dashboard title notes did not appear to have
an intuitively meaning for this evaluator.

The results show that dashboard designs can provide a good
overview of complex data and how this data should be
distributed across a dashboard used in emergency
departments. This is supported by other studies (9,11,12]
The study design was conducted in a user centered approach.
The field study provided knowledge about users, their workflows, and their challenges with the current use of prehospital
patient information. Based on this, a prototype dashboard
was prepared to meet the needs of the clinicians. The design
process was iterative, alternating between data collection
from field studying and involvement of relevant outcomes
from other studies

• Pictures - While evaluating the prototype, one
evaluator found that the pictures from the accident site
appeared to be a focal point. This is consistent with
the cognitive mindset of user interface design, where

The study involved multiple iterations concerning relevance
and inspiration, but only one design iteration, which can be
seen as a limitation. This design iteration involved relevant
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the eye first sees the graphics, then highlighted text
and finally the body text [17,18]. Despite the
relevance not found in the literature and similar
studies, the cognitive walkthrough showed the
importance of having pictures in the data panels.
However, two factors that may be related to accident
pictures; estimated accident rate and damage
mechanism [2]. Pictures from the accident site
describe the kinetics of the accident, which serves the
purpose of the two factors. However, a description of
the two factors imposes higher demands on
prehospital units than taking pictures, and time
management is likely to be necessary.

2009;13(3):280–5.
[3] Siemsen IMD, Madsen MD, Pedersen LF, Michaelsen L,
Pedersen AV, Østergaard D, et al. Factors that impact on
the safety of patient handovers: An interview study.
Scand J Public Health. 2012;40(5):439–48.
[4] Swartz JL, Cimino JJ, Fred MR, Green RA, Vawdrey
DK. Designing a clinical dashboard to fill information
gaps in the emergency department. AMIA Annu Symp
Proc. 2014;2014:1098–104.
[5] Dowding D, Randell R, Gardner P, Fitzpatrick G, Dykes
P, Favela J, et al. Dashboards for improving patient care:
Review of the literature. Int J Med Inform.
2015;84(2):87–100.

In conclusion, this study sought to design and evaluate a
simplistically prototype dashboard that visualizes data for the
clinicians in emergency departments in acute situations like
traumas through an analysis of clinicians’ requirements and
needs in combination with good design principles by
Wiklund [7]. The overall positive evaluation shows that
contextual information displayed in a dashboard is
appreciated by the clinicians and is useful in critical
situations.

[6] Franklin A, Gantela S, Shifarraw S, Johnson TR,
Robinson DJ, King BR, et al. Dashboard visualizations:
Supporting real-time throughput decision-making. J
Biomed Inform. 2017 Jul;71:211–21.
[7] Wiklund ME, Limor JK, Ul H, Weinger MB. Technical
Basis for User Interface Design of Health IT. 2015;15–
996.
[8] Batley NJ, Osman HO, Kazzi AA, Musallam KM.
Implementation of an emergency department computer
system: Design features that users value. J Emerg Med.
2011;41(6):693–700.

Limitations
The cognitive walkthrough was chosen as an evaluation
technique because the aim of the study was to design a
dashboard visualizing the relevant contextual patient data, in
correlation with the workflow at an ED. The cognitive
walkthrough showed to be ideal. However, the evaluations
were conducted under artificial conditions, away from the
environment in which the dashboard is expected to be used.
It was not possible to test the dashboard under trauma
treatment conditions i.e. in trauma room. Alternatively, the
evaluation could have been conducted as a usability study,
where two parallel, simulated and real-life workflows are
performed, starting from the incoming trauma patient for
treatment at the trauma room (19). This approach would
seem more genuine for the clinicians and the dashboard
could be tested under conditions that seem more realistic. At
the same time, the current use of prehospital data and the
prototype could be assessed in relation to each other.

[9] Rasmussen R. Electronic whiteboards in emergency
medicine: A systematic review. Proc 2nd ACM SIGHIT
Int 2012;483–92.
[10]Rubin J, Chisnell D. Handbook of usability testing : how
to plan, design, and conduct effective tests. Wiley Pub;
2008. 348 p.
[11]Batley NJ, Osman HO, Kazzi AA, Musallam KM, Lee
K, Jung SY, et al. A novel concept for integrating and
delivering health information using a comprehensive
digital dashboard: An analysis of healthcare
professionals’ intention to adopt a new system and the
trend of its real usage. Chan, V and DAmbrogio, A and
Zacharewicz, G and Mustafee, N, editor. Ann Emerg
Med. 2017 Mar 2;32(1):98–108.
[12]Lee K, Jung SY, Hwang H, Yoo S, Baek HY, Baek RM,
et al. A novel concept for integrating and delivering
health information using a comprehensive digital
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Abstract

autonomy and thus, be less dependent on hospital and health
professionals [6].

Patient-involved treatment, such as self-monitoring, is a central ambition in health care in Scandinavia. Norway, Sweden, England and the Netherlands have enacted legislation
on the patient’s right to involvement [1]. In Denmark, patient
involvement is formulated as one of the ten national health
goals [2]. Patient-governed treatment is politically articulated as a way to individual empowerment [3]. Nevertheless,
doctors and nurses find that many patients express reluctance and a lack of motivation [4]. In line with the political
discourse and with an ambition to uncover work-related
stressors the authors developed the self-monitoring method
Ecological Momentary Storytelling. The purpose of the article is to present test participants’ articulated experiences
with using the method. Through a grounded theory based
analysis of follow-up dialogues with the participants, the
findings emphasize how motivation is not solely anchored
inside the individual as a personal desire to master a situation or be empowered. Matters such as complex life situations, inability to handle technology and problems understanding questions posed are to a large extend externally
anchored and articulated as hindrances for motivation.

In addition to benefitting the patient, self-monitoring is argued to comply with economic demands in society as successful patient involvement is aimed at qualifying the treatment, reducing professionals’ workload and thus, reducing
healthcare expenses [8]. Evidence for the effect of various
self-monitoring methods is extensive in the literature, for
example, in connection with the treatment of chronic disorders [9] and mental illnesses [10,11]. In much of this literature, researchers conclude that these new treatments have the
potential to make the patient a “master of [his or her] own
disease” [11–13].
Despite the asserted evidence-based effects, the empowering
visions and economic achievements, many self-monitoring
initiatives end up as pilot projects and do not become a robust part of daily practices [14]. One reason is that patients
are reluctant and lack motivation [4]. In this sense, it seems
that there is a discrepancy between the political discourse
and practice [15].
A search of the literature on motivational factors and reluctance to practice eHealth, mHealth and self-monitoring
shows that the field appears to be dominated by almost everything except a focus on long-term motivation—and especially spontaneous reluctance [16]. The majority of studies
focus on eHealth in relation to clinical outcomes and less on
patient engagement [17]. In literature dealing with patient
engagement in connection with self-governed treatment, the
terms used to describe patient engagement are diverse. Patient engagement, or patient activation, has become a generally accepted umbrella term, which positions patients in a
central role in their own care [17]. Patient engagement considers patients as consumers involved in a specific sociocultural context as the term is derived from marketing literature [18], and patient engagement, driven by inner motivation, is increasingly considered a crucial factor in the quality
of health care [19,20].

Keywords:
Occupational Stress, Ecological Momentary Assessments,
Telemedicine, Sense of Coherence, Grounded Theory, Hearing Loss, Motivation, Methodological Study

Introduction
The use of self-monitoring is playing an increasing role as a
solution to prevention and treatment in the Scandinavian
healthcare system. Based on a broader understanding of
health and illness, which has evolved through World Health
Organization (WHO) strategies for health in recent decades,
self-monitoring has a strong ideological link to the concept
of empowerment [5]. Through the focus on empowerment,
the use of self-monitoring is driven by the logic that patients
should be experts on their own diseases and that this expertise leads to empowerment [6,7]. Self-monitoring is politically formulated as a way patients can take care of themselves
and be released from time-consuming medical visits. The
overall goal is for the patient to achieve a greater degree of

The purpose of this article is to evaluate Ecological Momentary Storytelling – a method for self-monitoring experiences
of stress. Our ambition is to contribute to the field of engagement and motivation in self-monitoring processes by
analyzing which factors the participants in the study articu-
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lated as determinant to their positive and negative experiences with using the method. We therefore ask:

reflect this understanding of stress, we developed a datatriangulation method, Ecological Momentary Storytelling, in
which the theoretical inspiration was taken from the linking
of EMA (ecological momentary assessment) [24] such as
ESM (experience sampling method) and HRV (heart rate
variability meassurements), medical sociology and humanistic psychology. The authors also adapted a salutogenetic
approach to stress and coping [30], which in recent years in
health practices in Denmark has been widely applied especially within the nursing area [31].

Through which norms and interpretative frameworks do the
participants understand the monitoring and its output? How
is this interpretation related to either staying motivated or
developing reluctance?

Background
The self-monitoring method, Ecological Momentary Storytelling, was developed as a result of a collaboration between
the authors, who shared an interest in occupational stress.
One project had a special focus on communication and stress
among hearing impaired people in the Danish work force,
while the second project aimed at identifying which discourses on work-related stress were produced in the professional field of teachers.

The Ecological Momentary Storytelling method consisted of
three main pillars:
1.

In addition to having work-related stress as a common
subject field, the authors had both a methodical ambition and
a methodical frustration that coincided. Both projects
originally set out in a qualitative method: We wanted to talk
our way into the core of stressors - interact with the relevant
actors and through reflective dialogues gain insight in
experienced stress issues. Both authors aimed that the studies
should give voice to those who have tried practice and
possibly stressfulness on their own bodies. After having had
several conversations with both teachers and employees with
hearing loss, we shared the same thoughts and frustrations.
We had gained insight into practice, but at the same time, we
had an experience that many of the conversations were
sensibility produced retrospectively. The stories outlined
events that were often months or years old – told many times
before. A story built on memory and 'backbone sense' can be
fruitful and contain qualities - our memory enables us to
actualize a forgotten knowledge and if it was not for this
ability to forget and remember we would be left to the
madness [21]. However, much research indicates that there
are differences between the narratives produced from
memory and narratives that reflect spontaneous here-andnow reactions to being in practice [22–25]. How could we
deal with these differences? How did we capture both types
of narratives? Another problem in relation to understand and
capture stressors was a basic assumption that there may also
be a silent knowledge of stress - for example bodily reactions
that are not observable. The bodily signals can only be felt
by the individual - it is a 'private language' [26] or a 'silent
knowledge' [27], which is not always articualted. Therefore,
it was crucial for us to develop a method that could provide
insight into both spoken and silent knowledge [28]. These
challenges became the starting point for the development of
the self-monitoring method Ecological Momentary
Storytelling.

2.

3.

Reflective Dialogues: To make the data-logs accessible to the participants themselves we had to create
a space for them where they could move from tacit
to explicit knowledge. A start-up and follow-up dialogue were implemented as a part of the method. In
our understanding of the dialogue concept, we relied
on humanistic psychology. We were particularly
inspired by Kristiansen and Bloch-Poulsen [32] who
define dialogues as unpredictable, risky and
exploratory conversations, where there is no
predetermined truth and where creations are
produced in the interpersonal contact. The goal was
to open up new insights and opportunities together.
Central to this dialogue understanding is that it is a
special way of being present - inspired by Carl
Rogers' three relational concepts: "Empathy,
congruence and unconditional positive regard" [33].
Ambulatory monitoring: Drawing on existing research on ambulatory monitoring in relation to stress
tracking [i.e. 33,34] we chose to log HRVmeasurements to inform us on physical reactions
and possible bodily experiences of stress. The HRVdata was used in a qualitative way where peaks and
deviances in the data were related to the contexts
and the ESM-data and reflected upon by the participants themselves in the reflective dialogues.
ESM (experience sampling method): The test persons logged their here-and-now experiences with
ESM on a smartphone. This way psychological and
also social aspects of a situation were logged and reflected upon in the dialogues.

The authors integrated the salutogenetic perspective into
the content design by translating the three dimensions of
the SOC (sense of coherence): 1) manageability, 2)
comprehensibility and 3) meaningfulness [36] into questions on here-and-now experiences of inner balance,
overview, and meaningfulness. This was done in order to
evaluate the overall ability to handle stressors in the
moment of logging. To develop the content of the ESM
we used design methods based in participatory design
thinking such as a type of cultural probing inspired by a
Dutch study on hospital reality from a lying perspective
[37] and material storytelling [38]. Through these activities, persons in the target group helped define central issues to address in the ESM. The final design included

In developing the method the authors shared an understanding of stress as a phenomenon with several, fundamentally
inseparable, dimensions and the development of the stress
tracking method was based on a holistic, interdisciplinary
and bio-psycho-social stress concept [29]. In an attempt to
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logs on mood, energy- and noise-level, experiences with
communication and number of people in the room (see
Picture 1-3). To anchor each log to something that would
support a fairly precise mental reproduction of the different situations during the week and thus lower the risk
of memory bias when reflecting on the context of the
separate logs in the dialogue session, the option for taking a photo and / or recording 10 seconds of sound was
present. The method was developed and user-tested during 2012 – 2013 [12].

terial exceeds 2000 hours of HRV-measurements, experience-loggings and follow-up dialogues.

Method
The data, which is analyzed in this article, is based on the
dialogues following a week of data collection with the Ecological Momentary Storytelling method [39]. In the followup dialogues, the participants reflected on daily activities
based on the HRV and ESM data. To reach an understanding
of the multiple contexts that affected momentary experiences
throughout a day, we decided to code the transcribed dialogues using grounded theory [40]. This inductive approach
to data was originally developed to counterbalance the deductive and positivist sociological method of validation and
verification of existing theories, which in several cases
proved insufficient when attempting to describe what was
really going on in a certain sociological context [40].
The analysis of the transcribed dialogues happened through
three levels of coding: open coding, selective coding, and
theoretical coding [40]. In the process of open coding, detailed reflections from the dialogues as well as different topics that were touched upon through the dialogues were divided into a large number of subcategories. In the second coding
process, the categories were merged into more superior categories, and at the same time, notes were taken on how the
different categories appeared to be connected. All categories
were subsequently examined in a third layer of coding
through citations from the dialogues in order to understand
the nature of the contexts better. This was also done to reach
a conceptual understanding of the correlations that merged
into theories and models describing the challenges and possibilities of combining hearing loss and work life [41].

Picture 1-3: The images show screens of the application,
where activities and experiences can be logged throughout
the day. Picture 1 (from the left) shows the screen where you
can register the activity you are engaged in, as well as add
text. Picture 2 (in the middle) shows the screen where you
can log the experience of the energy level, the number of
people in the room and the mood. Picture 3 (right) shows the
screen where you can log SOC by recording an assessment of
whether you feel balanced, have an overview and feel what
you are doing is meaningful.

Participants

The categories that represent reflections on the method, technology, and usability are to be found in Table 1. These categories have emerged through two levels of coding. Here, the
categories concerning ‘Role and identity’, ‘Control’ and ‘Biopsychosocial contexts’ are greyed out as our focus in this
paper is on the categories concerning the method in order to
evaluate different aspects of this: 1. The process of data collection, 2. Data as an indicator for here-and-now experiences,
and 3. Assistive perspectives of the method. In the following,
the categories undergo a third layer of coding when looking
into the participants’ reflections related to the three categories.

Contact to the 48 persons with hearing loss who volunteered
in joining the project was established through the National
Hearing Association in Denmark. The association informed
their members about the opportunity to take part in the study,
and interested members then contacted the project by e-mail.
Eight participants were picked from the group. Participant
criteria was that there should be some degree of hearing loss
present and that the person should be engaged in work if not
for full hours then at least some days during the week. This
standard was important because a focal point of the study
was to examine the effect caused by a hearing loss in work
situations as a part of daily life. The eight hearing-impaired
participants were between ages 43 and 64. Two participants
withdrew from the study after only a couple of days due to
technical challenges, and therefore the participant age for the
remaining six ended up being 50-64 years. The results from
this study therefore indicate contexts of importance particularly among this group but may be significant to the entire
group of people with hearing disabilities in the working age.
Three men and three women with hearing loss were represented in the study. The six participants were engaged in the
study one week each during 2013 and 2014 and the data ma-
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behaved differently from what they expected or if a technology breakdown occurred. These observations are in line with
studies on care technologies, where technologies that have
been designed to provide care sometimes end up having the
opposite effect making patients feel alienated and even causing anxiety and anger [42,43].
During the test week, the developers continuously updated
the system. However, some updates decreased usability to
such an extent that one participant became frustrated although she had started the week with great enthusiasm: “The
latest update was quite bad” and “It is unsystematic when it
crashes.” In addition, the participant expressed her concern
that the technical issues might have affected her mood and
some of her answers during the experience logging.
A participant stated, “It took a little getting used to all the
equipment, as people with hearing loss already carry around
a whole lot of gear1. It was kind of a stress factor for me at
least on the first day.” This quick resolution indicated that
some of the problems had to do with getting comfortable
with using the system. However, in some cases, the technical
challenges became too overwhelming and caused the participants to become frustrated or even unable to register experiences in the ESM. In several cases, they described the logactivity as a burden rather than a gift: “I couldn’t turn it off
during the night, and it was lying on the table buzzing until it
fell on the floor… It was really annoying.”

Table 1-The three categories in the left column represent
participant reflections on the method. The remaining
categories are focused on matters that may cause or
prevent the development of stress.

One of the two subjects who had to end the test prematurely
because she felt that she was carrying too many technical
devices around seemingly found it more difficult than another participant who carried around the same number of technical devices. The participant who ended the week prematurely had recently received cochlear implants and was getting used to the new hearing devices, and she was still in
some pain after the operation. She was also in a stressful
work situation as she was a trainee at a company as a part of
her education, and the relationship with her immediate superior was not going well. This story indicates that there has to
be some degree of stability in the lives of the participants for
them to follow through with the test. In this case, the mindset depended highly on the resources available to the participant.

Results
The results will be presented as a summary of the main categories concerning the method identified in the coding of the
data, accompanied by representative quotations from the participants.
The process of data collection
Some participants were excited about the technical aspects of
the method. The gadget effect was particularly dominant
among a group of the participants who were eager to get their
hands on the devices, put on the HRV electrodes and find out
how the ESM system worked. They did not show signs of
nervousness and tried to fix technology breakdowns themselves during the week, either alone or with help from their
spouses. One participant expressed a level of flow using the
technology: “After the first day, I just started logging when
the phone buzzed…I just logged how I felt at that particular
moment.” He seemed to stay at this level during the rest of
the test week despite several technical problems, which for a
short while sent him back to a level of mixed experiences
and then allowed him to reach flow again after the problem
was solved.

Data as an indicator for here-and-now experiences
Intensive data logging was necessary in the setup, as we
wanted to be able to compare the detailed connection between the HRV and the momentary experiences. In addition,
memory is potentially biased by time [44,45] and by logging
experiences in the present moment, we believe that the participants remembered more precisely what had actually happened and what they felt at a particular moment. Logging the
data did actually seem to help the participants remember - a
participant stated, “The picture [the visual representation of

However, and in line with existing findings, we also experienced that technology breakdown can make people feel powerless [42]. Some participants were nervous about being
alone with the system during the test week. They expressed
insecurity and even anxiety about what to do if the system

1

Persons with hearing loss, who are fitted with hearing aids, cochlear implants or other hearing devices, often also have an FM (frequency modulation) system, which is a wireless sound transmission
method to i.e. improve the sound from the television and from people talking.
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the online data] fits very well with how I experienced the
various situations.”

to know how to answer the questions correctly.” In both cases, the difficulties and reflections about how to answer the
questions correctly had an impact on the participants’ interpretation of the data from the monitoring. If doubt arose
about whether the questions were answered correctly, the
measurements were not considered a correct reflection of the
condition of the participant. The participants experienced the
measurements as demotivating, which led to a loss of belief
in the devices and the ability to use the data.

All participants were curious to see how the HRV data reflected different activities. One participant was particularly
curious to see whether feelings of frustration would show in
his HRV data when he was engaged in a task that he felt was
a waste of time. Another participant was curious to find out
whether a specific situation, which drained her, would be
traceable in the HRV data. There were also comments like
“It’s a lot of fun looking at your sleep pattern in your HRV”.
These comments indicate that the participants were enthusiastic when they looked at the HRV data, but the comments
also tell us that the participants suspected certain situations
to have an effect on not only their mental state but also their
physical state. They were curious to have this suspicion confirmed or rejected through gaining an insight into their bodily
reactions.

Assistive perspectives of the method
Based on Antonovsky's salutogenic approach [30], each test
course was initiated with an individual conversation, in
which the test person set a personal goal or identified a
particularly important topic, which could be a focus during
the week of monitoring. All participants expressed a high
degree of motivation for using the method to increase awareness of the processes and reactions in their body and mind,
and it seemed very easy for the participants to identify something they were curious about regarding their own patterns of
behavior and well-being.

What seemed to be connected to the participants’ motivation
was whether they could relate to categories and questions in
the ESM. There appeared to be a correlation between a clear
understanding of the purpose and the relevance of the questions and an acceptance of the data showing ‘the real me’,
which often led to constructive reflections on life circumstances and possible ways of creating change. In cases where
the participants expressed an understanding of the categories
and questions, they often interpreted the ESM-data as consistent with the physical and mental state they remembered to
have experienced. One participant stated:

A general reaction when the participants dealt with their own
physical and mental measurements seemed to be that the participant positioned himself or herself outside his or her own
experience and responded to it with a new experience, such
as surprise. The monitoring became a way of seeing oneself
through a second-order observer position [46]. A participant
stated:

In general, I can say that I have been confirmed in the
feeling I had of my mood for the most part is good. And
then I also think that the context I’m in, and the people
I'm together with on a normal working day and in my
spare time generally have a positive influence on my
mental and physical balance.

I’m surprised that I had so much energy when I worked
every night in the week leading up to the deadline Friday. On the other hand, I was completely exhausted Saturday. I have not really thought so much about how exhausted I am both physically and mentally after such a
deadline is reached.

Another participant stated:

In this quote, the participant stated he was surprised by his
own bodily and mental reactions to the workload he had experienced during the monitoring period. He acknowledged
that the period had been stressful, but he became more aware
of the degree of strain after he was confronted with the bodily and mental fluctuations the monitoring showed. He articulated that the self-monitoring data had been a new way to
understand and reflect on how his work tasks and work hours
affected him physically and mentally.

It’s really nice to see how fast my body relaxes after
such a conflict [...] I’m a bit surprised that I seem to be
so relaxed while teaching because I often have to ask
students to be calm and quiet. So, it’s good to see that
I’m still calm.
In both quotations, there seems to be a pattern: The participants interpret the measurements as something that can document a particular reaction or condition and thereby capture
a here-and-now experience. The monitoring is not only used
to “spot the self” but also to confirm “yes, that’s right—this
is actually how I feel”. This experience of documentation
seemed to be very motivating and led to further monitoring.
The participants felt that the monitoring device was actually
able to reflect their state of mental health and the situations
and context they were a part of which created a meaningful
setting.

For this participant, the new insight became a positive motivational factor. He experienced empowerment, which led
him to further desire to monitor. As he put it:
Everyone should have access to this! I map many of the
activities I do—use my calendar a lot. Here it is interesting for me to see how my body reacts, for example,
when I work in the evening, go for a walk in the city or
after an important deadline. Not everyone uses a calendar the way I do, and for those who don’t, I think that
this type of questionnaire is a great way to remember
what you have been up to.

In some cases, the participants had difficulties understanding
the categories and questions. One stated, “I’m not sure how
to answer the question of ‘overview.’ How should it be understood? Is it my own sense of overview, or is it my expectation of others’ experience of my overview?” Another participant said, “I think the categories get abstract, and it’s hard
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Conclusions

Other participants expressed the same feeling of empowerment and gain of new insight that made them stay motivated
to monitor. Another example was a participant who feared a
specific meeting with her manager, which, for her, was associated with major conflicts. Her mental reactions before the
meeting were characterized by feeling depressed, having low
energy and being generally unhappy about attending the
meeting. Subsequently, the physical measurements showed
that her body was surprisingly very calm during the meeting.
She expressed her interpretation of the measurements as follows:

In this article, we have explored participants’ experiences
using the self-monitoring method Ecological Momentary
Storytelling. The incentive to investigate the participants'
experiences was, as mentioned initially in the article, an
apparent gap between political ideology and the use of selfmonitoring in practice. On the one hand, the use of selfmonitoring is articulated as a way to empower the individual.
On the other hand, it seems to be connected with difficulties
to carry this empowerment out in practice. Health
professionals experience how some patients resist and many
projects using self-monitoring never become a long-term part
of practice but stop at the pilot project stage. The majority of
studies that deal with evaluation of self-monitoring efforts
focus on either effects or economy. Our ambition with this
study was to provide a qualitative contribution focusing on
the participants’ expressed experiences. We therefore asked
the question:

I was excited to see how my body responded when I had
to confront my manager with a problem I needed to talk
to him about. I was surprised that I was so calm, and
there was nothing at all to see at my heartbeat. It’s a
problem that has been haunting me for a long time, and
the monitoring actually gives me energy to continue the
struggle to get my manager to understand how I feel.
For this participant, seeing that her body apparently mastered
the situation was an eye opener. This experience motivated
her to continue the monitoring in order to reflect on how especially negative expectations could lower her energy level.
She used the insight to work with her expectations in similar
conflict situations, and she saw it as a reason to talk with her
manager about specific situations in which she experienced a
similar mental pressure.

Through which norms and interpretative frameworks do the
participants understand the monitoring and its output? How
is this interpretation related to either staying motivated or
developing reluctance and/or dropping out?

However, not all participants had the same positive and motivating experiences when they looked at their physical and
mental measurements. For some, the increased awareness
seemed to be connected to concerns, which led to reluctance.
A recurrent pattern among these participants was that they
not only interpreted their current condition but also widely
used the measurements to assess the risk of more negative
potential health issues both physically and mentally. A participant articulated this topic as follows:

There was apparently no correlation between the technical
skills, which the participants possessed, and the ability to
complete the test week – but technical challenges with the
program crashing and the smartphone acting unexpectedly,
clearly caused reluctance and even stronger feelings, like
anger and irritation. This underlines the importance of interpreting the technology as reliable and as a relevant dialogue
partner in order to stay motivated. The platform design
should support and be flexible to a broad type of individual
preferences and technical introduction and assistance should
be available.

Based on grounded theory, the participants verbalized
experiences were divided into three main categories: 1) The
process of data collection. 2) Data as an indicator for hereand-now experience. 3) Assistive perspectives of the method

I have a feeling that some things that the body absorbs
and reacts to affect me. Because I can sometimes be so
extremely tired—not physically but mentally… and I do
not always understand why. I think that’s because the
body has reacted in situations that I wasn’t really aware
of and then I think: now that we’ve been wearing that
heart rate monitor… is my heart also working overtime?

The findings also indicate that the interpretation of using the
technology as a relevant dialogue partner is strongly connected to the experience of understanding categories and
questions appearing on the mobile device. In cases where the
participants expressed a clear understanding of the questions
and categories, they also expressed confidence in the data
showing a ‘real me’ and a true representation of their hereand-now experiences. This was clearly a motivational factor,
which emphasize the importance of thorough introduction to
basic concepts and underlying logics on the questions on the
mobile device before the monitoring starts. Confusion about
how to understand or answer specific questions often led to
demotivation and lack of interest.

In this statement, the participant reflected on the question,
“Is there something wrong with me that I have not been
aware of?” The pattern of interpretation relates to a current
condition but also to a potential negative condition. The increased awareness did not lead to sound thoughtfulness but to
a kind of pathologizing where the risk of the potential undesirable condition invariably lurked around the corner. This
way of understanding and interpreting the data seemed, for
some of the participants, to lead to an understandable reluctance.

Regarding the participants’ articulated experiences of
interpreting the method as assistive, most of the participants
regarded the method as a fruitful and helpful way of gaining
and maintaining insight into own patterns of behavior and
level of energy in connection with everyday life activities.
They expressed how the new insight led to further motivation
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for monitoring, because the data led to a new opportunity for
changing existing negative patterns. In some cases, however,
the insight did not lead to a positive awareness. Part of the
participants interpreted the data with increased concern,
wondering if the data showed any first sign of a negative
development in their health and well-being. For some of the
participants this increased concern led to declining
motivation. For some of these participants motivation for
monitoring was maintained, but in a way which appeared to
be more pathologizing than empowering.

offered this form of treatment are those who can profit from
it through experienced empowerment?
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Abstract

rehabilitation) and the secondary sector of specialist care and
treatment at hospitals. The patient care paths across sectorial
boundaries, also called “the Bermuda triangle,” are risky for
patient safety and ineffective to marshal resources.
Preventing the readmission of patients to the hospital shortly
after they are discharged from the hospital, is a central
concern to improve quality of care and patient safety, as well
as to minimize the cost and resources for sending patients in
and out of hospitals [2, 3, 4]. GPs play a pivotal role in the
Danish healthcare system where they act as gatekeepers to
secondary healthcare and manage most chronic and acute
diseases [5]. GPs are central to prevent patients from being
(re-)admitted to hospitals [6, 7]. The organization of general
practice in patient consultations with 10- to 15-minute
intervals between patients and a full waiting room leave little
time for GPs to drive out on doctor’s visits. Especially
elderly, bedridden patients and patients older than 65 years
with multi-morbidity and chronic diseases are most likely to
be readmitted to the hospital [6]. Research shows that
nursing-based case management and outgoing teams have no
effect on readmission rates [8]. The GP is central in
diagnosing ambulatory sensitive conditions. Intermediate
patient care paths are challenged by the distance and
workflow of general practice. There is a temporal and
geographic distance to bridge in connecting the GP to the
patient and the municipality nurse.

The Danish healthcare system has transformed toward
shorter hospital stays and increased dependency on primary
care in municipalities. General practitioners (GPs) are key
to preventing the (re)admission of elderly patients to the
hospital, but visits to elderly, bedridden patients are not
always compatible with GPs’ office hours. This paper
presents and discuss experiments with video in intermediate
care paths for the elderly. The first experiment presents an
ethical design guideline and playbook for cross-sectorial
collaboration between a GP, home nurse and patient with
video. The second experiment tries out video consultations
with GPs in patient care paths. An ideographic, in-depth
analysis of the communication and interaction between a 72year-old male patient at a rehabilitation unit, his GP and
municipality nurse give insights into clinical, organizational
and technical aspects of video-mediated health care services.
The analysis is reflected and discussed from a systemic
perspective: At the micro-level, patient empowerment and
safety in the patient care path from the video consultation
are possible but cognitively demanding and risky for the role
of the GP and the nurse. At the meso-level, interdisciplinary
collaboration between the GP and the nurse depends on
clarification of user roles, tasks and training in order for
video to be efficient and safe. At the macro-level, the
development of a cross-sectorial learning strategy, as well as
a more thorough analysis of the kind of medical attention
needed, is helpful for dividing tasks and responsibilities in
intermediate care paths.

Materials and Methods
In a joint venture with the public, the region of Central
Jutland, which runs the hospitals and pay the GPs, and the
municipality of Aarhus arranged a 24-hour workshop with
citizens to innovate patient care paths and the collaboration
between the municipality and GPs [9].

Keywords:
Video, Intermediate Care, Integrated Care, GP,
Collaboration, User Involvement.

Introduction

Video was pointed out as a possible tool for supporting the
communication and coordination of care paths across sectors
especially when patients are discharged from the hospital to
rehabilitation and care units in municipalities, and for virtual
home visits for patients who require follow-up visits after
hospitalization. The region has since collaborated with
several municipalities, GPs and researchers to develop an
infrastructure enabling video collaboration in the patient care

Creating safe patient transitions from specialized treatment at
hospitals to rehabilitation and care in municipalities is a
well-known challenge for health care [1]. In the Danish
context, two sectors deliver healthcare services: the primary
sector of general practitioners (GPs) and municipalities
(given the responsibilities of health prevention, care and
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paths for elderly patients. This is part of the national policy
on elderly patients and digitalization [10, 11, 12].

Playbook for Follow-up Home Visits by Video Consultation
with GP” [13, appendix i].

The aim of this research project is to collect context-sensitive
knowledge on GPs’ communication, interaction and
collaboration with the patient and the municipality nurse via
video consultations. The study’s scientific background is
ideographic (and not nomothetic); that is, the truth value
relates to an interpretative phenomenological analysis of
data, and not a quantitative analysis with a focus on
frequency.

Table 1 – Design ethos for cross-sectorial collaboration

Data is generated from two experiments: The first experiment
is a series of design workshops with an innovation group,
representing different user and knowledge perspectives on
integrated health care [13]. The second experiment is an
ethnographic study of patient care paths to a rehabilitation
unit (rehab unit) in the municipality for 24 hours of care after
hospitalization [14]. Qualitative data is collected from
observation, qualitative interviews [15, 16, 17], logging of
data in the user-interface and video recordings of
consultations [18]. An in-depth analysis of a patient case is
presented to exemplify communicational aspects of patient
safety in a video-mediated practice [19, 20, 21]. Permission
to collect patient data and ethics was given by the Danish
Authority [22].

Purpose of videoconsultation

Efficiency, flexibility and safety/
security for all participants

Participants

Patient, GP, Nurse and Providers
(Health Care Law on Clinical
Responsibilities of Patient Safety,
Data Protection Law)

This principle guided the design process of the playbook, and
served as the evaluation framework for testing the playbook
in real-life settings. The playbook contains the procedures for
interdisciplinary collaboration on video consultations
between the GP and the municipality.
Playbook test scenarios
The playbook was tested in the private homes of the two
elderly citizens participating in the project and at the clinics
of the two GPs. Two patient scenarios were constructed as
use cases, with the elderly participants acting as patients in
their own homes. The two home nurses (who brought
pillboxes as medication props) guided the video calls at each
house and moderated the interaction between the patient and
the GP. The two GPs were situated in their local clinics,
behind their desks with a web cam installed on their PC
screen. The IT support from the municipality and from the
region helped the nurses get a Wi-Fi connection at the
elderly individuals’ homes and install the video clients on the
nurses’ laptops and on the GPs’ PCs, including the speakers
and webcam.

The in-depth, phenomenological analysis is guided by the
following questions: What takes place in the meeting,
verbally and non-verbally (body language and examination)?
How do the participants experience the clinical value of the
intervention?
The results are reflected and discussed from a systemic
perspective on the production of healthcare services. We
differentiate between different levels of interaction:
• The micro-level, concerned with the direct
interaction between the technology and the user,
i.e., the video, the patient, the GP, the nurse (and
others).
• The meso-level that refers to the professional and
organizational context of use, i.e., the GP’s office,
the patient’s home and the municipality’s care
setting.
• The macro-level considers the political and
institutional system that frames the overall
activities, i.e., rules, norms and work divisions.

The tests showed that patient safety, efficiency and
flexibility in collaboration depend on the following. See
table 2.
Table 2 – Lessons learned from the testing of the playbook
Roles

Goals: Efficiency, Flexibility and
Safety/Security

Video

A stable, Wi-Fi infrastructure and a software
client with data encryption.
The GP and nurse should be able to find each
other easily as contacts in the interface. Phone
numbers are exchanged as the second contact
option.

Experiment 1: Design ethos and development of the
playbook

Nurse

An innovation group was established with participants from
the two sectors and from the DaneAge Association, i.e., two
GPs, two home nurses, two IT support specialists from the
municipality, two IT supporters from the region and two
elderly citizens.

Book the patient’s GP for a 30 min. video
consultation.
Prepare the clinical information on the
patient’s physical medication, prepare the
elderly patient for communication via video
with the GP, and arrange the camera/laptop in a
convenient position to support the highestquality sound and images.

The innovation group consented to a shared design ethos and
developed a coordination and communication tool, “the
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Five persons participated in the video consultation: the GP at
his office and the 72-year-old patient and a nurse in the rehab
unit together with the patient’s younger sister and brother-inlaw. A researcher observed and video-recorded the
interaction in each setting. The analysis of the video
recordings gives the following picture. The patient’s medical
story unfolds in the 27-minute video consultation with 11
themes:

Call the GP at the scheduled time for the video
consultation.
GP

Improved information in comparison with
telephone calls from nurses trying to describe
the patients’ symptoms.

Elderly

Video consultation is desirable compared to no
doctor visit.

The innovation group also pointed to the following risks: If
the technical infrastructure fails, it has consequences for the
whole health intervention, as the attention of the parties (the
GP, nurse and patient) focused on establishing the Wi-Fi and
software connection for communication. To avoid causing
confusion, the video solution is not recommended for elderly
patients with cognitive impairments.
Experiment 2: Video consultations in patient care path
Video consultations were tried out with patients in a
rehabilitation unit, run by the municipality of South
Djursland. The rehab unit has a stable Wi-Fi connection and
24 beds for patients, who have been discharged from
hospitals but still require healthcare services. The unit offers
24-hour care and daily rehabilitation with an interdisciplinary
team of a nurse, physiotherapist and occupational therapist.
Twenty-four hours after a patient is discharged from the
hospital, the patient’s GP becomes responsible for diagnosis
and treatment. Many of the patients’ GPs live more than 18
km from the rehabilitation unit and are not obligated to
conduct a doctor’s visit. GPs from two clinics agreed to try
out video as a possible medium of communicating with
patients in the rehabilitation unit.

i.

The nurse, who initiates the communication between
the patient and the GP, sums up the medical reason
for the consultation, ‘the patient’s problem’: The
patient is paralyzed on one side after a stroke and
doubts whether he should agree to be resuscitated in
the event of a new stroke.

ii.

The GP asks for the patient’s blood pressure. The
patient and the nurse confirm that it is stable.

iii.

The GP takes a positive and motivational stance. He
confirms to the patient, and indirectly to the relatives
participating and the nurse, that he is still a strong
man with a life ahead of him, and that he can benefit
from training. He is “at the rehab unit because we
believe in you.”

iv.

The GP observes tears on the patient’s cheeks and
asks if he gets any medication for depression. The
nurse confirms he does and tells the doctor.

v.

The sister sobs loudly during the consultation. She
mentions her brother’s future possibility of moving
into a nursing home instead of going back to his
private home.

vi.

The nurse asks the doctor for correct treatment of a
wound on his lower leg. The patient’s sister shows a
tube and asks whether the (ointment) medication can
be used for the wound. It was prescribed by the GP’s
substitute before the stroke and hospitalization.

vii.

The GP declines to give an opinion and recommends
they arrange for a new doctor’s visit during which a
physical examination of the wound is possible.

viii.

In the meantime, the nurse takes the camera and
shows the GP close-up images of the leg ulcer.

ix.

The GP changes his recommendation and says that
use of the medication can continue.

x.

The nurse explains how she will treat the wound, and
the GP confirms her plan.

xi.

The consultation ends by the GP repeating and
emphasizing to the patient (and indirectly to the
group) that he was discharged from the hospital to
the rehab unit because they all believe in his will and
strength to be able to regain some of his mobility.

Video experiment with GPs
Five video consultations were carried out, with three GPs,
four patients, a spouse and nurses from the rehab unit. For
several reasons, the video consultations were very difficult to
carry out. The reasons address organizational, technical and
clinical perspectives.
Clinical perspectives
The GPs and the rehab unit agreed on sub-acute patients
without dementia as possible participants in a video
consultation. In practice, this was not a specific enough
criterion for patient inclusion to secure a clear division of
tasks and roles between the GP and the municipality nurse.
Their communication was amplified by their separate and
multiple contexts and therefore, cognitively demanding and
emotional complex for the participants. On one side, the
number of health issues that were addressed was impressive.
On the other, communication and examination evolved
erratically and unevenly, making it clear that all parties were
uncertain about their roles and competences. The following
analysis of a 27-minute recording of a video consultation
between a GP, a patient and a municipality nurse gives some
insights into some of the dynamics and challenges for videomediated consultations between the GP and the municipality.

User receptions of the video patient case
It appeared in the follow-up qualitative research interviews
that the GP experienced a cognitive overload due to the
many sources of verbal and non-verbal information over
which he had little control. The nurse was uncertain about
the technology, hardware and software, and depended on a

Themes of communication in video-mediated patient case
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super-user to help her make the call and to activate the
screen from the sudden stand-by mode. She was also
uncertain about her role as moderator, relating to the patient
and his sister and brother-in-law as their advocate and to the
GP as a clinical supervisor to acknowledge her nursing
competences. Thus, the GP and the nurse are put under
pressure from the video consultation, with unclear benefits
for their professional roles, and their ability to perform crosssectorial and interdisciplinary collaboration.

happens frequently. The push from elderly patients coming in
and out of the hospital to the rehab unit and back again, on
occasions with patients dying a few hours after they have
been resuscitated, put the care personnel in a dilemma. The
procedure for asking patients to consent to resuscitation is
part of this dilemma. Nurses are by the health care law
obligated to start resuscitation efforts if patients suffer a
heath attack, but for some of the frail patients, it might not
always be the right thing to do; that is, dying, not life, is
prolonged [24, 25]. In 2014, instructions from the Danish
Health Care Authorities were given in order to make patients
proactively decide on resuscitation matters. When patients
decide against resuscitation, family members are to be
included, and the GP, who has to confirm and document the
patient’s decision [26]. Asking patients about resuscitation
then became part of the standard checklist at the rehab unit.
The management has since renounced the procedure. As
shown in the video analysis, the procedure also generates
existential doubts in the patient’s mind whether he or she
deserves resuscitation. Thus, the procedure is partly
responsible for creating the patient’s ethical dilemma and
“locked-up” situation. He is very dependent on the help of
others, including his sister, and thus, is a burden, which
makes it difficult for him to speak up for himself and insist
on resuscitation in the event of a second stroke. Therefore,
the GP becomes a great help to the patient. The GP,
however, becomes part of a solution to a problem that is
partly created by the accelerated care paths from the hospital
to municipality care.

The patient, however, experienced emotional relief from
being visually perceived and acknowledged by his GP,
especially because the GP knew him before the stroke, who
he was as a healthy person, namely, very strong physically
and mentally.
An existential situation
The video consultation had a positive impact on the patient’s
self-confidence and motivation to participate in the
rehabilitation program. His interpretation of his own health
situation changed from being “a vegetable not worth
reviving” to consenting to be resuscitated in the case of a
new stroke. In his GP, the patient had somebody who talked
to him directly, and who sensed his “locked-up” situation:
locked up from sitting in a wheelchair with one side of his
body paralyzed but also the context of sitting between his
brother-in-law and sister. The brother-in-law looked very
uncomfortable with the whole situation, and his sister was
crying, devastated by the patient’s misfortune. His situation
also put her in a new situation, practical as well as relational.
She has to do his laundry (not part of the rehab unit’s
service). She lives several hours’ drive away and was used to
be in a sibling relation with him as her big brother, i.e.,
strong and protective. In contrast to this situation, the video
presence of the GP offered the patient openings and
possibilities of restoring his personhood and future life
prospects.

Resident doctor and consultant
The leader of the rehab unit favors more permanent access to
medical help from a GP, preferably “two hours of daily
visits” at the rehab unit. Resident doctors with frequent visits
have been shown to increase the quality of the health care in
nursing homes, among others, because the care staffs’
competences increase [27]. Therefore, video is not the first
choice, only a solution that is part of the daily medical
issues.

Organizational perspectives
From an organizational perspective, different understandings
of the importance of GPs to integrate care came to the
forefront. The municipality has a general interest in
strengthening collaborations with GPs in video consultations.
Prevention of (re)hospitalization of the elderly saves
resources in the municipality, and health prevention and
rehabilitation are among the municipality’s responsibilities.
The municipality director of health prevention and home care
has invested in the technical infrastructure of implementing
Wi-Fi, computers, software, project management and
education of super-users at the rehab unit. The region
supports the development of an IT infrastructure and among
others, the use of video in intermediate care. A special
economic agreement is arranged with the GPs who
participate in the experiment [23].

Other care personnel pointed to the need for doctors outside
GP office hours, as many patients’ health conditions
exacerbate at night, on the weekend and on holidays.
Competence in video-mediated collaboration
The leader of the rehab unit’s nursing group is reluctant to
push her nurses to perform new tasks with video, especially
without sufficient training and IT support. The doctor-nurse
collaboration is fragile in cases where medical tasks slide
from doctors to nurses without adequate education. As more
patients with more complicated needs are discharged, the
pressure on municipalities’ competences to secure patient
safety has risen, and the dependence on collaboration with
GPs has intensified. Interdisciplinary video consultation
could push this already challenged collaboration too far in
terms of the assignment of tasks, responsibilities and
sufficient training.

Ethical dilemmas in processes of intermediate care
The management at the rehab unit are ambitious to include
medical resources as well. The geographic distance between
the rehab unit and some of the GPs is a challenge, and
driving patients to the GP or readmitting them to the hospital

Technical perspectives
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The video plays an important role in creating a safe
environment for the GP, patient and nurse to interact and
communicate in.
Empowerment versus depowerment from video
From the patient’s perspective, the video was an opening in
his care path. He was given ‘a voice’ from the video
consultation that was otherwise difficult for him to have on
the subject of resuscitation. The communication with his GP
is a positive turning point in the patient’s care path. He is
empowered to believe in the rehabilitation program, and in
having a future. Nonetheless, the analysis points to an
asymmetrical relation between the GP in his user context and
the patient, nurse and relatives in their context of use, at the
rehab unit.

Figure 1- Asymmetrical configuration of video users
This distance has some disadvantages. The quality of the
audio is not adequate. The GP cannot hear their voices
properly, and repeatedly asks what they say (seven times.
Visually, all four persons are displayed on the GP’s interface
in a diminished size. This means that the GP physically
moves his chair and face as close to his PC screen as possible
in order to get closer to see the facial expressions and body
language better.

Traditionally,
in face-to-face
communication,
the
asymmetrical relations between doctor and patient are
interpreted as a power relation in favor of the doctor,
reducing the role and influence of the patient to comply with
doctor’s orders. This is not the case in the video experiments
for several reasons. The patient is empowered, but the GP, as
well as the nurse, is depowered.

Another effect of this asymmetrical configuration is that
because of the large size of the talking head everybody is
figuratively addressed and encouraged to participate in the
dialogue with the GP. Thus, instead of mainly the patient and
the GP communicating with each other, the sister and the
nurse also get very active in posing questions and setting the
agenda of the interview. The diminished display of the group
on the patient’s side and the close-up face of the GP,
therefore, demanded a lot of attention of the GP and of the
nurse to compensate and respond in a “safe way” to the
unpredictable process of the interview.

The GP has little control over the process of the patient
interview. Questions comes from many, including the
patient’s sister, and make it difficult for the GP to predict and
control the process on the difficult subject, which involves
many emotions, but where the patient’s needs have first
priority.
The nurse is depowered because of the many responsibilities
and tasks at the same time. She is responsible for the
technical side but also for the patient, presenting his case,
and toward the sister and brother-in-law. She is brought into
a double-bind situation between the resuscitation issues and
the many emotional responses and questions she has to
moderate and care for.

Results
Context-sensitive knowledge on video consultations in
primary care is developed from the design ethos, the
guideline for testing video consultations on elderly patients
discharged from the hospital and the in-depth analysis of a
video consultation in a patient care path. The analysis gave
insights into clinical, organizational and technical aspects of
the video consultation.

Lack of video training
Another example of the depowerment of the GP and nurse
involves a cancelled video consultation. The GP was waiting
for the nurse’s call, but the super-user at the rehab unit called
in sick the same morning, and the nurse was not trained to do
the call on her own. Thus, the GP waited in vain.
Experiences of professional depowerment also affect the
effectiveness of video, and make nurses as well as GPs more
reluctant to schedule and agree to video consultations in the
future.

Context-sensitive knowledge
The clinical context is highly sensitive to ethical problems of
patient care and treatment; thus, video consultations are to
create safety for the patient, as well as to the GP and the
nurse, who have professional responsibilities. The video also
shares responsibility as a medium of communication and
interaction. Encryption of video data is one aspect of
safety/security. Another is the importance of symmetrical
configuration of both contexts of use: the GP’s office and the
patient’s and nurse’s care setting. The configurations quality
of sound and visual display are important features in order to
align the relation between the communicators, i.e., the GP,
patient and nurse. Family or other participants in video
consultations, therefore, risk influencing the quality and
efficiency of the interaction negatively.

Asymmetrical configuration of users in the video display
The depowering roles of the GP and nurse were partly caused
by the constellation of the video camera. Because the camera
angle has to cover four persons at a time, for the GP to see
everybody, a distance is of approximately 3 meters is created
between them and the camera and microphone.
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performing her role, facilitating the communication and
interaction between the GP and the patient with video.
To sum up, the design ethos of video consultations, i.e., to
contribute to efficiency, flexibility and safety, depends on the
symmetrical configuration of both user sides, and that the
nurse and the GP are given the right competences to perform
the specific tasks in the process: from scheduling the video
consultation to preparing for it, and performing the patient
interview and examination.

From the organizational context, it appeared that
collaboration with GPs is important to the municipality, but
also that different forms of medical help are requested in
intermediate care. Video consultation was only one out of
three possible solutions that also related to different contexts
and processes of care:
1.
2.

3.

Video consultations with GPs to improve the
individual patient care path
Consultancy from a GP who visits the rehab unit for
2 hours every day to do doctor’s rounds and improve
the quality of the treatment and care, including the
competencies of the personnel
Emergency visits at nights and on weekends.

Conclusion
Video analysis can be a turning point in patient care paths for
the elderly who require a doctor’s visit. Patient
empowerment is possible, but the interdisciplinary and crosssectorial collaboration between GPs and municipality nurses
is in a premature state. A cross-sectorial learning strategy
needs to be developed based on a clearer definition of tasks
and competencies related to video consultations. Not all
medical tasks in intermediate care can be performed by
video. Video consultations should focus on a structure that
supports the individual patient’s care path.

The collaboration between GPs and municipality nurses
depends in general on adequate training and support in order
for the doctor to delegate tasks and responsibilities to care
personnel. In video-mediated collaboration, the user roles
and tasks need to be defined and trained for the GP and the
nurse to feel comfortable and professionally safe performing
healthcare services that depend on video technology. The
communication and interaction with video need more
structure and well-defined tasks to be efficient and safe.
Otherwise, the video consultations come at the risk of either
being cognitively exhausting or do not take place as neither
the nurse nor the GP is willing to take the trouble and risk.
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Discussion
The results are not generalizable from a quantitative
perspective on patient care paths, but qualitatively, the
results contribute to the general understanding of the
complexities in intermediate care, its ethical foundation and
risks, but also of the possibilities for improvement. Within a
systemic perspective, the results can be reflected at different
levels of producing health care services. At the micro-level,
patient empowerment and safety on the patient care path
from video consultation is possible but cognitively
demanding and risky for the role of the GP and the nurse. At
the meso-level, interdisciplinary collaboration between the
GP and the nurse depends on clarification of user roles, tasks
and training in order for video to be efficient and safe. At the
macro-level, the development of a cross-sectorial learning
strategy, as well as a more thorough analysis of the kind of
medical attention needed, is helpful for delegating tasks and
responsibilities in intermediate care paths.
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capacity to self-manage but also analyze larger patientgenerated data sets.
Considering the lack of validation and testing within clinical
settings, it is understandable that many medical personnel are
concerned with various factors surrounding the clinical
integration of e.g. mHealth apps [1]. Furthermore, because
most often apps are designed for use by patients only, and not
clinicians [2], initial evaluation studies within the medical
realm focused upon answering questions relevant to individual
patient users and not medical practice [3, 4]. Only until more
recently was the concept of medical integration and evaluation
considered [5]. Thus, medical personnel are now reacting to
changes within two different environments: 1) the rapid
increase of patient-centered mHealth, for example mobile
diabetes (mDiabetes) tools, within the commercial sector as
well as 2) pressures from patients to integrate such technologies
within the medical sector.
The purpose of this paper is to identify the change in clinicians’
perceptions related to mHealth between 2013 and 2017. By
comparing this progress to the guidelines provided by regional
and national health authorities, e.g. government agencies and
those who create medical standards, we identify and emphasize
the lack of necessary support for clinicians as well as the
importance of including them in the planning and
implementation of mHealth within clinical practices. This is
especially important in primary health care, where research
activities and partnerships with general practitioners’ (GPs’)
offices are not as common as they are amongst health care
personnel at hospitals.

Abstract
Clinicians now insist that health authorities and researchers
provide practical evidence and strategies for reacting to and
handling patient-gathered data (PGD) and mobile health
(mHealth) devices. With diabetes as a use-case, we present a
summary of our own studies and a narrative scientific literature
review to exemplify the progress of clinicians’ perceptions of
mHealth. We then compare these results to a narrative review
of official clinical practice guidelines related to mHealth use
(2013-2017) to demonstrate similarities and differences
between what clinicians perceive as opportunities for mHealth
and what health authorities are providing. Review of mHealth
studies revealed that clinicians have become more willing to
accept mHealth technologies and use patient-generated data
over time. However, review of clinical practice guidelines
revealed several barriers to using mHealth in clinical practice.
Results of this comparison indicate 1) the need for a balance of
clinician and patient participation and feedback during
mHealth studies, and 2) health authorities’ lack of sufficient
guidance to clinicians for practically using mHealth in their
daily practice.
Keywords:
Clinicians, Diabetes, Mobile Health, mHealth, mDiabetes,
Consultation.

Introduction
Traditionally, medical devices for diabetes self-management
and treatment were validated by health authorities. As such,
clinicians were provided with structured guidelines and
protocols for how to instruct their patients to use such
technologies and relate to the subsequent gathered data. More
and more commonly patient-operated mobile health (mHealth)
tools enable patients to become more knowledgeable of their
own health challenges and more in control of treatment
priorities by providing them the means to better understand
their own disease. As such, the novelties of mHealth throw a
completely different spin on the priorities of patient care;
clinicians are now expected to adapt not only to patients’ new

Methods
Three narrative reviews were conducted. The first two were of
health research literature, published between 2013 and 2017,
that described mHealth interventions in which patient-gathered
data were shared with clinicians. These were then compared to
the third, which was a review of best practice recommendations
produced by healthcare authorities, during the same period,
regarding how clinicians should use patient-gathered mHealth
data.
The first review was of mHealth interventions completed at our
own University Hospital of North Norway’s (UNN) Norwegian
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Centre for E-health Research (NSE). These activities began
with the REgioNs of Europe WorkING together for HEALTH
(RENEWING HEALTH) Norwegian Pilot study (2013) [6, 7]
in which individuals with Type 2 Diabetes were encouraged to
discuss their use of an mHealth app for diabetes selfmanagement, called the Few Touch Application (FTA), during
consultations. During the 2014 annual Diabetes Research
Conference in Oslo, Norway, we surveyed clinicians about
their perceptions of a “clinician interface” of the patientoperated Diabetes Diary smartphone app. The next study that
was conducted, concerning clinicians’ use and relation to
mHealth, was the Norwegian diabetes pilot of the international
FI-STAR study [8]. Two GP’s and a specialist participated in a
clinician workshop in October 2016 to reflect upon what is
needed to share patient-gathered mHealth data during
consultations. In 2017 we invited patients and clinicians to
participate in a co-design workshop, in both peer and joint
sessions, to design their ideal mHealth data-sharing system, and
indicate their preparedness for relating to mHealth. Workshops
were audio-recorded, transcribed and translated into English.

recommendations AND Europe, Norway, America AND
mHealth, mobile health, apps. Analysis included screening
for any recommendations related to how clinicians
themselves should react to and\or use patient-gathered data
and mobile health technologies in daily clinical practice. This
did not include recommendations for health facility managers
or
security
systems.
Data
extraction included
recommendations for how clinicians could relate to mHealth
during consultations. These recommendations were then
compared to the clinicians’ needs to relate to, as presented in
the previous two narrative reviews. Inclusion criteria were as
follows: must mention daily medical activities performed by
health professionals related to patient-operated mHealth
technologies or their self-gathered data. Guidelines must also
be published open-access between 2013-2017 within
governmental, health authorities’ and/or organizational
reports. In focusing on publically available documents, we
stress the importance of ease of access and use of these
clinical practice guidelines for health care personnel
themselves. Documents were disregarded if they i) provided
no recommendations directly to health care practitioners for
mHealth-use, ii) Only described design and/or evaluation
guidelines for mHealth interventions studies, iii) Merely
commented on issues related to mHealth-use during clinical
practice, without direct input from clinicians themselves, iv)
Only described appropriate use of clinicians’ own mobile
device during working hours.

To contextualize our own reports, we conducted a second
narrative review of literature describing clinicians’ perceptions
of mHealth and patient-gathered data reported from similar
studies within Europe and America. PubMed and Google
Scholar were used to search scientific literature produced
between 2013 and 2017. The following search strategy was
used for PubMed: clinician, practitioner, provider, or nurse
AND barriers, concern, motivations, perspective, opinion,
viewpoint or outlooks AND apps, mHealth, mobile health,
wearables, or sensors. The following search strategy was used
for Google Scholar: combinations of clinician, practitioner,
provider, or nurse AND apps, mHealth, mobile health,
wearables, or sensors. Resulting articles were exported to the
Systematic Reviews web app, Rayyan [9], for sorting and
selection. Analysis included screening for reports of clinicians’
firsthand experience with mHealth data presented by patients
during clinical interventions. Author MB collected and
reviewed the full-text of the publications, where data extraction
included clinicians’ perceptions of using mHealth in clinical
practice, which were categorized as either perceived benefits or
barriers. Benefits can be seen as clinicians’ willingness to use
mHealth, while concerns and needs represent the uncertainty
toward using mHealth that needs to be resolved. Inclusion
criteria were that literature must i) be published between 20132017 in English, ii) describe patient-operated mobile apps as
part of the intervention, iii) describe studies included inquiry
and reported responses of health care providers within America
or Europe. Publications were excluded if i) they did not survey
health care providers as part of the study, if ii) no abstract was
found to support initial review processes, if iii) it only included
“medical devices” [10], if iv) the intervention primarily
provided basic mobile phone functions, e.g. SMS, from health
providers for patient self-management.

Results
First, we summarized the clinician-related responses to
mHealth interventions for our research activities, annually
between 2013 and 2017. Table 1 summarizes the results related
to clinicians’ perceptions of the mHealth tools that were
presented to them, both from previously published and
unpublished (UP) reports from our studies.
Table 1- Own research: clinicians’ perceptions related to use
of mHealth tools and patient-gathered data (PGD)
Ref.
UP

UP

• The third review was of official recommendations produced
by health authorities related to how healthcare practitioners
should react to, or use patients’ own-gathered mHealth data
or tools during consultations. Guidelines were searched for in
European, Norwegian and American health authorities’
websites including The World Health Organization (WHO),
the European Commission (EU), Health Care Information
and Management Systems Society (HIMSS), and the
Norwegian Health Directorate, using versions of the
following
terms:
“clinical
practice
guidelines”,

[11]
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Benefits

Concerns and needs
2013
• PGD would be useful
• Unclear financing (n=12/23)
(n=17/23)
• Would require re-organizing
• Would give
services (n=11/23)
recommendations
• Training/supporting patients
based on PGD
(n=11/23)
(n=17/23)
2014
• Better preparations of
• More knowledge required
consultations
about “patient compliance”
(n=15/15)
(n=12/15) and “Integration
into EHRs” (n=12/15)
• Better able to help
• Clinicians would need more
patients (n=13/15)
“direct experience”
• More effective
(n=13/15) and training via
communication with
“seminars” (n=13/15)
colleagues (n=9/15)
2015
• Comfort with the
• Not all patients present data,
system increase over
which is needed for
time
clinicians to provide
guidance
• Increase understanding
of the patient situation
• Graphical displays of
data improved
understanding of
patient situation

[12]

[13]

2016
• Easier to present PGD
• Must operate with existing
medical technology
• Eager to discuss app
• Data can be “noisy”
data as graphs and
trends
• Patients need intensive
• Patients reflect on data
training about how to
collect data for medical
• Patients can and should
purposes
take initiative during
consults
• Not all patients present data
2017
• Can base discussion
• Patients don’t always
and advice on
present their data
personalized data
• Must be easy to collect data
• Result in more concrete • Chance of data overload
discussions
• Could be too time
• Patients can become
consuming
more engaged in their
• Clinicians still need to learn
health
more about mHealth tools
• Specific information
will save time

Table 2- Scientific literature search results: clinicians’
perceptions related to use of mHealth tools and patientgathered data (PGD).
Ref.

[15]

Second, we summarize results of both narrative literature
reviews of mHealth intervention studies and official clinical
practice guidelines in order to contextualize our own findings
and gain a greater understanding of the overall needs expressed
by clinicians within the evolving field of mHealth.
The keyword searches in PubMed and Google Scholar results
in 71 and 64 results, respectively. Initial review of titles and
abstracts was based upon the inclusion criteria as described in
the Methods section. 129 publications were excluded because
medical practitioners were not directly surveyed and/or because
the intervention did not involve patient-operated mHealth tools,
leaving only 6 publications for full-text review (see Figure 1).
Responses were then separated into benefits and barriers for
relating to mHealth tools during clinical practice (see Table 2).

[14]

[16]

[17]

Figure 1- PRISMA flow diagram describing selection of
scientific literature for review
Three of the reviewed publications reported clinicians’
perspectives on the potential use of mHealth in general, while
the remaining three papers reported clinicians’ perspectives of
a presented or tested mHealth system. The paper by Bonilla et
al. [14] reported percentages of respondents’ perceptions for
each question, which allowed the authors of this paper to
highlight how clinicians’ perceptions differed between certain
benefits and barriers. Table 2 summarizes the overall results of
these six publications, ordered by publication year.

[18]

[19]

Benefits

Concerns and needs
2013
• Simple to use
• Rapid technology progress
• Positive for patient
• Unclear impacts of technology
care process
• Content/data overload
• Monitoring patient
• Too time consuming
progress
• May increase clinical workload
• React to problems in
• No operational
real time
support/guidelines
2015
• Tailored patient care
• Cost
• Supplementary patient • Time consuming to operate
support
• Validity of applications
• Improved data
• Reliability of patient-provided
accuracy
data
• Increased amount of
• Risk of misinterpretation
valuable data
• Safety/privacy
• Tailor patient care
• Lack of direct view of patient
data
• Improve
• Limited data flow and
communication
interoperability
• Fosters trust
• Limited functionalities for
• Monitoring patient
follow-up
progress
• Technology limited to specific
• Reinforce motivation
device
and autonomy
• Increase legitimacy of • Competition with traditional
care
own clinical practice
• Improve clinical
workload/workflow
2016
• More possibilities for
• No operational
teaching patients
support/guidelines
• Increase admin efficiency • Limited data flow interop.
• Increase consultation
• Time consuming
efficiency
• Tech. integration would
• Supplementary patient
compete with other
support
priorities
• No guidelines for handling
sensitive information
• Would recommend apps
• Discomfort using electronic
communication with patient
• Comfortable exchanging
info via technology
• Lack of sufficient evidence
• Monitoring patient
progress
• Improve communication
• Must be endorsed by
experts
2017
• Understand patient
• No operational
situations
support/guidelines
• Records symptoms
• Medical adherence
tracking & alerts

Results from review of clinical practice recommendations
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Ref.
[20]

[21]

[22]

[23]

[24]

such recommendations meet clinicians’ needs, as presented by
the concerns and needs reported in Tables 1 and 2.

Recommendations
2015
Proposes Continua as the standard for welfare technology
Guidelines for recommending apps to patients:
• Tailor app recommendations to patients and discuss consent
regarding use of data and limits to consent
• Discuss effective apps with colleagues
• “Adhere to legislation and regulation (if existing) and/or
professional obligations”
• If the app is used for monitoring, the physician should
instruct the patient how to respond to the information
provided
• Clinicians should look for the following characteristics
before choosing an app:
• Endorsement by professional or reputable health
organization
• Usability and evidence of impact - clinicians may also test
the app themselves before recommending it
• Reliability of information: inquire about how the patient
intends to use the app to determine if the information
provided is appropriate
• Privacy/security: inform patients of added security risk of
using apps, and even recommend apps with additional
levels of authentication vs. apps without
• Avoids conflicts of interest and fragmentation of health
information
• Do not use medical apps that do not have a CE Mark, or if
they do not “meet the requirements of the medical device
directives and regulations”
• “Exercise professional judgment before relying on
information from an app”
• Clinicians should differentiate medical and non-medical
mobile apps – differentiating characteristics are provided
2016
• Clinicians should tailor recommendations to the disease and
the mHealth apps/PGD presented by patients – example
scenarios provided
2017
• None found

Table 3 – Health authorities’ clinical practice
recommendations for clinicians’ use of mHealth and PGD.

Discussion
Clinicians have traditionally relied upon health authorities and
management to provide guidance regarding clinical practice.
As demonstrated, with the introduction of mobile health
technologies to the options of patient self-management aids,
clinicians have been and continue to be at a loss for answers.
Despite these initial limitations, clinicians are acknowledging
the benefits of these technologies more and more over recent
years, especially since patients require more frequent support
than the medical system is able to provide. Given the diversity
of mHealth-generated data, health authorities and facility
managers must provide support and suggestions for how care
providers should relate to such technologies within differing
clinical specialties in order for integration of mHealth to be
successful.
The results of this paper also suggest an answer to the looming
question; are the recommendations provided by regulatory
bodies evolving quickly enough to meet the needs to clinicians
in the rapidly changing environment of mHealth? Comparison
of clinicians’ perceptions of mHealth over time and guidance
produced by regulatory bodies demonstrate that health and care
authorities are beginning to propose the type of specific
suggestions for relating to mHealth that clinicians need.
However, the majority of the official activities under-way
involve preparation for secure technological integration on the
back-end. There have been few guidelines or recommendations
for how clinicians can use data gathered by mHealth tools such
as apps and sensors in daily practice. Questions remain
regarding how patient-gathered lifestyle and health data should
be weighted and considered along-side clinically generated
information, e.g. lab results, to inform and generate actionable
health recommendations. In addition, it is unclear which data is
appropriate for providers to register and store within their own
EHR systems. Health providers are responsible for judging
which information is medically necessary and relevant for
clinical decisions versus which information is sensitive to the
individual and, therefore, should not be shared with the rest of
the coordinated care team. This task is made exponentially
more difficult with the added volume and detail of patientgathered data, and our current research project Full Flow of
Health Data Between Patients and Health Care Systems will
address this in the coming clinical study of a mHealth system
during clinical practice in Norway.

N=16 documents were identified from the search of clinical
practice guidelines for mHealth. We excluded one document
because it was not in English, and two documents because
they were behind a pay-wall, leaving 13 for full-text review.
We excluded 8 recommendations that do not offer practical
solutions for clinicians in their every-day practice (see Figure
2).

Conclusion
We have seen a development in mHealth where mobile
technology, such as apps for mobile phones, smartwatches, and
patient-operated sensors, have led to a situation in which
patients are bringing new and more data into the clinical
settings. mHealth is a rapidly developing field and clinicians
need sufficient guidance to respond to the frequent changes and
challenges that this new environment calls for. As this paper
demonstrates, while official guidelines published by health
authorities reference standards for back-end requirements for
technological communication between EHRs and mHealth
devices, they do not provide sufficient support for clinicians’ in

Figure 2 – PRISMA flow diagram describing selection of
clinical practice guidelines for review.
Table 3 summarizes the recommendations provided by health
authorities for how clinicians should relate to mHealth and
patient-gathered data (PGD). This enabled us to compare if
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their daily struggle to relate to mHealth. Therefore, the authors
advocate for a greater voice and active involvement of health
professionals in the development of any new processes,
protocols or official standards, regardless of their specialty, to
relate to mHealth successfully on a daily basis. It is time to
integrate mHealth learning into medical and continuededucation for practicing clinicians.
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Communication and Relations between Healthcare Professionals before and after Implementation of a Telehomecare System: A Study Protocol
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Abstract

but secondary – even today several IT projects in the healthcare
sector do not prioritize the organizational element of implementing IT enough.

Twenty years after Reed Gartner stated, that a successful implementation of IT systems is 80% organization, and 20% technology, the organizational part of implementing health IT is
still overseen or gives challenges in many projects.

In addition to the fact that the Danish municipal reform in January 2007 reduced the number of municipalities from 271 to
98, and the 14 counties became five regions, municipalities became more important in the health sector [4]. The municipalities gained major responsibility for prevention efforts, care and
rehabilitation in relation to citizens, and the municipalities
should contribute to the financing of health care in the future
[4]. The latter was in order to encourage the municipalities to
effectively carry out the tasks in the field of health. The
changed division of tasks between primary and secondary sectors calls for closer cooperation with an increased need for coordination of treatment and care of patients/citizens between
the sectors. To support the closer cooperation, new IT solutions
have been developed for the exchange of information between
the sectors – among these, an increased focus on telehomecare.

This research project follows the implementation of a telehomecare project for citizens with heart failure and focuses on
the communication and relations between the health professionals.
The hypothesis is that new forms of cooperation and relationships between the actors emerge, mediated by the telehomecare
technology used. The methodology includes Actor-Network
Theory (ANT) and Relational Coordination as the conceptual
framework. Data is collected using a mix-methods approach
combining a before/after survey and focus group interviews.
The relations between the actors are analysed using Social Network Analysis (SNA), and data from the interviews are analysed using an iterative condensation.

Introduction

The use of telehomecare in general is growing and many local
anchored pilot projects have been implemented, of which few
have become decisive operating projects - with even fewer becoming large-scale or nationwide projects. Between 2012 and
2015 TeleCare Nord1 ran a large-scale project in the Northern
Jutland Region, Denmark. The purpose of the project was to
offer telehomecare to citizens with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD). The experience of this project (hereinafter referred to as the COPD project) is part of the foundation for
the rollout of telehomecare for citizens with COPD at national
level. At the same time, the experience from the COPD project
is being used for a new large-scale project, where telehomecare
is to be offered to citizens with heart failure - in daily terms
called the Heart Failure Project or just Heart Failure.

It is now twenty years ago that Reed Gardner, at a health informatic conference in 1998, stated that successful implementation of IT systems is 80% dependent on the development of the
social and political cooperation skills, and 20 percent or less on
the hardware and software implementation [1, 2]. Marc Berg
[3] supported this view by claiming that technology is crucial,

In the TeleCare Nord COPD project, there has been a strong
focus on the organizational issues. Some of the experiences
from the COPD project are, that “…it is an intensive work to
adjust and adapt services and procedures to get coherent and
effective processes.” [5]. In spite of the above focus on the organizational issues, it is stated that “... should remain operational for both solutions and cooperation relationships.” [5] and

The objective is to show that relational coordination, ANT, and
SNA, are useful theories and tools to elucidate changes in collaboration before/after implementation of a telehomecare solution, and provide an indication of why implementation in comparable organizations gives different results.
Keywords:
Telemedicine, Medical Informatics, Organisations, Organisational Change, Social Network Analysis, Actor-Network Theory, Relational Coordination.

1

Established in 2015 as a cooperation between the Northern Jutland
Region and 11 municipalities in the region to support telehomecare
projects.
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in the completion report for the COPD project, the importance
of “... a constructive and close cooperation across the core actors.” [5], and that cooperation is not “... implemented to the
bottom, and there must be continued focus on behavioural- and
practice changes.” [5]. Another experience from the COPD project is that even with the same technology, the implementation
has been more successful (measured by activity between the
healthcare professionals – the actors) in some places, than in
other places.

Elucidate cooperation relationships between the actors
before and after the implementation of TeleCare Nord
Heart Failure to describe the importance of implementing TeleCare Nord Heart Failure on collaborative
relationships.
Elucidate whether there is a correlation between the
cooperation relations and the outcome of the implementation, depending on where the actors come from.

•

Understand and explain why the opinions and identities of the actors in terms of cooperation/relative coordination are changed/not changed before/after the implementation of TeleCare Nord Heart Failure.

•

•

That the cooperation relations have a major impact on
the outcome of the implementation of a telehomecare
system - and that close collaborative relationships in
an organization lead to better implementation than organizations with more loyal and sporadic cooperation
relationships.

Understanding change in relationships between health
care professionals before/after the implementation of
the telehomecare solution.

•

Understanding why there is a difference in the implementation depth of the different groups of health care
professionals.
Suggesting one solution to what the healthcare sector
can do to optimize the implementation of telehomecare solutions.

The overall methodological approach is to use relational coordination as the theoretical framework, ANT as the conceptual
framework and Social Network Analysis (SNA) as the data collection and analysis tool, but also to incorporate other relevant
theories to discuss the outcome of the above.
Conceptual framework
The conceptual framework is based on the assumption that relational coordination is based on two “legs” – (1) relationship
between the actors, and (2) coordination task between the actors. The focus of this project will be on the relationships, and
to describe relations between the actors as well as between the
actors and the technology – telehomecare. ANT is included, as
ANT focuses on networks consisting of heterogeneous actors,
things, facts, etc. Gittell’s relational coordination will be discussed in regards to other management literature, which is not
currently selected – but could be related to change management
[8], Balogun & Hailey’s cultural web [9], and/or wayfinding/wayfaring [10-13].
As the general theoretical framework for analysing and discussing cooperation relationships between the participants in the
Heart Failure project, Jody Gittell’s [14-16] concept of “relational coordination” is used. Relational coordination has been
used as inspiration in building the former and current organizational structure of the Northern Jutland health service as well as
across the sectors. Jody Gittell’s concept of relational coordination is used to understand what skills (professional, personal
and social), that are required for collaboration in the Heart Failure project to work. ANT is involved as the conceptual framework for interpreting and analysing the relationship between
the individual health professionals, and between them and the
technology used (telehomecare). This involves both an understanding of why actors do what they do, and the perception, that
the actors attach to why they do as they do. In this way, an

The purpose is chosen based on the evaluation of the COPD
project and has been done in cooperation with TeleCare Nord.
It is the intention that this PhD Project can help generate
knowledge, that can subsequently help minimize the organizational challenges that emerged from the COPD project, as mentioned earlier, and thus be of benefit to other similar telehomecare projects.
The scope of the project is to contribute knowledge about communication/relations between actors through the implementation of telehomecare solutions. The currently included actors
are:
•

•

Materials and Methods

The working assumptions for the research work are:
The implementation of TeleCare Nord Heart Failure
leads to a higher degree of collaborative relationships/relational coordination, as the functionality of
the application supports a greater degree of cooperation between the different actors.

General practitioners in the Region of Northern Jutland

•

Understand and explain why there is a/is no correlation between the cooperation relations and the outcome of the implementation, depending on where the
participants come from.

•

•

The scientific purpose is to be able to use the theory of relational coordination and Actor Network Theory (ANT) as the
conceptual framework for:

The purpose of the research project is to do a descriptive/exploratory study [6, 7] to:

•

Care staff in the 11 municipalities in Northern Jutland

However, the citizens with heart failure, as an actor, have been
excluded from the study. This is done to keep the focus on the
organizational conditions and not the individual's medical progress.

Purpose

•

•

The health professionals at the four hospitals in the
Northern Jutland Region
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understanding of the interaction between professional identity,
technologies, and other material circumstances, that enables or
conversely prevents successful implementation of the Heart
Failure project, is created.

Venturini et al. [28] concludes that there are important common
features of SNA, ANT, and digital networks that allow (SNA's)
graphs to be used in the study of actor networks, although there
are many differences.

As a tool for analysing data about actors’ collaborative relationships, SNA is used. SNA is a structured approach to uncovering
and describing networks [17-20]. By using SNA, it is expected
that an insight can be given to the difference between communication and relations between the actors in the individual municipalities and to show whether there has been a change following the implementation of Heart Failure. The data collection
for the SNA will be via electronic questionnaires and interviews with health professionals.

At the same time, I see that ANT can be used to discuss the
thinking behind relational coordination and thus a logical relationship between relational coordination, ANT and SNA.
Data
The project includes a before/after study, with the purpose of
seeing if the implementation of Heart Failure causes a change
in the cooperation, relationships and communication between
the involved actors. Later a study based on focus group interviews is planned. The purpose is to create a dataset, that makes
it possible to compare the use and implementation of Heart
Failure across the 11 municipalities. In addition to providing
material from the municipalities, the interviews also provide
material for comparing the data collected in the before/after
study and the study based on interview as a data collection
method.

Paradigmatic background
The project forms part of a theoretical framework regarding the
development of management technologies and organizational
structures used in public administration. Overall, this has been
a development from New Public Management (NPM) towards
New Public Governance (NPG). New Public Management was
introduced by Christopher Hood in an article from 1991 [21],
but since the 1980s it has been the governance paradigm in the
public sector, where efficiency, performance management and
continuous change are the goal and governance through incentive management [22, 23].

Before/after study
Data collection is based on an “adapted prospective panel longitudinal” study [29]. “Adapted” as data collection first occurs
after some of the respondents have begun to use or have been
trained to use the Heart Failure solution. This could speak for
calling the first data collection retrospectively, but since other
respondents at the data collection point had not begun to use or
trained in the Heart Failure solution, it is decided to call it the
“adapted” approach. The “prospective panel longitudinal” is
chosen, as the study follows the same population over time before implementation, and has two data collection points over
the period [29, 30].

In addition, NPM works from a market mechanism and customer orientation where the patient/citizen becomes users [22].
As a replacement – or perhaps more in addition to the NPM,
there has been more focus in recent years on NPG, where collaboration in network/partnership and innovation is in focus.
This is because, among other things, NPG's focus: “... is very
much about inter-organizational relationships and the governance of processes, and it stresses service effectiveness and outcomes.” [24]. The NPG is based on a fundamental assumption,
where the public sector is seen as an arena of co-operation and
where network management and innovation are in focus [25].

The pre-survey was conducted as a questionnaire survey and
was done via an electronic questionnaire in SurveyXact. Access
to the questionnaire was via link in a mail sent to the respondents. The questionnaire has been sent to the 11 municipalities,
four hospital locations and 175 GPs in the Region of Northern
Jutland. Three reminders from the TeleCare Nord secretariat
were sent to the respondents. In order to be stringent, the questionnaire is used again for data collection for post-analysis,
scheduled to take place in September 2018, when Heart Failure
has been in operation for some months.

At the moment, I see that relational coordination can be used
both within a governance paradigm based on NPM, but also and perhaps most – within a governance paradigm based on
NPG.
Relational Coordination, ANT and SNA
Relational coordination is largely based on network thinking
[15], where Gittell uses some of the same calculations (eg
Strengths and Cronbach's alpha) and chart types, which are also
used in SNA. Until now, however, no explicitly reference to
SNA has been in the read litterature, but it is my view, that the
use of SNA, as a tool for analysing relational networks, will be
obvious.

After examination
In addition to the questions relevant to the SNA analysis, interviews will include questions that implicitly address relational
coordination, ie. relating to common goals, shared knowledge,
and mutual respect, as well as questions that implicitly address
the technology-actor in relation to ANT.

One of the possibilities of combining ANT and SNA is that it
will be possible to work with a larger number of actors, and that
it will be possible to follow them over time as data collection
to SNA can be done via quantitative methods where ANT primarily works with qualitative approaches [26]. This is supported by Latour et al. [27], which discusses the combination
of SNA and ANT, and among other things, highlights SNA's
ability to display and follow actor networks over time.

After the last data collection and analysis, it is planned to have
a focus group interview to go into depth with the result and discuss possible explanations of these with selected respondents.
The combination of quantitative and qualitative study will be
done with inspiration from mix-methods [31, 32] and successive triangulation [33], to seek an explanation of the results of
the quantitative examination.
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The goal is to understand and possibly explain why there is/is
no correlation between the relationship of cooperation and the
outcome of the implementation, depending on where the participants come from.
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Abstract

E-leaning in healthcare
E-learning is being used increasingly in healthcare as a
flexible method to provide continuous education to
healthcare professionals. Educational topics include
practical skills such as safe moving and handling techniques.
Over the last decades, the effect of e-learning in healthcare
has been studied extensively. While some studies have failed
to find evidence for the effect of e-learning compared to
traditional education, others have found that e-learning had
a positive effect on student knowledge and skills [4-6].
Despite discrepancies in the literature regarding the effects,
there are several other advantages related to this type of
education, such as flexibility and the ability to provide
education for larger groups [6].
Only a few studies have assessed the effect of e-learning
tutorials teaching safe moving and handling techniques.
Harrington et al. concluded that there was a significant
increase on the knowledge, and practices of nurses after
completing an e-learning tutorial [7]. Similar results were
found by Hayden et al., while Anderson et al. found that elearning tutorials gave a better common interdisciplinary
understanding and knowledge on safe moving and handling
techniques [8,9].

Eye tracking is a measurement technology that quantifies the
movement of eyes on a motive of interest, usually a screen.
The technology has not before been used to evaluate the
effect on e-learning used for teaching staff safe moving and
handling techniques for moving patients. Based on four
participants, we explored whether eye tracking could be used
in combination with observations and interviews to assess
the practical skills obtained after watching videos from an elearning tutorial, teaching safe moving and handling
techniques. The participants reported to obtain the most
knowledge from what they saw in the video, rather than from
what they heard or read. However, there was no clear
correlation between time spent looking at Areas of Interests
(AOI) in the videos and how the participants performed the
safe moving and handling technique afterwards. Still eye
tracking has potential as a measurement technology for
providing objective knowledge that can be used to support
qualitative data on the performance of practical skills in safe
moving and handling techniques obtained by watching an elearning tutorial.
Keywords:
Eye-tracking, e-Learning, Moving and Lifting Patients.

The burden on the healthcare systems caused by the growing
population of elders and dependents entail an increasing
demand on healthcare professionals to possess the most
recent knowledge in all areas. This demand can be difficult
to accommodate by traditional education only [10]. Despite
the uncertainty on the effect of e-learning tutorials in
healthcare, it may be reasonable to expect that the use of elearning in healthcare will continue to increase. Applying elearning, it is possible to provide health care professionals
with the most recent and relevant knowledge, despite time or
location.

Introduction
It is estimated that about 40 % of all work injuries in the
Danish healthcare system are caused by accidents related to
moving and handling patients [1]. Interventions to reduce
the risk of work injuries caused by the moving and handling
of patients are often multi-dimensional. They generally
include both the use of new patient-handling equipment,
increased knowledge about safe moving and handling
techniques and education and training in both use of
equipment and techniques [2]. However, the principles and
techniques taught on single courses are often not
implemented in the workplace [3]. The limited effect of
single courses calls for a more systematic and ongoing
education regarding the use of patient-handling equipment
and safe moving and handling techniques.

Eye tracking
Eye tracking has for the last decades been increasingly used
to evaluate human-computer interaction [11]. Eye tracking is
a measurement technology that can be used to obtain
knowledge about where a person is looking on a motive of
interest, usually a screen, for how long and in what sequences
[11]. These measurements can be used to identify and
analyze a person’s visual attention or cognitive load while
reading or searching the Internet [12]. In eye tracking, eye
movements are typically processed and analyzed in fixations
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or saccades. A fixation is the period where the eye is
relatively still, in order to capture the visual stimuli. A
saccade is the series of quick movements that occur between
two fixations. During a saccade the visual acuity is
suppressed, meaning that visual stimuli are perceived during
the fixations [12].

E-learning tutorial
The Danish website, forflyt.dk, is administered by a nonprofit organization (The Community of Work Environment
for Welfare and Public Administration). This website
contains an e-learning tutorial on safe moving and handling
of patients. From this e-learning tutorial we chose 4 different
videos, that demonstrated safe moving and handling
techniques used in four different situations. The four
situations were repositioning up in bed, hoisting from the
floor, going from laying in a bed to standing upright and
hoisting from bed to a wheelchair [18]
Each video contained both small video clips and still pictures
with written text. Both the video clips and still pictures
contained spoken text.
From the four videos we predefined 12 Areas of Interests
(AOI). The predefined AOIs were chosen from a theoretical
point of view and were all related to the demonstration of the
correct use of different patient-handling equipment
Still pictures illustrating the 12 AOIs are shown in figure 1
and 2.

Most eye tracking studies deploy the eye-mind hypothesis
published in 1980 by Just and Carpenter. According to this
hypothesis, longer fixations are associated with a longer
cognitive processing load [13]. Later studies have shown
other results, but the general understanding is that the
duration of a fixation can be used as an indicator of the
degree of visual attention and of the complexity of the
cognitive process, e.g. in learning [14,15]. However, the
literature is scarce on eye tracking for evaluation of the
obtained knowledge after using an e-learning tutorial. One
study by Soh et al. tested student knowledge before and after
completing an e-learning tutorial. In this study, the students
both had a significant increase of 45% in the mean number
of fixations and a decrease of 49% in the mean time to first
fixation after using an e-learning tutorial [16]. The use of eye
tracking for evaluating an e-learning tutorial on practical
skills, such as safe moving and handling techniques, has not
been found in the literature. Therefore, it was relevant to
investigate the usability of eye tracking as a measurement
technology for evaluating e-learning tutorials related to
practical skills.
The aim of this study was to explore whether eye tracking in
combination with the qualitative methods observation and
interviews can be applied to assess practical skills obtained
after watching e-learning videos regarding safe moving and
handling techniques. Combining quantitative and qualitative
methods using method triangulation, we could obtain a
complementary objective and subjective knowledge on the
correlation between a person´s visual attention, practical
performance and experience when using an e-learning
tutorial regarding safe moving and handling techniques.

Figure 1-The AOI´s from video 1 and video 2

Materials and Methods
Figure 2- The AOI´s from video 3 and video 4

Participants
Four participants accepted to participate in the study. The
mean age was 29.5 (±4.5) years. All four participants were
students from the master program in Clinical Science and
Technology at Aalborg University, Denmark. Their bachelor
degree varied, two of the participants were bachelors in
nursing, one was an occupational therapist, and the last was
a radiographer. The experience level among the participants
varied, but none of the participants had attended any courses
or had worked related to safe moving and handling
techniques within the last two years.

Study Design and Procedure
The procedure consisted of four sessions.
Before the beginning of the first session, a calibration
procedure was carried out for each participant. During this
calibration procedure the Tobii eye tracker measures the
characteristics of the participants eyes and uses them
together with an internal, physiological 3D eye model to
calculate the gaze data. This individual model contains
information on light refraction, shapes and reflection
properties on different parts of the eye e.g. the placement of
fovea, cornea etc. The measurements are stored in the Tobii
Pro Studio Software, and therefore this procedure was only
conducted prior to the participants watching of the first video
[19].

Equipment
For this study we used a Tobii X2-30 eye tracker from Tobii
Technology (Tobii AB, Stockholm, Sweden). The Tobii X230 has a sample rate of 30 Hz with an operating distance from
eye tracker to participant on 40–90 cm (15.7–33.5ʺ) and a
gaze angle up to 36° [17]. The eye tracker was mounted at
the bottom of a Dell Latitude E6540 laptop with a screen size
of 15,6”.

In each session, the participants first watched a video
demonstrating the use of patient-handling equipment and
safe moving and handling technique in relation to a specific
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situation. While watching the videos, the participants’ eye
movements were measured using the Tobii X2-30 eye
tracker. After watching the video, the participant performed
the same safe moving and handling techniques as seen in the
video.

Results
Video 1
The participants expressed that they obtained most
knowledge from seeing the video, but also expressed that
they found it difficult to see how specific techniques were
performed. As shown in table 1, there was no correlation
between seeing an AOI and performing it correctly, as none
of the participants performed the moving and handling
technique correctly.

After performing the safe moving and handling techniques,
participants were interviewed on four questions relating to
the video just seen.
Data Analysis
The data from the eye tracking recordings, the observations
and interviews were all analyzed separately.

Table 1- The results from eye tracking data and findings
from observations, from video 1 (AOI no. 1-3)

Data from eye tracking recordings
Data from eye tracking recordings were processed in the
software program Tobii Pro Studio version 3.4.5. In this
program, we drew the 12 AOIs, for all the 16 recordings (4
recordings for each of the four participants). Since there was
a minor displacement between the video frames for the 16
recordings, the AOI was drawn one frame and one recording
at a time. This way we could do the necessary relocations of
the AOI according to the action in the underlying video. Only
one AOI were activated at a time.
We also used Tobii Pro Studio to calculate the metrics for
the individual and total fixation duration, and the number of
fixations for the 12 AOIs from each participant.
Before calculating the metrics, we applied the Tobii I-VT
filter. Amongst the I-VT filter presets, we chose to alter the
following. Noise reduction was set to apply MovingMedian
and a window size of 3 samples. Eye selection was set to
Average to calculate data from both eyes when possible and
on only one eye when both eyes could not be used. The
Discard short fixations were set to discard fixations shorter
than 80 ms.

Video 1

See

Perform

Yes
0
6

Yes
No

No
0
6

Video 2
The results from this video indicated a minor correlation
between seeing an AOI and performing it correctly, as shown
in table 2 Data from the interviews showed that the
participants felt that they obtained most knowledge from
what they saw, but also what they heard. As reported on
video 1, the participants were not always able to see clearly
what was demonstrated. Also, the design of the video
(mainly stops and repetitions) apparently made it difficult for
the participants to remember what they had seen.
Table 2-The results from eye tracking data and findings
from observations, from video 2 (AOI no. 4 – 7)
Video 2

The calculated metrics on the AOIs were then classified into
seen or not seen using a threshold of 300 ms. If the
participant’s fixation on an AOI was longer than 300 ms, the
fixation was classified as seen and given the value 1, and a 0
if the fixation were less than 300 ms.

Perform

See
Yes
7
2

Yes
No

No
5
2

Observations

Video 3

The 16 recorded videos from the participants’ practical
performances were viewed and then classified as correct or
incorrect performance. Correct performance was given the
value 1 and an incorrect performance was given the value 0.

Again, the participants reported that it was difficult to see the
details, and that the lack of spoken text and design of the
video made it difficult to remember. According to the results
shown in table 3, only one AOI had been seen, while six
AOIs had been performed correctly, indicating that there was
no positive correlation between seeing an AOI and
performing the technique correctly.

Interviews
The 16 interviews were processed as described by Kvale.
The interviews were first transcribed and then coded into
central themes. The central themes were then condensed into
descriptive statements [20].

Table 3- The results from eye tracking data and findings
from observations, from video 3 (AOI no. 8 – 9)
Video 3

Combining data
The processed data from both the eye tracking and the
observations for the AOIs of each video was combined in a
matrix for each video. We then compared the matrix for each
video and the interview data from the same video to qualify
the matrix results using the participants’ subjective
statements.

Perform
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See
Yes
No

Yes
1
0

No
5
2

Video 4

Even though the participants expressed that they obtained
most knowledge from what they saw, only one of the AOIs
for that video was seen by a participant. Despite only one
AOI being seen, the AOIs had been performed correctly in
six out of eight cases. Both AOIs in this video were related
to getting the patient’s legs over the side of the bed, which is
a common and intuitive movement for most people [21,22].

Results from video 4, as seen in table 4, showed clear
relations between having seen an AOI and performing it
correctly and between not seeing it and not performing it
correctly. Central themes found in the interviews were that
the participants thought that even though they obtained most
knowledge from seeing the video, there were still elements
that they found disturbing, especially that the video depicted
a healthcare professional playing a demented woman instead
of just demonstrating a more neutral situation.

Another factor that may have influenced the results and
findings could be the design of the videos in terms of
camera angles and the use of spoken text.
As mentioned before, only one AOI in video 3 had been seen
by a participant. In this video the two AOIs demonstrated an
action related to the legs of the patient, which in the video
were seen in on the left side corner. Studies show that people
tend to gaze at faces and upper bodies and that they tend to
gaze in the same area on a screen when seeing a scene
[23,24]. It could be that the participants, when watching the
video, have had their gaze on the patient’s and assistant’s
faces and upper bodies and that they kept their attention in
that area for this reason. Despite that there has only been one
registered fixation above the 300 ms. threshold, it does not
necessarily mean that the actions of the AOI were not
perceived by the participants. Viewers are namely able to
perceive and extract the gist of a scene from a brief 40-100
ms exposure [25]. It is possible that the participants, even by
very short fixations got enough visual information to be able
to perform the safe moving and handling technique correctly.

Table 4-The results from eye tracking data and findings
from observations, from video 4 (AOI no. 10 – 12)
Video 4

See

Perform

Yes
5
4

Yes
No

No
2
1

Discussion
The ability to perform safe moving and handling techniques
requires practical skills and thus motor skills. Key factors
when learning motor skills are the complexity, difficulty and
recognizability of the specific task [21,22]. Two of the AOIs
in video 1 were related to the use of a piece of slide sheet,
which was folded using a special technique. Our results
showed that even though two of the participants saw the
AOIs, none of the participants performed the technique
correctly. This could indicate that the task demonstrated in
the AOIs was too difficult and complex for the participants
to perform after seeing it only once. This was also reported
by the participants in the following interview. When scoring
the performance from the observation data, a correct
performance required the participant to use the same
technique as demonstrated in the video and not just any
technique leading to the correct function of the slide sheet. If
the performances were scored correct when the participant
got the slide sheet to function in first attempt, the distribution
of the matrix would have been different, as there would have
been several of the participants who would have performed
the task correctly.

All videos involved a speaker telling what is being done in
the video. The use of spoken text seems to cause increased
visual attention [15,26]. In video 1, AOI no. 2 demonstrates
an assistant moving a pillow, which is also told but without
explaining why it is moved. All though this was seen by two
participants, none of the four participants performed this
AOI correctly. This could indicate that the verbal cue by the
spoken text might have been to simple, not pointing out the
relevance of why the pillow is moved. Also, the sequence is
short, which could have caused participants to overlook it.
Another example of an AOI not been performed by most of
the participants is AOI no. 5 in video 2. This AOI
demonstrates the how to apply a sling on a patient. The
demonstration is not accompanied by spoken text but is quite
long and takes 69 seconds. It was seen by three of the
participants, but only performed correctly by one. This could
indicate that despite the sequence being long, the lack of
spoken text as a cue for guiding the visual attention could
influence the participants’ ability to perform it correctly.
This could be supported by the results from video 4 where
AOI no. 11 also demonstrates the application of a sling, but
in this video, the demonstration is accompanied by spoken
texts. All four of the participants saw the AOI and three
performed it correctly, indicating that the spoken text had a
positive influence on participant performance.

The impact of complexity, difficulty and recognizability of
tasks when learning motor skills may also influenced the
results in video 2. As seen in Table 2 there was a minor
tendency for a positive correlation between the number of
AOIs that had been seen and a correct performance. Several
of the AOIs for this video demonstrated the use of
movements such as rolling, pushing and dragging. These
movements contain motor skills that are probably more
recognizable and intuitive for the participants, which could
have had, an effect on their ability to transfer their
knowledge from what they saw on the video to the
performance [21,22]. This indicates that the AOIs were
adequate in terms of complexity of the task demonstrated.

The results reported here suggest that even though the
participants expressed obtaining most learning form what
they saw, there were still a several factors, affecting their
practical performance. Amongst the most important factors
were difficulty in seeing how patient-handling equipment
were used and the lack of spoken text to explain the correct
usage. Also, the design of the video according to still
pictures, repetitions i.e. were experienced by the participants

Movements relating to what is known as the natural pattern
of movement may have influenced the results in video 3.
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as disturbing and making it difficult to remember the content
of the video. As for the data from the eye tracking recordings
and observations there were no clear correlation in the four
videos, which was probably due to several factors, such as
our choice of AOI according to the difficulty and complexity
of the demonstrated technique, the difference in the design
of the videos and our criteria for scoring the observations.
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Conclusion
Including eye tracking in method triangulation has a
potential for providing knowledge on the correlation
between what a person sees, performs and experience, i.e.
what people unconsciously focus on vs. the intended learning
outcomes in the e-learning tutorial. This can be used to
optimize usability tests and e-learning tutorials, in which the
main purpose is to facilitate learning involving physical
performance.

Limitations and further studies
Based on this study’s strengths and limitations and the lack
of similar studies, further research using a corresponding
approach could provide more data to examine if it is possible
to detect a more clear and detailed pattern, involving
duration of fixations and the physical performance, to make
stronger conclusions to validate eye tracking as a tool in
assessing e-learning tutorials. Further studies could also
include RCT studies, where pre- and posttest can
determine whether there are differences in fixation times
for respectively a control group that receives traditional
education and an experimental group that receives
education by an e-learning tutorial.
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Abstract

has been enhanced to syndromic surveillance systems [3]
which largely depends on visible signs and symptoms with
data sources including emergency department records [4],
school absenteeism, work absenteeism, disease reporting
systems and over-the-counter medication sales [5, 6]. Nevertheless, the existing syndromic surveillance systems could
not detect the disease outbreak early enough and their data
sources, and process excludes the incubation phase of the
infection [6]but efforts are being made to bridging the gap
[6-9].

Time lag in detecting disease outbreaks remains a threat to
global health security. Currently, our research team is working towards a system called EDMON, which uses blood glucose level and other supporting parameters from people with
type 1 diabetes, as indicator variables for outbreak detection.
Therefore, this paper aims to pinpoint the state of the art
cluster detection mechanism towards developing an efficient
framework to be used in EDMON and other similar syndromic surveillance systems. Various challenges such as user mobility, privacy and confidentiality, geographical location
estimation and other factors have been considered. To this
end, we conducted a systematic review exploring different
online scholarly databases. Considering peer reviewed journals and articles, literatures search was conducted between
January and March 2018. Relevant literatures were identified using the title, keywords, and abstracts as a preliminary
filter with the inclusion criteria and a full text review were
done for literatures that were found to be relevant. A total of
28 articles were included in the study. The result indicates
that various clustering and aberration detection algorithms
have been developed and tested up to the task. In this regard,
privacy preserving policies and high computational power
requirement were found challenging since it restrict usage of
specific locations for syndromic surveillance.

Recently, the availability of the internet and ubiquity of systems such as smart phones, tablets, smart watches, laptops
and other systems have created greater opportunity for the
advancement of diabetes management technologies and this
generates big data [10]. In the right mix of cluster detections,
big data from self-management of diabetes, internet availability and the prevailing pervasiveness of devices, it is feasible and efficient to detect infectious disease outbreak as early
as the incubation stage by using the vulnerability of diabetes
patients as a sensor [7]. Detection of disease outbreak at the
incubation stage is important for reducing morbidity and
mortality through early prevention and control [11-14].
Therefore, the general objective is to conduct a systematic
review to determine the state-of-the-art clustering detection
method, design and evaluation strategies. Associated challenges such as user mobility, privacy and confidentiality
along with estimation of geographical location towards the
development of a cluster detection approach for EDMON and
other similar syndromic surveillance systems would be pinpointed.

Keywords:
Syndromic Surveillance, Spatiotemporal Clustering, Smart
Phone, Aberration Detection.

Introduction

Clustering Approach and Outbreak Detection

Late detection of disease outbreak has been a threat to global
health security for quite a long time, which cost the world
many lives, resources, fear and panic. Case fatality rate
(CFR) of pandemic diseases is still in the ascendance. The
most recent being Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) in Liberia,
West Africa. Apart from global fear and panic, EVD registered over 11000 deaths with national case fatality rate of
about 70% and local economic losses of $3-4 billion [1, 2].
Traditional surveillance systems are mostly passive and rely
on laboratory confirmations to detect disease outbreak. This

Generally, outbreak of diseases could be presented in cluster
form either in space, time, or both [15, 16]. Clustering methods in disease outbreak detection helps in the identification
of environmental factors and spreading patterns linked with
certain diseases [10]. Clustering approach could be roughly
categorized as temporal, spatial and spatio-temporal. Spatial
clustering uses multi-dimensional vectors with longitudinal
and latitudinal coordinates. There are variety of such algorithm such as density-based spatial clustering of applications
with noise (DBSCAN) [15-17]. Temporal clustering deals
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with data points associated with time [18, 19]. It includes
various algorithms such as cumulative summation
(CUMSUM) and what is strange about recent event
(WSARE) [20-22]. Spatiotemporal clustering occurs when
there is the involvement of time and spatial dimension [1517]. There are variety of strategies including different distance functions [23, 24], importing time to the spatial data,
transform spatiotemporal data to the new objects, progressive
clustering and spatiotemporal pattern discovery [15, 17]. Aberration detection is mainly performed through thresholding
mechanisms including various forms such as number of
standard deviation set from the mean (z-score), generalized
likelihood ratio (GLR), recurrence interval (RI) and confidence intervals (CI) [25, 26].

presentations. There were no time restrictions. Any other
article outside the above stated scope were excluded
Data Collection and Categorization
The data collection and categorization were developed based
on the objective, literature reviews and authors discussions.
The categories have been defined exclusively to assess, analyzed and evaluate the study as follows:
Table 13-Data categories and their Definitions
Category

Definition

Clustering and
Aberration Detection Algorithm

This category defines the kind of clustering and Aberration detection algorithm
which the study has used and implemented.

A literature search was conducted between January 2018 and
March 2018 through Google Scholar, Science Direct, PubMed, IEEE, ACM Digital Library and Scopus. Different key
words such as “Spatiotemporal Clustering” /” Syndromic
Surveillance”, “Syndromic Surveillance”/ ”trajectory Clustering”, “Real Time”/”Syndromic surveillance”/”Clustering
Mechanism”,
“Cell
Phone”/”Syndromic
surveillance”/”Clustering”, “Mobile Phone”/”Syndromic surveillance”/Clustering”, “Smart Phone”/”Syndromic surveillance”/”Clustering”, and “Aberration Detection”/”Syndromic
Surveillance”/”Clustering” were used. For a better searching
strategy, key words were combined using Boolean functions
such as ‘AND’ ‘NOT, and ‘OR’. Peer reviewed journals and
articles were considered. The inclusions and exclusions criteria were developed based on the objective of the study and
through rigorous discussions among the authors. Guided with
the inclusion and exclusion criteria, basic filtering was done
by skimming through the titles, abstracts and keywords to
retrieve records which seemed relevant. Duplicates were removed and articles, which seems relevant, based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, were fully read and judged.
Other relevant articles were also retrieved using the reference
list of accepted literatures. Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) flow diagram was used to record the article selection and screening
[27].

Type of Clustering Algorithm

This category defines the type of algorithm. The type of algorithms includes
spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal algorithms.

Threshold

This category defines the type of threshold used to generate alarms and alerts in
the study.

Clustering Category

The clustering algorithms has been categorized [15]. This dimension tags the
specified clustering algorithm used to
their respective category.

Design method

This category indicates the design method
such as prototype, participatory or joint
application development, Agile or waterfall model, that has been used in implementing the system.

Evaluation criteria

In this category, the evaluation criteria
used in evaluating the algorithms has been
specified.

Performance
metrics

This category specifies the performance
metrics such as sensitivity, specificity,
positive predictive value etc., which was
used in the evaluation of the algorithms.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Type of Location

Different type of locations are being used
in clustering. These include geolocation,
postcodes, counties and many others. This
category specifies the exact type of location which was used in the system.

Source of Location

The source of location is defined as the
location where the type of location information was obtained from.

Nature of Location

The nature of the location is defining the
state of the location as static or dynamic
nature.

Visualization
tool used

This category also records the type of visualization tool used in the implementation
of the visualization aspect of the system.

Materials and Methods

For an article to be included in the review, the study should
be a practically implemented system with cluster detection
mechanisms. Practically implemented algorithms were being
sorted for because the results of the study were intended to
be used for development of a framework and practical implementation of syndromic surveillance system in EDMON
and such similar systems. The study did not have sufficient
resources to explore into theoretical and unimplemented algorithms for practical implementations hence the need to
skew to practically implemented algorithms. The study was
also limited to English language as it does not have the required resources needed to evaluate and accommodate participants who do not speak or write English[28]. The publication type included journal articles, conference abstracts and
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Display Report

Design layout

Table 3: Type of Threshold Detection Mechanisms

This category records the type of visual
displays (graphs, maps, time series etc.)
which were implemented by the various
systems in the study.

Threshold

This category records the stages and processes used in the architectural design of
the syndromic surveillance system. For
example, a layout may consist of data
acquisition, clustering and aberration detection and visualization [25]. While other
design layout could include privacy preserving mechanisms, machine learning
techniques in processing the data and other layers [29, 30].

Usage #

%

Confidence Interval (CI)

1

4

Generalized Likelihood Ratio
(GLR)

5

19

Incidence Ration (IR)

1

4

Recurrence Interval (RI)

10

38

Z-Score

9

35

Literature Evaluation and Analysis
Eligible literatures were assessed, analyzed and evaluated,
based on the above defined categories. Analysis was performed on each of the categories (Clustering and Aberration
Detection Algorithm, Type of clustering, Threshold, Cluster
Category, Location Type, Location Source, Nature of Location Source, Design Method, Evaluation, Visualization Tool,
Display Report and Design Layout) to evaluate the state of
the art approaches. Percentages of the attributes of the categories were calculated based on the total number of counts
(n) of each type of the attribute. It is better to take a note that
some studies might use multiple categories, therefore, the
number of counts of these categories could exceed the total
number of articles of these systems presented in the study.

Figure 3: Flowchart of the review process.
Literature Evaluation and analysis

Results

As described earlier, the literatures were assessed, analyzed
and evaluated based on the above defined categories. The
following section will describe the findings.

Relevant Literatures
Through searching in the various online databases, a total of
5,936 records were found. Reading of titles, abstracts, keywords and guided by the inclusion and exclusion criteria, led
to an initial exclusion of 5,793 literatures and further removal of duplicates in the record resulted in 125 literatures,
which were fully read and judged. After full text reading, a
total of 28 articles were included in the study and analysis as
shown in figure 3.

I.
Types of Clustering Algorithms
Among the three types, namely spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal clustering algorithm, spatio-temporal algorithm is
found to be the most preferred approach followed by spatial
and temporal algorithm respectively as shown in the table 1.
II.
Clustering and Aberration Detection Algorithms
There are a variety of clustering and aberration detection
algorithms implemented in the reviewed literatures, where
space-time permutations scan statistics is widely adopted
followed by cumulative summation, space-time scan statistics
and others as shown in the table 2.

Table 1. Type of Clustering Algorithms.
Type of Algorithms

Usage Count

%

Spatial

16

32

Spatiotemporal

19

38

Temporal

15

30

Table 4: Categories of Clustering Algorithms.
Algorithm Category
Different Distance Function (DDF)
Importing Time to Spatiotemporal Data
(ITTSD)

64

Usage
Count

%

1

3

12

32

Spatiotemporal Pattern Discovery (STPD)

2

5

Threshold base Clustering (TBC)

23

60

There are various categories of clustering algorithms, from
which threshold-based clustering is the most widely adopted
as shown in table 4.
V.

Table 2- Clustering and Aberration Detection Algorithms.
Algorithm

Usage
Count

The reviewed literatures have used various evaluation strategies, among which simulation with historical data stood out
as the most widely adopted approach as shown in table 6.
The performance metrics which were mostly used are sensitivity (44%) and specificity (36%) as shown in table 5. Prototype and participatory designed were used in the study. Out
of 5 systems which disclosed their design methods, 4 of them
used participatory approach.

%

Risk-Adjusted Support Vector Clustering(RSVC)

1

2

Bayesian Spatial Scan Statistics (BSSS)

1

Cumulative Summation (CUMSUM)

8

DBSCAN
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average
(EWMA)

2

2
1
6
4

1

2

Flexible Space-Time Scan Statistic(FSTSS)

1

kernel Density
K-means clustering
K-NN with Haversian distance (KNearness)

3
1
1

6
2
2

Log-Linear Regression(LLR)

3

Moving Average(MA)

Design, Evaluation Methods and Performance
Metrics

Table 5- Performance Metrics
2

Performance Metric

Usage Count

%

Sensitivity

11

44

Specificity

9

36

6

Timeliness

2

8

2

4

Consistency

1

4

(Shewhart Chart (P Chart)

1

2

Pulsar Method(PM)

1

2

Correlation

1

4

Recursive Least Square(RLS)

2

4

Positive Predictive Value

1

4

1

2

1

2

Statistical Process Control(SPC)

2

Space Scan Statistics(SSS)

Risk Adjusted Nearest Neighbor Hierarchical
Clustering (RNNH)
Small Area Regression and Testing
(SMART),

Table 6- Evaluation Method
Evaluation Type

Usage
Count

%

4

Simulation with Historical Data

12

80

3

6

Comparison with Known Outbreak

2

13

ST-DBSCAN

1

Power of Cluster Detection Test

1

7

space-time permutation scan statistic(STPSS)

9

Space-time Scan Statistics(SSS)

5

2
1
8
1
0

What is Strange About Recent Event
(WSARE)

1

III.

VI.
Location Type & Nature, and Source of Location
The literatures have used variety of location type, nature and
source as shown in the table 7-9. In this regard, majority of
the study used static location (79%) and the rest used dynamic location (21%). Moreover, the study exploited various
address such as Geocode (50%), Zip Code (46%) and County
(4%). Furthermore, various source of locations has been explored such as Patient Health Record (64%), Mobile Device
(14%), TCP/IP (11%), County (4%), and School Address
(4%).

2

Threshold Detection Mechanisms

Aberration detection is mainly performed using thresholding
mechanisms and in this regard, there are various types of
approaches implemented in the reviewed literatures. To this
end, Recurrence Interval (RI) is the most widely adopted strategies followed by Z-score, GLR and others as shown in the
table 3.
IV.

Categories of Clustering Algorithms (CCA)
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Table 7- Location Type
Type of Location

Table 11- Visual Displays

Usage
Count

%

Visual Display

Usage
Count

%

Geocode

14

50

Maps

14

47

Zip Code

13

46

Time Series

7

27

County

1

4

Graphs

8

23

Color Indicators

1

3

Table 8- Nature of Location Type
Nature of Location

Usage
Count

%

Static

22

79

Dynamic

6

21

VIII.

The design layout identified in the study have been abbreviated and defined as follows;
DCADAA: This layout consists of obtaining Data first. Then
Clustering and Aberration detection are done, followed by
generating Alarms to create Alerts of aberrations [20].
DCAVAA: A visualizing module is built in addition, to processes defined in DCADAA [29]. DCTCAVAA: In addition
to DCAVAA layer defined above, this layer has data cleaning and transformation features. DCFADAA: In addition to
DCADAA, this layout does data filtering or categorizing the
data into some defined groups either manually or by employing machine learning techniques. DPVCAAA: In addition to
DCAVAA layout, this layout has privacy preserving mechanisms such as anonymization and pseudonymizing [31, 32].
RDPVCAAA: On top of DPVCAAA layout, there is an additional module which for real time data process[31] [29, 31].
TDCAVVAA: In addition to DCAVAA, this layout, tracks
user’s movement to obtain the data. This is followed with
validating the data before Clustering and Aberration detection.[29, 30].
Table 12- Design Layout.

Table - Source of Location
Source of Location

Usage Count

%

Patient Health Record

18

64

TCP/IP

3

11

Mobile Device

4

14

County

1

4

School Address

1

4

VII.
Visualization Tools and Visual Displays
Clustering and aberration detection mechanisms in diseases
outbreak needs to be backed up with excellent visualization
tools and display to facilitate a quick response from the concerned bodies on the exact timing and place. In this regard,
the reviewed literatures have adopted various kinds of tools,
among which ArcGIS (24%), Google Map API (22%), TwiInfo (22%) as shown in table 10. Moreover, as to the displaying mechanisms, map (47%) is the most widely used followed by time series (27%), graphs (23%) as shown in table
11.
Table 10- Visualization Tools
Visualization Tool

Usage Count

ArcGIS

3

24

Google Map API

2

22

TwiInfo

2

22

OpenStreetMap

1

11

JFreeChart

1

11

Design layout

Abbreviation

%

Usage Count

%

DCADAA

12

55

DCAVAA

1

4.5

DCTCAVAA

3

14

DCFADAA

2

9

DPVCAAA

2

9

RDPVCAAA

1

4.5

TDCAVVAA

1

4.5

Discussion
The general objective is to use a systematic review to assess
the state-of-the-art clustering algorithms and other features of
systems, which can be used to develop an effective and efficient cluster detection mechanism in EDMON and other similar syndromic surveillance systems. A summary of the most
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used approaches and categories are given in the table 13 below;
Table 13: Summary of the most used approaches
Category

Most Used

Type of Clustering

Space Time Permutation Scan
Statistics
Spatiotemporal type

Threshold

Recurrence Interval

Algorithm Category

Threshold base Clustering

Design Method

Participatory Design

Evaluation Method

Simulation with historical data

Performance Metric

Sensitivity

Type of Location

Geocode

Source of Location
Nature of Location
Source

Patient Health Record

Clustering Algorithm

thresholds for aberration detection in spatiotemporal algorithms was Recurrence Interval (RI). This could be as a result
that the combination of RI and Monte Carlo Replication
helps to easily determine and set specificity of the system
[34]. The Monte Carlo simulation is a probability module
which is often used with RI or GLR on a cluster to draw a
threshold and to determine the likelihood occurrence of a
cluster by chance within a specified period for which the
analysis is repeated in a regular basis. For instance, in a daily
analysis, if the Monte Carlo replication was set to 999 with
statistically significant signal of p value < 0.001, the RI
would be 1000 days since in disease surveillance the RI is
the inverse of the p value. [34]. This implies that, for each
1000 day, the expectation of false alarms would be an average of one false signal per 1000 days or 2.7 years and the RI
would be set to the number of days of the baseline data[35].
CUMSUM is a temporal algorithm which was mostly used
together with special algorithms. Its ease easy and efficiency
might have accounted for the high usage[36].About 60% of
the algorithms were classified to be Threshold Based Category (TBS) [15]. This corresponded to relatively high usage of
spatiotemporal algorithms. Most of these algorithms employed cylindrical risk regions to detect clusters. The radius
formed the area of the map, while the height represented the
time. The radius and time were varied to some upper bound
thresholds. Participatory design was majorly used while simulation with historical data was mostly used to evaluate the
clusters in most of the algorithms. Sensitivity and specificity
were the most used performance metrics in the evaluation.
This could be the case because users were possibly much
interested in a system with reduced false alarms rate. In terms
of location, geocodes of census track or hospitals and zip
codes were mostly used as location points for the clustering
algorithms. These records were mostly retrieved from patient
health records. Dynamic nature of the sources of location
were of low count. The low count could have been due to the
undeveloped and difficulties associated in acquiring and processing dynamic nature of location source data for syndromic
surveillance. Also, the stringent inclusion and exclusion criteria on practically implemented syndromic surveillance systems might have accounted for the low count of dynamic
nature of location sources. Furthermore, privacy preserving
polices and high computational time requirement prohibited
the use of exact location of persons for syndromic surveillance. Exact locations such as house numbers and tracking of
individuals were only used for group data at the zip code or
county level. Information on the exact place of infection is
also vital for early prevention and control of morbidity and
mortality. But these limitations often hamper the accuracy of
information on place of infection since the information collected often relates much to the place of notification which is
usually far from place of infection [37, 38]. Also, systems
which provided text space for users to indicate their location
had some limitations. Users did not indicate proper locations
or addresses so their locations could not be geocoded. This
resulted in limited sample size [32, 39].

Static

Visualization Tool
Used

ArcGIS

Displayed Output

Maps

Layout

DCADAA

STPSS is one of the spatiotemporal algorithms which is used
by most of the syndromic surveillance systems in detecting
disease outbreak. Space and time of potential disease outbreak detection is a very efficient method since health management can plan for such potential outbreaks. Health management would know where and when to allocate resources
to potential outbreak areas. Another reason of its high usage
count could be that the algorithm does not require population
at risk data to draw the expected baseline value. But it dwells
on the detected cases to determine the expected count [14].
This approach provides significant trend of baseline data
while avoiding inclusion of historical data that is irrelevant
to the current period. STPSS unlike most of the algorithms
does not draw its baseline data (expected cases) from inaccurate population at risk, a control group, or other data that
provide information about the geographical and temporal
distribution of the underlying population at risk. Such baseline data are inaccurate because there exist significant geographical variation in health-care utilization data due to differences in disease prevalence, health care access and consumer behavior [14]. Unlike spatiotemporal algorithm, spatial algorithms would only indicate where aberrations would
occur. This makes planning difficult for health management
since it will be difficult to know when to implement health
interventions having known potential places for disease outbreak. Sometimes, spatial algorithms are implemented together with temporal algorithms [33]. This gives the surveillance system the spatiotemporal properties. The most used

ArcGIS was mostly used to display graphs in this review. It
is possible that maps were majorly displayed because it can
be used to represent both spatial and spatiotemporal data.
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Abstract

Most of the existing scoring systems are developed to evaluate general disease severity for a mixed patient group in the
ICU [4]. Some studies suggest, that the accuracy of the models is sufficient when evaluating a mixed group of critical ill
patient admitted to the ICU [5] [6]. On the other hand, is the
evidence also increasing about the models performs insufficient related to disease specific complications, such as Cardiac Arrest, H1N1 (influenza A), Acute Respiratory Distress
Syndrome and patients requiring respiratory support [7] [8]
[9] [10] [11]. This might support the discussion of whether
the old models developed for evaluating general disease severity is suited for evaluating specific disease severity in the
ICU [4].

Evidence is increasing about an unsatisfying performance
from the existing non-disease-specific scoring systems in the
intensive care unit (ICU). Evidence is furthermore increasing
about differences in the mortality rate between diabetics and
non-diabetics dependent on the level of blood glucose (BG),
but few scoring systems include these variables in the assessment of the patients. 142,404 ICU admissions were included from the eICU database in the development of an unsupervised trained Bayesian Network (BN). The BN suggested that abnormalities in the level of BG should be associated
with differences in the mortality rate between diabetics and
non-diabetics. The BN showed promising predictive ability
with an AUC on 0.86 for predicting death (sensitivity: 75.06,
specificity: 78.40 %). 48.43 % of the length of stays (LOS)
were correctly predicted. The results were slightly below the
results from the APACHE IV scoring system but showed
great ability of risk stratification. The BN showed a potential
for predicting the patient outcome and might enable an improved method for risk stratifying the patients admitted to the
ICU.

A disease-specific patient group, meeting an increased interest in the ICU, is the patients suffering from Diabetes Mellitus (DM), where abnormalities in the level of BG are reported to have different impact on the mortality rate dependent
on whether the patient suffers from DM [12] [13]. DM is the
seventh most common cause of death in USA and is furthermore related to other comorbidities, such as retinopathy, neuropathy, renal failure, coagulative- and cardiovascular complications [14]. Although, the actual impact from DM, and
the underlying mechanisms, on both the severity of the condition and the mortality rate not fully understood [15]. It
might therefore be essential develop a model that enables an
analysis of correlations between changes in multiple variables for the patients with DM. The disease-specific scoring
system for diabetics should additionally be able to analyze
the joint probability of DM and the level of BG in the ICU to
improve the understanding of how patients suffering from
DM proceeds in the ICU compared to non-diabetics.

Keywords:
Intensive Care Unit, APACHE IV, Mortality, Diabetes Mellitus, Blood Glucose.

Introduction
The ICU is a preventive and therapeutic care setting that take
care of patients who suffers from a very vulnerable and potential reversible failure of the organ systems that is more
severe and beyond a treatable limit from a regular bed department [1] [2]. The immune system of the patients at the
ICU is often at a worsened state [1]. The ICU includes observation, diagnosis, treatment and caretaking of the patient
[2].

The objective of this paper was therefore to develop a new
model for decision support and risk stratification of patients
suffering from DM admitted to the ICU. The model should
enable an assessment of the impact from a joint probability
of DM and the level of BG and furthermore seek to improve
the accuracy of the predictions regarding mortality rate and
LOS, compared to the APACHE IV scoring system.

In the last century has the ICU been under a rapidly development, including a development of multiple scoring systems
[3]. Most of the different scoring systems includes a score –
an integer – and a probability model, which predict the mortality rate for the patient [3].

Materials and Methods
The data acquired was collected from 2014-2015 and contains data about critical ill patients admitted to the ICU in
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USA. Data was collected in the eICU Collaborative Database. The eICU Collaborative Database included data from >
200,000 patient admissions. The mean age of all the patients
was 61.97 years, 45,90 % was female and 54.10 % was male.

The Bayesian rule and the probabilistic inference were used to
let information pass though the network and predict how evidence affect the probabilistic outcome throughout the entire
network [16]. This means that a quantification of the condition, a risk stratification and a predicted score for mortality
rate and LOS could be calculated dependent on entered evidence in the BN.

Data screening
142,404 ICU admissions were registered with information of
whether the patients suffered from DM and an actual mortality rate and an actual LOS. Admissions with missing information regarding DM, mortality rate and LOS were excluded. 108,899 admissions were registered without DM and
33,505 admissions registered with diabetes. There was no
discrimination between Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus (T1DM)
and Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM) in the eICU database.
4.93 % of the patients suffering from DM died in the hospital
and 6.17 % of the patients without DM died in the hospital.

Structure learning
The development of the graphical structure of the BN was
performed
in
Hugin
Expert
Developer
(https://www.hugin.com/). Structure learning was performed
unsupervised using the Greedy Search-and-score algorithm
provided by Hugin Expert. A maximum of 13 parents were
chosen in the Greedy Search-and-score algorithm for the BN
and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) was chosen as the
penalized likelihood criteria. BIC penalizes the complexity of
the model and rewards the model if it fits the data well. [17]

Bayesian Network
A BN was used as it enabled an assessment of correlations in
data, including analyzing the joint probability of two or more
variables in the ICU. BN’s used the Bayesian rule to update
the probability of each node when evidence was presented.
The Bayesian rule stated:

Parameter learning
The distributions of data-points between the states in each
node – the parameters – were learned by using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. The EM algorithm handled missing data very well, making it suited for handling real-life data. The EM-algorithm was furthermore considered
as the natural choice of algorithm for parameter learning if
the structure learning was performed by the Greedy Searchand-Score algorithm [18]. The EM-algorithm counts the parameter for the BN.

(1)
Which was that the probability of having the disease given
symptoms,
, could be calculated if the probability of
having the symptoms,
, the probability of having the
disease,
, and the probability of having the symptoms,
, were known.

Validation
The holdout method was used for validation, which separated
the dataset into a training set and a test set [19]. The data was
distributed as 90 % for training and 10 % for test. This method ensures that the model was less likely to be overfitted.

When evidence was presented in the network, would the
probabilities be updated dependent on how the connections in
the network was modelled. This concept was called probabilistic inference. The probabilistic inference was used for reasoning in the network. The Bayesian rule can be rewritten as
[16]:

The accuracy of the predictions from the BN was compared

with the predictions from the APACHE IV scoring system.
Two APACHE IV models were developed for the test: one
for mortality and one for LOS. The two APACHE IV models
were illustrated in Figure 1.

(2)
This indicated, that the probability of having the disease given
symptoms,
, had a proportional dependency on the
children nodes,
, and the parent nodes,
. [16]
Information could not flow between children nodes in a BN,
which instead was written as the product of all the likelihoods,
. represented the j ’th child note,
represented the value of the probabilities of cardinality it states.
represented the value of the state n on the parent node .
All priors were summarized and multiplied by their condition
probability,
. The children
nodes and the parent nodes were normalized to get exactly
. [16]

Figure 1 – Presented the two models for testing the accuracy
of the predictions from APACHE IV
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The same unique patientunitstayID was used for both testing
the BN and the APACHE IV scoring system. 128,164 admissions were used for training and 14,240 admissions were used
for testing.

Results
Three tests were performed for the BN: (1) One for testing
the impact of a joint probability of DM and the level of BG
on the mortality rate, (2) one for testing the performance of
predicting the mortality rate and (3) One for testing the performance of predicting the LOS.
The impact from DM and level of BG on the mortality
rate
Figure 2 illustrates the impact on the mortality rate from a
joint probability of the level of BG and respectively diabetics
and non-diabetics.

Figure 3 – Presented the ROC-curve of [mortality: dead]
with an AUC on 0.85561. The ROC-curve illustrates sensitivity (true positive rate) vs. 1 – specificity (false positive rate)
The ROC-curve had an AUC on 0.86 for the BN developed
in this project. In comparison did the test of APACHE IV
show an AUC on 0.87 for [Mortality: Dead], which was tested following Figure 1.
Different cut-offs could be chosen for sensitivity and specificity for the BN developed in this project. A moderate sensitivity and a moderate specificity also calculated because a
high sensitivity caused a low specificity and a high specificity caused a low sensitivity. The relationship between sensitivity and specificity were presented in a result table, which
was presented in Table 1:
Table 1 – Presented the relationship between sensitivity and
specificity in terms of number of true positive (No. TP), number of false positive (No. FP), number of true negative (No.
TN) and number of false negative (No. FN).

Figure 2 – presented the correlation between mortality rate
and the joint probability of the level of BG and diabetes. 72 –
180 mg/dL was associated with a normal level of BG

Sensi
tivity

Speci
ficity

No.
TP

No.
FP

No.
TN

No.
FN

High
Sensitivity

100.0
0%

0.12
%

12416

823

1

0

High
Specificity
Moderate
Specificity

2.71
%

100.0
0%

364

0

824

13052

75.06
%

78.40
%

10070

178

646

3346

Performance test for predicting mortality rate
A performance test was also carried out to evaluate the accuracy of the predictions from the BN regarding the mortality
rate for both diabetics and non-diabetics, which were also
compared with a performance test for the APACHE IV scoring system. The performance test consisted of a ROC-curve
with an associated AUC, and a result table which illustrated
the relationship from different cut-offs between sensitivity
and specificity. The ROC-curve for predicting mortality for
both diabetics and non-diabetics were a test of the accuracy
of predicting the [mortality: dead]. The ROC-curve was presented in Figure 3:

The APACHE IV scoring system had a moderate sensitivity
on 75.57 % and a moderate specificity on 81.07 %.
Performance test for predicting LOS
The performance test of predicting LOS consisted of a confusion matrix, where predictions was from a max belief and a
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calculation of the percentage of correct predictions. The confusion matrix for LOS was illustrated in Table 4:

structure learning. The PC-approach makes edges between
all nodes with no conditional independence in the BN [18],
meaning a very complex BN will be generated with very
high number of CPT’s, which would be practically impossible to compile for a BN with many nodes and states. This
could be solved by inspecting the model and deleting some
of the edges, which might hold the potential of ensuring all
edges associated with domain knowledge were included in
the model. It would be interesting for a future study to evaluate whether the PC-approach could improve the accuracy of
the predictions, as an alternative structure of the BN could be
produced [18]. The Rebane-Pearl might hold the potential for
improving the transparency of the model, where edges were
directed away from a root where one node could only have
one parent (except for the root-node) [18]. The Rebane-Pearl
algorithm was not used for unsupervised structure learning,
as one patient could have more diagnoses and one variable
for APS was associated with other APS variables for the
same organ system, meaning one node was expected to have
multipleparents.

Table 2 – Presented the confusion matrix of LOS
< 1.
(actual)
808

1. – 2.
(actual)
608

> 2.
(actual)
425

1640

1754

1442

1215

2029

4318

< 1.
(predicted)
1. – 2.
(predicted)
> 2.
(predicted)

48.43 % were correctly predicted from a test of max belief.
In comparison did the test of APACHE IV show that 52.54 %
was correctly predicted from a test of max belief, which was
tested following Figure 1.

The Greedy Search-and-Score algorithm was considered
suited for weighting the accuracy and transparency, where an
inspection of the generated structure for a disease-specific
model for DM showed promising edges. The Greedy-searchand-Score did also show a promising accuracy of the predictions, meaning the algorithm was considered as a promising
approach for performing unsupervised structure learning.

Discussion
An AUC > 0.80 was associated with good discrimination
capability [5], meaning the accuracy of predicting the mortality rate was considered satisfying for the BN even though the
accuracy of the predictions from the BN was slightly below
the predictions from the APACHE IV scoring system. The
accuracy of predicting the LOS was considered satisfying,
because the test was performed as a test of max belief,
whereas the actual prediction from the BN was a distribution
of likelihoods. The accuracy from the test of max belief of
the prediction of LOS was slightly below the predictions
from the APACHE IV scoring system.

Conclusion
The output of this paper was a BN developed through unsupervised structure learning (by the Greedy Search-and-score
algorithm) and parameter learning (by the EM algorithm).
The BN was able to quantify the severity of the condition,
predict the outcome for the patient and potentially improve
the risk stratification of the patient admitted to the ICU. The
BN could possibly be a means for decision support for the
clinician when evaluating patients suffering from DM admitted to the ICU.
The results showed high difference in the likelihood for mortality rate for the joint probability of DM and the level of
BG.
Both the BN and the APACHE IV scoring system showed
high accuracy in predicting the mortality rate and relatively
poor accuracy of predicting the LOS, though predicting LOS
for both the BN and the APACHE IV scoring system were
better than just guessing. The accuracy of the predictions of
mortality rate and LOS from the BN was slightly below the
accuracy of the predictions from the APACHE IV scoring
system. The BN was associated with an improved and alternative method for risk stratification where the BN was able
to present changes in the likelihood from correlations between evidence in multiple variables for both diabetics and
non-diabetics in the ICU.

The literature suggested that the non-diabetics was more vulnerable towards hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia [12, 13]
which was also suggested by the BN. The increased mortality
for non-diabetics with abnormalities in the level of BG might
be explained by the diabetics are more accustomed towards
both hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia [15].
It was possible that the mortality would be different for
T1DM and T2DM, where e.g. the body mass index of especially T2DM could have an impact on the mortality rate [15].
Hba1c could also be a part of the assessment of the patient,
which could explain occurrence of abnormalities in the level
of BG prior to ICU admission or even cases of unknown DM
[14]. This might affect the degree of how accustomed the
patient was to experiencing abnormalities in the level of BG.
Intensive insulin treatment could also be within the scope of
assessing diabetics in the ICU, as the mortality rate and LOS
might be dependent on the intensive insulin treatment [20]
and because the intensive insulin treatment was strongly associated with normal DM caretaking [21, 22].
The Greedy Search-and-score algorithm was used for structure learning, but other algorithms exist for unsupervised
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Abstract

primarily managed by the 98 municipalities, each taking care
of its own residents. All 98 municipalities have agreed on a
common definition of a preventable hospitalization, which is
a hospitalization with one of the following primary diagnoses
[6]:

Ageing population and traditional consequences of ageing is
expected to cause an increased number of recipients of community care services and socio-economic burden. To accommodate these changes, The Danish Health Authority has recommended several tools to help community personnel detect
early signs of disease in the home care setting. These tools
are used solely for detecting current deviations from the habitual health status, and no data analysis is performed in
order to predict upcoming deviations. This paper describes a
study protocol to investigate the potential of developing a
data driven decision support model to predict unplanned,
preventable hospitalizations. Machine learning techniques,
such as logistic regression, will be applied on data from
three various sources in order to predict which recipients of
home care services are at risk of an unplanned, preventable
hospitalization. If successful, the proposed model may facilitate earlier prediction and actions towards deviations from
the individual citizen’s habitual health status and thereby
increase the chance of prevention of hospitalization and
functional decline.

•

Nutritional anaemia

•

Bone fracture

•

Pneumonia

•

Acute bronchitis

•

Chronic lower respiratory disease

•

Pressure ulcer

•

Gastroenteritis

•

Cystitis

On average, a Danish municipality will have some sort of
home care interaction with 22% of its citizens aged 65 or
above and 49% of those aged 80 or above [7]. According to
[8], 2.4% of the entire Danish population either lives at an
elderly care centre or receive home care services. These are
responsible of 11.2% of the national health care expenses and
the socio-economic burden hereof is expected to rise. The
number of citizens aged 65 or above is expected to increase
from 1.1 million (2017-level) to 1.6 million by year 2060 [9],
and so is the number of care-needing citizens.

Keywords:
Health Services for the Aged, Decision Support Techniques,
Forecasting, Hospitalization.

Introduction

During the past few years the focus of detecting early signs
of disease exacerbations and preventing unplanned hospitalizations in elderly has increased [10]. Several studies have
investigated the risk factors of hospitalizations and prediction
hereof and found several biomarkers, malnutrition, high and
low BMI, comorbidities, renal insuffiency, polypharmacy,
and hospitalization within the preceding year to be predictors
of hospitalizations [11], [12], [13], [14].

The number of recipients of home care services and the socio-economic burden hereof is expected to increase due to
the combination of population ageing and traditional consequences of ageing [1]. Rising life expectancy and declining
fertility rates are among the main contributors of population
ageing. Traditional consequences of normal ageing are decreases in health status, physical function, and quality of life
[1], [2], [3]. Such decreases can lead to acute events that may
result in unplanned hospitalizations. Hospitalization is associated with long-lasting or even permanent declines in health
status and physical function [4], [5]. The aforementioned
changes can affect the citizens’ ability to conduct simple
everyday tasks, such as cleaning their home or managing
personal hygiene [1], and thereby cause a need for additional
home care services. In Denmark, the home care services are

In 2013, The Danish Health Authority published a report
highlighting this problem and provided guidelines to help the
community personnel assess and register the citizen’s health
information, and act upon any abnormalities detected [10].
Specific focus points were development of tools and instructions to further educate community personnel and help them
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detect early signs of disease exacerbations and react properly
thereto [10]. One of the tools provided to the community

While the aforementioned studies have identified risk factors
and predictors of hospitalizations, most of these are not easily obtained in the current home care settings. In the municipality of Aalborg, the community personnel perform routine-

Observations registered using the changing
table app during home care visit

Check for deviations from habitual health
status

Deviations
detected?

Yes

Major deviations detected?

No

No

Triage citizen green

Yes

Triage citizen yellow

Triage citizen red

Figure 1 – Overview of the workflow when community personnel observe and register information
in the changing table app and how the citizen is triaged based on presence deviations from habitual
health status
ly registrations during each home care visit. These registrations are used as input in a triage-model, which is designed to
detect deviations from habitual health status and provide decision support for further actions. Implementation of the digital triaged changing table provides a systematic approach to
identify deviations from the habitual health status and decision support regarding required actions. These tools are used
solely for detecting current deviations from the habitual
health status, and no data analysis is performed in order to
predict upcoming deviations.

personnel is the triaged changing table (Danish: Ændringsskema), which is a check-list tool used to detect changes in
the citizen’s habitual state by answering questions within five
subgroups of health status:
•

Mental and social state

•

Behaviour in the home

•

Activities of daily living

•

Consumption of food and beverages

•

Physical complaints

The research objective of this study is to investigate whether
it is possible to use machine learning techniques to predict
unplanned, preventable hospitalizations in elderly recipients
of home care services based on demographic, municipal, and
regional information combined with routinely collected
community personnel registrations.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the workflow using the
triaged changing table. The registrations are compared to the
citizen’s habitual health status and decision support are provided to the community personnel to help deciding if and
which further actions are needed. Using these tools results in
a much more detailed documentation of the five subgroups of
health status of the individual citizen and provides useful
information for a decision support system [10]. Based on the
report from The Danish Health Authority, Aalborg Municipality implemented a digital version of the triaged changing
table in order to minimize the number of preventable hospitalizations. In 2014, Aalborg Municipality provided home
care for 7,657 citizens aged 65 or above, which in total experienced 834 preventable hospitalizations [6], [15], [16].

Materials and Methods
Study Design
This study will be conducted as a retrospective cohort study
as historical data is used for investigating the potential in
predicting preventable hospitalizations in elderly recipients
of home care services. The study will be conducted within
the municipality of Aalborg in the North Denmark Region.
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Data from the period of 2016-2017 from at least 600 subjects
is planned to be included in the study. The results of this
study will be published in an international peer-reviewed
journal.

Classification
Pre-processing
As the subject is either at risk of an unplanned, preventable
hospitalization the problem is considered a binary classification problem. The dataset will consist of demographic, municipal, and regional data as well as data from the triaged
changing table database. Continuous municipal, regional, and
triaged changing table data registrations will be divided into
event and control periods:

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
All subjects must have received home care services in Aalborg Municipality at least once a week during 2016 and 2017
and reached the age of 65 as per 1st of January 2016. Furthermore, subjects must have experienced at least one preventable hospitalization during the period of interest. Terminal subjects and subjects with severe mental disorders will be
excluded from the study.
Data

Electronic home care record

Age, sex, gender, civil status, comorbidities, medical
prescriptions, past and current home care services
including start and stop
dates, and cost of home care
services

Triaged changing table database

Habitual health status, registrations from each home
care visit, and information
concerning deviations from
the habitual health status

Danish National Patient
Register

Previous hospitalizations
including primary diagnosis, treatment, length of
stay, and cost. Contacts
with or services received by
other primary care units

•

Control periods: Data which is not within an event
period or immediately following hospital discharge

Feature Selection
As shown in Table 1, the feature set will consist of nominal,
ordinal, and continuous features from the EHCR, the triaged
changing table database, and the Danish National Patient
Register. The data will be divided according to the event and
control period definitions.
The feature selection will be conducted using MATLAB
R2017b by performing a sequence of backwards feature
elimination and forward feature selection on the entire feature set. Features will be selected based on the minimization
of the misclassification rate and the resulting feature set will
be passed into the classification model.

Table 1 - Overview of the extracted information from the
three data sources
Information variables

Event periods: Data from a fixed period, e.g. two
weeks, leading up to a preventable hospitalization

Control periods will be segmented using a sliding window
approach with a window size of similar length as the event
periods. Data analysis will reveal the appropriate window
size. The number of control periods is expected to be much
larger than the one for event periods.

The data for this study is planned to be obtained from at least
600 recipients of home care services in the municipality of
Aalborg. Data is extracted from three various sources: 1) The
electronic home care record (EHCR), which holds both demographic and municipal information, such as past and current home care services, 2) the triaged changing table database where all registrations and triage state changes are
stored, and 3) the Danish National Patient Register (DNPR),
which holds information of e.g. hospitalizations. Table 1
shows which information variables that will be extracted
from each of the three data sources. The data will be extracted as three different data sets and subsequently pooled based
on subjects’ social security numbers.

Data source

•

Classification Model
The requirements of the classification model are robustness
towards highly imbalanced data (event periods vs. control
periods) and handling of various data types, such as nominal,
ordinal, and continuous. A logistic regression model complies with the aforementioned requirements and will be the
classification model of focus in this study. The logistic regression model returns the probability of the subject being at
risk of experiencing a preventable hospitalization or not,
which corresponds to the probability of the data sample being
from an event or control period, respectively. This is illustrated in Figure 2, which also provides an overview of the
model.
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dence-Based Handbook for Nurses: Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality 2008; pp. 301-340.

Feature set

[2] Moen K, Ormstad H, Wang-Hansen MS, and Brovold T.
Physical function of elderly patients with multimorbidity
upon acute hospital admission versus 3 weeks postdischarge. Disability and Rehabilitation 2017: 8: 1-8.

Classification model

Output: At risk
E.g. Probability >= 0.50

[3] Sager M, Franke T, Inouye S, Landefeld C, Morgen T,
Rudberg M, Sebens H, and Winograd C. Functional outcomes of acute medical illness and hospitalization in
older persons. Archives of internal medicine 1996:
156(6); 645–652.

Output: Not at risk
E.g. Probability < 0.50

[4] Hoogerduijn JG, Schuurmans MJ, Duijnstee MSH, de
Rooij SE, and Grypdonck MFH. A systematic review of
predictors and screening instruments to identify older
hospitalized patients at risk for functional decline. Journal of Clinical Nursing 2007: 16(1); 46-57.

Figure 2 – Overview of the classification model, which takes
a feature set as input and provides a probability of an event
as output
Cross validation will be performed in order to account for
overfitting and the model performance will be evaluated using the averaged classification accuracy and standard deviation along with a confusion matrix and a receiver operating
characteristic curve.

[5] Buurman B, and de Rooij SE. Functional decline in older persons after acute hospitalization. Nederlands
tijdschrift voor geneeskunde 2015: 159; A8185.
[6] KL - Local Government Denmark. Hvor god er kommunens hjemmepleje til at forebygge indlæggelser? – se
nøgletallene for din kommune. KL - Local Government
Denmark. Copenhagen, Denmark, 2016.

Implications
Reducing the number of unplanned, preventable hospitalizations in recipients of home care services is a national priority
in Denmark and is considered a method to accommodate the
consequences of population ageing. Currently several tools
have been developed for this purpose but to our knowledge
no initiatives involves the application of advanced data analytics and data science techniques. By applying such techniques on data that currently is registered continuously it
may be possible to predict unplanned events at an earlier
stage compared to the current practice. If successful, the proposed model may facilitate earlier actions towards deviations
from the individual citizen’s habitual health status and thereby increase the chance of preventing hospitalization and
functional decline. This may lead to substantial societal gains
why the study complies with the EU general data protection
regulation.

[7] The Danish Health Authority. Ældres sundhed – forebyggelse of sundhedsfremme i kommunerne. The Danish
Health Authority. Copenhagen, Denmark, 2007.
[8] KL - Local Government Denmark, Danish Regions,
Ministry of Finance, Ministry for Economic Affairs and
the Interior, and Ministry of Health. Effektiv kommunal
forebyggelse - med fokus på forebyggelse af indlæggelser og genindlæggelser. Ministry of Health. Copenhagen,
Denmark, 2013.
[9] Statistics Denmark. FRDK117: population projections
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Denmark. Copenhagen, Denmark, 2017.
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hverdagsobservationer. The Danish Health Authority.
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after a meal. The Danish Health Authority advise patients with
T1DM to measure one value of BG in the time interval of 60 –
120 minutes after a meal as part of the daily self-monitoring of
blood glucose (SMBG) routine, but only if the preprandial BG
level is normal and HbA1c is increased. [16] Proper detection
of postprandial hyperglycemia is essential, but as the
recommended interval for measuring postprandial BG is wide,
and only one measurement is to be performed within the
interval [16], the risk of missing a case of postprandial
hyperglycemia is significant [17].
Continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) may improve detection
rates, but CGM has not gained as large a foothold on the
market of diabetes therapy as the more frequently SMBG
routine, which is cheaper and requires less care. Thus, the
timing of the one SMBG measurement is the key to how well
post-prandial hyperglycemia can be detected. To our
knowledge, only few studies have investigated how well suited
the recommended interval is for detecting postprandial
hyperglycemia in T1DM patients [18-21]. Across meals, only
67 – 71% of patients have been found to have blood glucose
peak times within the recommended interval [19,20].
Therefore the aim of this study was to investigate whether, in
cases of actual postprandial hyperglycemia, an alternative
measurement interval would contain a higher percentage of
hyperglycemic glucose levels than would the recommended
interval, as the higher percentage would increase the likelihood
of detecting a hyperglycemic value when doing only one
glucose sample.

To minimize the risk of microvascular and macrovascular
complications, it is important to focus on detecting
postprandial hyperglycemia, but it is only recommended to
measure blood glucose (BG) 60 – 120 minutes after a meal if
the preprandial BG is normal and HbA1c is increased. Thus
the aim of this study was to investigate whether an alternative
measurement interval of 120 – 180 minutes after a meal would
outperform the recommended interval. Continuous glucose
monitoring data, spot capillary blood glucose and
carbohydrate intake times were collected from 23 type 1
Diabetes Mellitus patients. BG levels within 180 minutes after
a meal were investigated, and the time the patients spent in
postprandial hyperglycemia (BG >10 mmol/L) was converted
to percentage for each interval and compared to all meals
together, and to breakfast, lunch and dinner, respectively. No
significant differences were found between the recommended
interval and the alternative interval.
Keywords:
Postprandial Hyperglycemia, Recommendations, Type 1
Diabetes Mellitus, Continuous Glucose Monitoring, Blood
Glucose Self-monitoring.

Introduction
Diabetes Mellitus (DM) is a huge healthcare problem
worldwide as 425 million individuals in the age of 20 -79 years
were affected in 2017 [1]. 5 - 10% of the patients have type 1
Diabetes Mellitus (T1DM) [2,3], where an auto-immune attack
on the insulin secreting pancreatic β-cells leads to absolute
absence of insulin [1,2,4]. T1DM can be effectively controlled
and glycemic control can be achieved by a proper management
of the blood glucose (BG) levels with daily injections of insulin
[2]. Achieving good glycemic control is of great importance to
minimize the risk of both microvascular and macrovascular
long term complications in T1DM patients [2,5-7].
A clear association exists between glycated hemoglobin
(HbA1c), which is average glycemic control over 2-3 months
[1,8,9], and the risk of long term complications [10-13]. In
addition, limiting the time spent in postprandial hyperglycemia
is found to be an important contributor to improvement of
HbA1c and thereby also to reduce the risk of long term
complications [6,7,9,13-15]. Postprandial hyperglycemia is
defined as a BG level >10 mmol/L measured 60 – 120 minutes

Methods
Study Population and Design
In this retrospective study, CGM datasets from a clinical
development phase of the SCGM 1 system (Roche Diagnostics,
Mannheim, Germany) were included. The data were collected
at four medical centers (Medical Department M, Aarhus
University Hospital, Aarhus, Denmark; Profil Institute for
Metabolic Research, Neuss, Germany; German Diabetes
Research Institute at the Heinrich–Heine University of
Dusseldorf, Germany; and Department of Pharmaceutical
Technology and Biopharmacy, University Center of Pharmacy,
University of Groningen, the Netherlands). The system
recorded glucose concentrations every minute for up to 5 days.
For each experiment, the first 18 hours of data were discarded.
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The datasets contained information on time and amount of
carbohydrate intake and insulin injections. During the
experiment the patients were not given access to the CGM data
[9].
The study was performed by accessing the datasets of 159
patients. Only patients with T1DM were included. Patients
were excluded if they experienced sudden illness during the
experiment, if no events (carbohydrate intake or insulin
injections) were registered or if continuous subcutaneous
insulin infusion was used. After application of these
restrictions, 51 patients were included for further analysis.
After calibration and meal selection, which is described below,
a total of 23 patients were included in the study. Patients were
excluded if they had no valid meals using the criteriae below.

After selection of meals, the CGM values for the first 180
minutes after a meal were screened for outliers. A value was
considered an outlier if the value increased or decreased more
than 4 mg/dL/min. In such cases, the CGM value was replaced
by the mean of the previous and the following valid CGM
value. Then, moving averages of 5 minutes were calculated for
each minute. Lastly, the CGM values were calculated to
SMBG values with the calibration equation.
Statistics
Microsoft Excel (version 14.0.7190.5000, 2010, Microsoft,
Seattle, Washington, USA) was used to process and analyze
data. Each meal was controlled for postprandial hyperglycemic
episodes, which was defined as a BG level ≥10 mmol/L for a
consecutive period of minimum 15 minutes. If a postprandial
hyperglycemic episode was found at any time within 180
minutes after ingestion of a meal, the meal was classified as a
case of “true postprandial hyperglycemia” and thus used for
further analysis. The recommended measure interval of 60 –
120 minutes and the alternative interval of 120 – 180 minutes
were examined after each meal, and the time with BG levels
were above 10 mmol/L was calculated. Afterwards, the time
was converted to percentage for each meal at each interval and
a total average value for all meals, and breakfast, lunch, and
dinner, respectively, was calculated for each of the two
intervals.
SPSS (version 24, IBM, SPSS®, USA) was used for statistical
analyses. A Shapiro-Wilk test was used to test all data for
normality. The data did not follow a normal distribution.
Therefore, a Wilcoxon test was used to test whether the
alternative interval had a higher percentage of time of
postprandial hyperglycemia than the recommended interval.
Data were considered statistically significant with a p-value
<0.05.

Calibration
In order to calibrate the CGM values, SMBG glucose
measurements from a finger-capillary were obtained by a nurse
up to 20 times a day using a blood glucose meter. Due to CGM
inaccuracies, a linear regression approach was used to calibrate
the CGM with SMBG measurements [22,23]. For each patient,
a maximum of four SMBG measurements per 24-hours were
used for calibration. The four measurements were found by
using the first SMBG measurement after the discarded 18
hours, and then the next measurement closest to 6 hours after,
and so forth.
Due to a physiological delay from plasma to interstitial glucose
levels, the CGM data was delayed 10 minutes before pairing
them with the SMBG values [23]. In case of two reference
SMBG measurements at the same minute, they were averaged
before use. Before a CGM-SMBG pair was made, the CGM
value was screened in order to reject measurements of poor
quality. Firstly and due to the physiological limits of blood
glucose, only CGM values in the range of 40 mg/dL – 400
mg/dL were considered valid [24]. CGM-SMBG pairs where
the CGM value was outside this interval were discarded.
Secondly and due to the limited physiological change rate of
BG, a CGM value was considered valid only if it deviated less
than 4 mg/dL/min compared with the previous and the
following value [24,25]. In case of a CGM value difference
above 4 mg/dL/min, the CGM-SMBG pair was excluded and
replaced by the next available pair. Calibration was visualized
in calibration graphs with a linear regression equation and
goodness of fit (R2). Patients were excluded if they did not
have enough SMBG values for calibration, in case of signal
drops >6 hours or if the patient had an R2 <0.70.

Results
Demographic Characteristics
23 patients who participated in the clinical development phase
of the SCGM 1 system were included in this retrospective
study. After analyzing all meals, postprandial hyperglycemic
episodes were found after 63 meals, and therefore they were
included in the study. The 63 meals were distributed as
follows; breakfast: 25, lunch: 19, and dinner: 19. Two of the
patients did not have postprandial hyperglycemia and therefore,
they were excluded from further analysis. The remaining 21
patients included 13 men and 8 women. The median age of the
patients was 33 years (range 18-53). The patients had a
duration of DM of 14.86 ± 12.19 years (mean ± SD), and an
HbA1c value of 8.25 ± 1.71% (mean ± SD).

Selection of Meals
In order to investigate BG levels for postprandial
hyperglycemia, meals were selected based on the time of
carbohydrate intake. Breakfast, lunch and dinner were defined
as all meals in the time range from 5.00 am – 11.00 am, 11.01
am – 4.00 pm and 4.01 pm – 10.00 pm, respectively. The meal
with the highest amount of carbohydrate ingestion within each
interval was selected as the actual main meal of the type in
question. Only clear, single meals were included, as meals
were excluded if another meal was ingested in the time interval
of 150 minutes before to 180 minutes after the meal. In
addition, meals were excluded in case of signal drop ≥5
minutes within this time interval.

Postprandial Hyperglycemia after Breakfast, Lunch and
Dinner
The time, a patient experienced postprandial hyperglycemia,
was recorded in the two different intervals after a meal, and
converted to percentage for each interval for breakfast, lunch
and dinner, respectively. The intervals are referred to as
interval 1 (the recommended interval; 60 – 120 minutes after
the meal) and interval 2 (the alternative interval; 120 – 180
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minutes after the meal). The median values of the percentage
of time, the patients spent in postprandial hyperglycemia,
suggested a difference between the intervals (figure 1). For all
breakfast measurements, the percentage of time associated with
postprandial hyperglycemia was higher at interval 1 compared
to interval 2, with median values of 83.34% and 76.67%,
respectively. Although, the values could indicate a difference
between the intervals (p = 0.225), this was not statistically
significant.
The opposite was observed for the lunch measurements with
median values of 65.00% and 88.34% for interval 1 and 2,
respectively. The difference between the intervals (p = 0.925)
were, however, not statistically significant.

The median values for the dinner measurements were 85.00%,
and 60.00% for interval 1 and 2, respectively. This indicated a
difference between the intervals (p = 0.776), but the intervals
were not statistical significantly different from each other.
Postprandial Hyperglycemia after All Meals
The median values of the percentage of the interval, the
patients spent in postprandial hyperglycemia for all meals
together, indicated a difference between the two intervals
(figure 2). For all meals, the percentage of time in postprandial
hyperglycemia was higher at interval 1 with a median value of
80.00% compared with a value of 76.67% for interval 2.
However, the statistic test revealed no significant difference
between the intervals (p = 0.376).

Time of postpranidal
hyperglycemia (%)
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80
60
40
20
0
D–2

D–1

L–2

L–1

B–2

B–1

Figure 1- The amount of time spent in postprandial hyperglycemia in percentage (%) divided into breakfast (B), lunch (L), and dinner
(D) for the two different intervals (median ± IQR). The data are named from the main meal (B: Breakfast, L: Lunch, D: Dinner) and
the number of the interval (1 or 2). The colors represent the two different intervals, where BG levels were measured after a meal;
light grey: interval 1 (60 – 120 mins.), and dark grey: interval 2 (120 – 180 mins.). The central rectangle spans the first quartile to the
third quartile (IQR). The segment inside the rectangle shows the median and whiskers below the boxes show the minimum time
associated with postprandial hyperglycemia. The dots represent the individual measurements for each patient stated for each meal
and interval. %: percentage, IQR: interquartile range, BG: blood glucose.
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Figure 2-The amount of time spent in postprandial hyperglycemia in percentage (%) after all meals divided into the two intervals
(median ± IQR). The colors represent the two different intervals, where BG levels were measured after a meal; light grey: interval 1
(60 – 120 mins.), and dark grey: interval 2 (120 – 180 mins.). The central rectangle spans the first quartile to the third quartile (IQR).
The segment inside the rectangle shows the median and whiskers below the boxes show the minimum time associated with
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postprandial hyperglycemia. The dots represent the data points for all meals at each interval. %: percentage, IQR: interquartile
range, BG: blood glucose.

interval 2 as a better time to measure BG to detect postprandial
hyperglycemia.
Similar findings were observed when all meals were
investigated together. Studies reported that 67 - 71% of the
patients’ peak times were within the recommended interval 1
[19,20], whereas 0% were within interval 2 [20]. These
findings are consistent with the indications found in this study,
as the longer duration is expected to be found around the peak
time.
Generally, the findings of this study indicate that the detection
rate is probably better in the recommended interval (interval 1).
Still, the risk of missing postprandial hyperglycemia remains a
challenge as the patients, when all meals are investigated
together, did not have postprandial hyperglycemia in 20.00%
(12 minutes) of this interval. In addition, it may be difficult to
recommend one interval for all T1DM patients, as studies have
reported large inter-individual differences [18-20] and as
factors such as gender, HbA1c and DM duration might affect
postprandial hyperglycemia.

Discussion
This retrospective study investigated whether an alternative
measurement time interval of 120 – 180 minutes after a meal
would increase the likelihood of detecting postprandial
hyperglycemia (>10 mmol/L) with postprandial SMBG,
compared with the recommended interval of 60 – 120 minutes
after a meal. This was evaluated based on the percentage of
time the patients spent in hyperglycemia after a meal in the two
intervals.
Findings from this study did not demonstrate any statistical
significant differences between the recommended interval
(interval 1) and the alternative interval (interval 2), which
suggested that the alternative interval was not better for
detecting postprandial hyperglycemia than the recommended
interval and vice versa. Based on the median values, an
indication of a higher percentage of time spent in postprandial
hyperglycemia was however observed at interval 1 after
breakfast (p = 0.225), dinner (p = 0.776), and when all meals
were compared (p = 0.376). The opposite was observed after
lunch, where an indication of a higher percentage of time spent
in postprandial hyperglycemia was observed at interval 2
compared to interval 1 (p = 0.925).

Limitations
This study has limitations that need to be considered before
drawing any firm conclusions. The study was a retrospective
study and this may introduce some bias in the outcome.
Generally, prospective cohorts that allow inclusion of subjects
for the actual purpose, yield more reliable results. The
relatively small sample size and the low number of meals
might influence the power of this study. Preprandial BG levels,
HbA1c, gender and duration of DM was not considered and
could have affected the outcomes. Furthermore, data were
obtained in Germany, Denmark and the Netherlands, and there
may be large variations in dietary habits across the countries.
Lastly, this study was performed in a hospitalization setting,
and therefore the results may not truly reflect the everyday
lives of T1DM patients.

Postprandial Hyperglycemia after All Main Meals
As postprandial hyperglycemia affects HbA1c and thereby also
the risk of complications [6,9,13-15,26], it is important to focus
on detection of postprandial hyperglycemia to ultimately
minimize the occurrence.
Previously studies investigated mainly the timing of SMBG to
detect postprandial hyperglycemia [18-21]. These findings are
not easily compared with the findings of this study, as only
peak times and peak values were reported. However, one of the
studies also reported mean increase and decrease rate, which
makes it possible to calculate the duration of postprandial
hyperglycemia [20].
The peak times were reported to be within 57 - 100 minutes
after breakfast, lunch and dinner [18,20,21], but the duration of
postprandial hyperglycemia might be lengthy since a mean
duration of a postprandial hyperglycemic episode was found to
be 2.3 ± 1.1 hours (mean ± SD) for T1DM patients [27].
Daenen et al. found durations of postprandial hyperglycemia to
last from 37 – 126 minutes, from 81 to 100 minutes and from
70 to 106 minutes after breakfast, lunch and dinner,
respectively [20]. These were converted to percentages of time
spent in postprandial hyperglycemia for the two intervals,
which resulted in the highest percentage at interval 1 after
breakfast, lunch and dinner. The percentage of time spend in
postprandial hyperglycemia was 0% for interval 2 for all meals
except from breakfast where it was 9.48%. The finding of
interval 1 as the better interval for detection of postprandial
hyperglycemia than interval 2 is consistent with the results of
the present study for breakfast, dinner and when all meals were
compared. Although for lunch this study found an indication of

Conclusion
This study found no statistical significant difference between
the recommended interval and the alternative interval among
postprandial hyperglycemia after all main meals in T1DM
patients. An indication of a larger percentage of time spent in
postprandial hyperglycemia was however observed when BG
levels were measured at the recommended interval of 60 – 120
minutes after breakfast, and dinner, and when all meals were
compared. This indicates that the recommended interval is a
better time to measure BG levels for detecting postprandial
hyperglycemia than the alternative interval. Further research in
a larger group is however needed to validate the indications
found in this study.
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Abstract

elements, included in the Health Level 7 (HL7) v3 specification. A study by Brammen et. Al. [4] compared the data elements in DEEDS with the German equivalent (GEDMR).
The authors found significant differences between the two
data sets in certain domains and their results support the development of an international standard for ED data elements
[4]. An issue with DEEDS and GEDMR is the sheer size of
the data sets which can limit adaptation, due to the work required to map the data elements to existing ones in the individual EHR systems. Additionally, DEEDS is part of the
HL7 v3 specification, a very robust but ill-adopted standard
due the extensive implementation work required, why it did
not see much adoption worldwide compared to its predecessor. A solution to the issues with DEEDS and GEDMR is to
create a minimal data set and use a specification that allows
for simpler implementation. An emerging standard for sharing healthcare data across systems is the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) from HL7 [5]. FHIR enables
standardisation of clinical data exchange, by allowing context to be kept, and terminology bound to the data [5, 6].
The objective in this study is to investigate how sharing of
clinical meaningful minimal EMS data can be facilitated by
the use of FHIR.

Lack of semantic interoperability is a common problem within healthcare IT. In prehospital sector it results in emergency
medical service data being stuck in the emergency department, despite being important to clinicians outside the emergency department in treatment of the patient. Steps towards
semantic interoperability within the prehospital area, on an
international level, was taken by first creating an international common data set by use of two different national data
sets and scientific literature. The usability of the created data
set was showcased by example of a clinical case from emergency medicine. With common data elements established the
next step was profiling the data set in FHIR, to further facilitate interoperability, as a common exchange standard is paramount for systems to interoperate.
Keywords:
Interoperability, Emergency Medical Services, Emergency
Department, FHIR, Standardization.

Introduction
The idea of collecting patient data before patients reach the
hospital, has been around for half a century in the US [1]. In
1966 a study investigated how lack of prehospital data could
have an influence on hospital acquired mortality [1]. In 1995
consensus on a standardised comprehensive list of data points
to be collected from trauma patients was reached. This standardised list of data points is the basis for the American National Emergency Medical Services Information Systems
(NEMSIS), which is used across the US to store and standardise data collected by Emergency Medical Service (EMS)
agencies. NEMSIS enables the possibility to check performance of clinical interventions in the prehospital field and
conduct cohort studies [2]. However, in European eHealth
consisting of different nations, different legislations, different
vendors the requirements for prehospital data points have a
high degree of variance and have created various data sets. A
possible solution to proprietary data sets and lack of interoperability, is to standardise the data collected by EMS internationally along with the way the EMS data is exchanged internationally. A such solution was made by McClay et. Al. [3]
called DEEDS, a purely US centric data set with 725 data

Materials and Methods
To investigate how sharing of clinical meaningful minimal

EMS data can be facilitated by the use of FHIR we need to
agree on a common international data set. Hence, the first
step is to create such a data set. Further, we need to investigate how this data set can be profiled using FHIR. To profile
in FHIR we have identified a clinical case.
The International Data set
The international data set consists of the intersection data
points from two national standardised lists of data points.
Variations between nations in collected data was expected,
why the minimal data set will only cover the most clinically
essential data for the emergency department (ED) to properly
treat the patient. Examples of intersecting categories in EMS
data are: Injury information [7], medical history [8], allergies
[7], procedures performed [7], and patient physiology
measures [9]. Additionally, information in relation to the
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patient’s symptoms/ immediate diagnosis and triage levels to
determine the amount of personnel and resources required for
the given patient [10]. The main requirements for a data element to be included in the minimal data set are: a) clinically
essential, as previously defined, for the ED to understand the
prehospital patients’ situation, b) essential for the ED facilitate care of the patient. In this study, we deselect logistical
and administrative data points.

as [13, 14], to ensure data collected can be transferred to appropriate registries. Triage uses the Emergency Severity Index v4 as both national EMS data sets used a proprietary
triage system, instead of developing a third triage system
based upon the two, an internationally validated triage system was chosen [15, 16, 17]. Patient Assessment uses the
ABCDE system which has widespread use and is recommended by the European Resuscitation Council [18, 19].
Cardiac arrest was another category where the two ePCRs
differed, a report form with international backing and consensus from multiple cardiac societies was therefore chosen
[20]. The remaining categories and data elements were found
in the two EMS data sets.

Elements present in both EMS data sets but not fulfilling the
clinical relevance requirements will not be used. When there
is consensus on the category, but too little overlap between
the data elements used to describe the category, literature
will be used instead of the two national EMS data sets to find
clinically relevant data elements.

Table 2 - Categories and data elements of the International
Minimal Patient Care Report. The asterisk denotes the elements were found in the literature

Profiling the clinical case in FHIR
An international minimal data set for the prehospital sector,
from here on referred to as IMPCR (International Minimal
Patient Care Report), can only solve part of the problem described previously. The technical part of interoperability has
to be solved using a standard exchange protocol fit for clinical data exchange. FHIR was chosen as the communication
standard due its rapid adoption by vendors and an active
community, making it a very promising standard that can see
widespread use. Further, international projects have begun
working towards international interoperability between EHR
systems using FHIR, such as the Trillium project [11]. The
clinical case chosen to be profiled in FHIR is presented in
table 1.

International Minimal Patient Care Report (IMCPR)
Patient

Additional Patient
Information

Medication

Tabel 1- The clinical case has been adapted from [12]
Cardiac Arrest*

Clinical case
The local EM services have been called to the local riding
club to collect Kathrine Smith, a 24-year old woman who
has fallen off her horse. Katherine is conscious but has pain
in her pelvic area, she rates it an 8 out of 10. The EMS personnel notes that she has no known allergies and is an otherwise healthy young woman. Due to the height of the fall,
horse was in mid jump, she is put in a hard collar and taped
to the hard spine board to ensure spinal stability. Once in
the ambulance her vitals are measured Temp: 36.2C, HR:
90/min, RR: 22/min, BP: 110/ 65 mmHg, SpO2: 98%OA
and GCS 15. She is given a 50 mcg bolus of Fentanyl for the
pain along with an additional 75 mcg via IV during the ambulance ride. The iliac crest feels tender when palpated. The
EMS personnel suspects a pelvic fracture, performs a triage
and transport her to the ED.

Injury*

Diagnose/symptoms

Results
The International Data set
The categories and data elements of IMPCR can be seen in
Table 2. The four categories marked with an asterisk contains
data elements from the literature. The injury category takes
its elements from trauma registries in Europe and USA such

Patient assessment
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Name
Gender
DOB
Identifier
Allergy
Severity
Recent surgery/medical history
Time of surgery/medical history
Active Ingredient
Dosage
Unit
Dispensation
Cardiac arrest determined by: Cause
of arrest, Treatment before EMS arrival, Bystander CPR
Defibrillation before EMS
Resuscitation attempted by EMS
Locations of arrest
Witnessed
Initial rhythm
Chest impressions
Ventilation
Time of: collapse, call receipt, vehicle stopped, first rhythm analysis,
death or cessation of CPR
Spontaneous circulation on arrival
Type
Mechanisms
Traffic factors
Central Nervous System
Respiratory System
Musculoskeletal + Connective Tissue
Circulatory System
Abdomen
Psychiatric/Mental/Behavioural
Other
Primary/action diagnosis
Airways
Breathing

Procedures

Vital signs

Triage

are sliced, instead of using valuesets. Slicing was used to
illustrate what the valueset should contain, each slice holds a
SNOMEDCT value, that has been chosen without further
thought, as they are strictly example codes.

Circulation
Disability
Exposure
Time of procedure
Procedure performed
Performed by
ECG (measurement, Type, interpretation)
Systolic BP
Diastolic BP
Heart Rate
SpO2
Respiration Rate
ETCO2
Blood Glucose Level
GCS total + Sub scores
Pain Scale
Body Temperature
Requires immediate lifesaving intervention?
High risk situation?
Confused/lethargic/disoriented?
Severe pain/distress?
How many different resources are
needed?
Danger zone vitals?
ESI Score

Diagnosis/Symptoms: Diagnose/Symptoms was modelled in
FHIR using Condition. The main elements used in the resource are ‘category’, ‘severity’ and ‘code’. category should
ideally contain a valueset which holds the data elements of
Diagnose/Symptoms e.g. Central Nervous System and Respiratory System. code should ideally be a valueset for the
chosen category e.g. for respiratory system it could be:
Pneumonia, Pneumothorax. The primary diagnosis can be
noted in severity.
Vital signs: All measurements but ETCO2 and blood glucose
were existing profiles found at https://registry.fhir.org/.
ETCO2 and blood glucose were profiled by copying a heart
rate profile and changing the ‘names’ and ‘code’. Glasgow
Coma Scale was profiled by having the total score as the value of the observation and the three sub scores as components
of the total value.
Triage: The ESI Triage model can be seen as a questionnaire
with a series of yes/no question and a resulting score. The
questionnaire was profiled using the questionnaire resource
by slicing ‘item’ and creating one less number of slices than
number of questions. Because question A: Requires immediate lifesaving intervention? is contained in the outermost
item and therefore not part of the slices. Next, each question
had the answer set linked to an existing valueset if possible,
valuesets for Yes/No did exist. In the case the answer set did
not exist as a valueset the answer element was sliced to contain the custom answers (e.g: None/One/Many).

Profiling the clinical case in FHIR
Patient:Allergy information was profiled in the same way as
medical history, with one code/value indicating "No known
allergies", since the patient had no allergies. The profiled
Patient was very similar to the base resource, as only animal
and multipleBirths had their cardinality set to 0..0 as these
elements are never relevant, while gender and DOB had their
cardinality set to 1..1 to emphasise their importance.

Procedure: Procedure was modelled using Procedure, as it
seemed the obvious choice. The procedure, which should
contain a valueset of possible procedures, was modelled to
‘code’ in the resource, with four example procedures as slices. The profile is able to store the expertise level of the performer such as: basic life support, advanced life support or
physician. Information that might be recorded automatically
system side.

Medication: To profile Medication, MedicationAdministration was chosen, as this resource specifies what, how, and by
whom medication was administered. Few FHIR elements had
their cardinality set to 0..0. The elements with their cardinality set to 0..0 were: ‘notGiven’, ‘reasonNotGiven’, ‘prescription’, ‘device’, and ‘eventHistory’. These were removed because they are not needed for the prehospital use-case. The
prescription covers "the original request/instruction or authority to perform the administration", which is not relevant
for EM services, as EMS personnel are usually not allowed
to administer medication not within their authority, why performer will be sufficient to track who administered the medication.

The clinical case is modelled in FHIR and presented in Table
3.
Tabel 3- Illustrates how the clinical case is modelled in
FHIR

Injury: Injury was profiled using the Condition resource, as
the injury itself has a direct impact on the patient’s health.
Specifying the type of injury and the mechanisms behind it,
gives insight into the patient’s condition and the required
resources needed to treat the patient in the ED. Only two
elements in Condition are required to capture the injury information from the clinical case, why rest of the elements are
left as is. Both ‘category’ used to specify the type of injury
and ‘code’ used to specify the mechanism behind the injury
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Clinical Case

IMPCR Category

FHIR Resource(s)

...Kathrine Smith,
a 24-year old
woman
The EMS personnel notes that she
has
no known allergies
and is an otherwise
healthy young
woman

Patient + Additional patient
information

Patient, AllergyIntolerence, Observation

..fallen off her
horse...horse was
in mid jump..
..is conscious but
has pain in her
pelvic area, she
rates it an 8 out of
10.
...put in a hard
collar and taped
to the hard spine
board to ensure
spinal stability. . .
Once in the ambulance her vitals are
measured Temp:
36.2C, HR:
90/min, RR:
22/min, BP: 110/
65 mmHg, SpO2:
98%OA and GCS
15
She is given a 50
mcg bolus of Fentanyl for the pain
along with an additional 75 mcg via
IV during the ambulance ride
The iliac crest
feels tender when
palpated.
The EMS personnel suspects a pelvic fracture...
..Performs a triage..

Injury

Observation

Vital signs +
Diagnose/
symptoms

Observation.Vitalsigns

Procedure

Procedure

Vital signs

Observation.Vitalsigns

Medication

MedicationAdministration

Diagnose/symptoms

Condition

Triage

be to register the overall category, then the exact anatomical
location and then the symptom. Instead the coarser version
was chosen, where the diagnosis is registered to reduce the
data point having to be collected. Location of the disease/symptom can in some instances also be inferred based
upon the organ system and diagnose/symptom chosen.
Two national data sets and literature was used to create
IMPCR, a data set containing clinical data elements able to
describe the prehospital patient and their situation. IMPCR is
mostly based on the two data sets, as it gave a solid departure
point for identifying the required clinical categories. If consensus on data elements can be found between two data sets
independently developed, the element must have clinical
relevance. An additional data set could have been added, it
might have had the benefit of settling disagreements, further
confirming consensus, or in the worst case added further disagreement. In case of more disagreement more literature
would have been used if possible. As this clinical data sets
builds upon existing data sets and aggregates clinical report
forms from different clinical specialities, it does not follow
the usual method of developing a clinical data set, it builds
upon existing work instead of starting from scratch. This is
an advantage because the data sets are already being used,
thus have a proven track record of being able to provide the
adequate information to clinicians in the ED. The addition of
validated report forms from clinical societies, results in further standardisation of how clinical data is reported and can
ideally support research in addition to the clinical use case.
Other data sets have been created or revised using systematic
literature reviews, expert opinion and consensus found via
techniques such as ’Nominal Group Technique’ [13, 22].
IMPCR’s capabilities were tested using a realistic clinical
case, see table 6.1, where the clinical case was split into its
components and matched with the appropriate IMPCR category. IMPCR was able to capture the relevant data from the
clinical case satisfactorily, however more cases, especially
complicated ones, should be tried in the future. IMPCR is
capable of capturing data meant for the clinic and by being a
standardised data set, it enables comparison of emergency
departments and emergency medical services both nationally
and internationally. Using identical data sets allows for comparison because the data elements are directly comparable
opposed to having to map from one data set to another or
pick out a few characteristics [23] - which can bring benefit
for research and quality control purposes. But having been
creating with minimalism in mind, there is a risk it is not
entirely suitable for research at a later time, this could be
both due to granularity of the data or optionality. There is a
risk of incomplete data when certain elements might not get
collected if they are not applicable to the patient in question
[24]. A potential issue that can be solved by removing optionality and requiring negative values when the category/element is not relevant. The current version of IMPCR
additionally lacks terminology binding to properly facilitate
semantic interoperability. Terminology binding is crucial as
it keeps the semantic meaning of data instead of leaving it as
an arbitrary value. Further it combines the multiple ways of
describing a single medical concept into one, allowing systems not using the same data set, to understand what they

Questionnaire

Discussion
The International Data set
The national EMS data set in USA and a small European
country have been chosen due to the difference between the
two countries healthcare systems, insurance/publicly funded
vs entirely publicly funded respectively. The choice of using
national EMS data sets from different healthcare systems will
increase the likelihood of identifying the relevant data points
to include in the new minimal data set, as the EMS data sets
are expected to vary more than that of two homogeneous
healthcare systems. As the aim of the data set was to be minimal, coarser granularity were used when possible, to reduce
the amount of data points. The benefit of an intermediate
level of granularity is faster data retrieval for the clinician, as
they try to get an overview of the patient [21]. An example of
this is the disease/diagnose category, where the intended value sets, based on the two national data sets, are the most
common diseases/symptoms encountered in the prehospital
sector split into organ systems. An alternative design would
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receive so long as they can look up the terminology. [25, 26,
27].

[3] James C McClay, Peter J Park, Mark G Janczewski,
Laura Heermann Langford, “Standard for improving
emergency information interoperability: the HL7 data
elements for emergency department systems”, Journal of
the American Medical Informatics Association, Volume
22, Issue 3, 1 May 2015, Pages 529–535

Flexibility of FHIR
FHIR being based on base resources that can satisfy a range
of use-cases, can result in model variability and multiple
right ways to model. An example of this was encountered
when profiling medical history, there was a choice whether it
should have been profiled as an Observation or a Condition,
as both are able to hold the required data. Either choice can
therefore work depending on the light in which the prior
medical issues are viewed: as potential problems that will
require additional medical attention, or as ’need to know’
information for the emergency personnel. This way of having
multiple ways of describing/modelling the same thing is possible because FHIR follows no standard model, opposed to
more rigid standards such as HL7v3 which used the RIM
[28]. The flexibility of FHIR means it alone is not sufficient
to facilitate semantic interoperability, as there is a risk of
independent project/vendors developing differing proprietary
profiles for the same use-case, thus contributing to fragmentation and interoperability issues within the healthcare sector
[29, 30].

[4] Brammen D, Eggert P, Lucas B, Heermann-Langford L,
McClay JC., “Comparing the German Emergency Department Medical Record with the US HL7 Data Elements for Emergency Department Systems”,, Studies in
health technology and informatics. 2018;247:216-20.
[5] “Fhir
overview.”
http://www.hl7.org/implement/standards/fhir/overview.
html . Accessed: 2018-03-21.
[6] M. Smits, E. Kramer, M. Harthoorn, and R. Cornet, “A
comparison of two Detailed Clinical Model representations: FHIR and CDA,” European Journal for Biomedical Informatics, vol. 11, no. 2, p. 11, 2015.
[7] J. P. Benner, J. Hilton, G. Carr, K. Robbins, R. C.
Schutt, M. P. Borloz, K. Alibertis, B. Sojka, K. Hudson,
D. Haugh, and W. Brady, “Information transfer from
prehospital to ED healthcare providers,” The American
Journal of Emergency Medicine, vol. 26, pp. 233–235,
Feb. 2008.

As a response to this concern the SMART team [30], put
forth a small set of profiles where they specify terminologies,
element cardinality and type choice to ensure apps created
with SMART, could semantically interoperate. Likewise, a
larger scale project, Argonaut, now collaborating with
SMART, has gathered traction [31, 32]. Argonaut is a collaboration between private vendors, such as Cerner and Epic,
that are "Creating open industry Implementation Guides in
high priority use cases of importance to patients, providers
and the industry as a whole" [31], a project that is open to
other organisations to foster interoperability [32]. Reusing
profiles and sharing implementation guides in FHIR is best
practice, to ensure widespread support of commonly used
profiles, but this can result in first movers dictating the profiles. There is the risk of using sup-optimal profiles for the
given resources, as first movers can create a tradition, and
effectively take over the market. While interoperability is the
goal of FHIR, an interesting discussion arises: On whose
terms, should the goal be reached?

[8] J. T. Finnell and J. M. Overhage, “Emergency Medical
Services: The Frontier in Health Information Exchange,”
AMIA Annual Symposium Proceedings, pp. 222–226,
2010.
[9] D. J. Laudermilch, M. A. Schiff, A. B. Nathens, and M.
R. Rosengart, “Lack of Emergency Medical Services
Documentation Is Associated with Poor Patient Outcomes: A Validation of Audit Filters for Prehospital
Trauma Care,” Journal of the American College of Surgeons, vol. 210, pp. 220–227, Feb. 2010.
[10] M. Christ, F. Grossmann, D. Winter, R. Bingisser, and E.
Platz, “Modern Triage in the Emergency Department,”
Deutsches Aerzteblatt Online, Dec. 2010. [6] S. R.
Bruijns, H. R. Guly, O. Bouamra, F. Lecky, and L. A.
Wallis, “The value of the difference between ed and
prehospital vital signs in predicting outcome in trauma,”
Emergency Medicine Journal, vol. 31, no. 7, pp. 579–
582, 2014.
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Abstract

tations of the cityEHR we have observed that alternative, and
less formal, methods are more effective in managing the care
pathways. We define an informal care pathway as being a set
of mechanisms, configured in the EHR, which guide clinical
users in following a sequence of actions, without a predetermined or prescribed specification of that sequence.
These mechanisms use the patient centred record as the hub
for communication between the care team and the patient, in
the ways described by Ueckert et al [4] and White & Danis
[5]. The use of the EHR as the facilitator for communications
has been identified as one of the key issues in the patientcentred medical home (PCMH) model in the United States
[6].
As an example, we refer in this paper to an implementation
of cityEHR which supports the activities of a Fracture Prevention Service (FPS) in the UK. This system, called Elfin,
has been developed at the Nuffield Department of Orthopaedics, Rheumatology and Musculoskeletal Sciences at the
University of Oxford. Elfin has been running in Oxford since
March 2015, and has seen live operation at two other NHS
sites in England. The system is built on the cityEHR platform, with an information model developed specifically to
address the requirements of the Fracture Liaison Service.
The first implementation of Elfin was designed with a formal
representation of the care pathway, using HL7 CDA as the
underlying data representation. The advantage of using HL7
CDA is that the care pathways are stored in the record in the
same form as all other clinical documents [3]. The Care
Pathway engine in cityEHR then uses the formal definitions
to drive the sequence of actions undertaken by clinical users,
where the outcome of each action is itself recorded as an
HL7 CDA document (e.g., a form, letter, order, prescription,
etc.).
After the first implementation, we discovered that a more
flexible, less formal, approach could be used; it is this version that was adopted for live use and its key features are
described in the following section. One consequence of this
alternative approach is that there is no inherent mechanism
for reporting on variance (or compliance) with the formally
defined pathway. Reporting of variance has been identified
by Wakamiya and Yamauchi as one of the key features of a
conventional care pathway implementation [7], and hence is
an important issue to address.

Care pathways are commonly used as a means to ensure the
implementation of proven best practice in clinical care. They
can be defined in an Electronic Health Record system using
formal representations of template pathways which are then
instantiated for specific patients, to guide clinical users
through a sequence of tasks and actions. The open source
cityEHR system uses HL7 CDA documents for the formal
pathway definitions, but in practice we have found that some
care pathways, and clinical protocols, can be implemented
effectively using less formal mechanisms. In addition to the
shared patient record itself, we find that the most important
of these mechanisms are notification on recording of patient
events, support for care teams, annotation of the record, and
the clinician-centred 'In-Tray'. One important feature lost in
this approach is the ability to report on the variance of the
care provided to the patient from the best practice encapsulated in a more formally defined pathway. To address this,
we describe a method for transforming a formally defined
care pathway to a finite state machine representation and
querying the patient record to generate a retrospective report on the variance of states recorded in the patient record.
Keywords:
Care pathways, Clinical communication, Patient-centred
EHR, HL7 CDA, Finite State Machine, Variance Report.

Introduction
A care pathway is a step-by-step guide for the care or treatment of a patient, in a defined clinical context, usually following an evidence-based recommendation of best clinical
practice in that context. The implementations of care pathways in Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems generally
adopt a formal approach to the definition of template pathways, which are then instantiated with data from an individual patient record to create specific instances that guide the
care of that patient [1].
The open source cityEHR system uses HL7 CDA documents
[2] to provide the formal definition of care pathways and
records the progress of the pathway as a series of CDA documents stored in the patient record [3]. For some implemen-
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Our objective, therefore, was to define and implement a
method for reporting on the variance between actions recorded in the patient record and the set of actions defined formally in a care pathway, where that pathway is applied retrospectively, rather than being used to prescribe the sequence
of actions as they are performed. This method is based on the
transformation of the pathway into a finite state machine, as
proposed by Eshuis [8], followed by pattern matching and
temporal analysis as proposed by Awad et al [9].
In this paper we describe our approach to implementing care
pathways using informal mechanisms of patient-centred clinical communication within the cityEHR, the feedback we
have gathered after experience with an operational EHR and
a method for retrospective reporting of variance from a formally specified pathway.

The pathway starts when patients are identified by the service, following hospital admission with a diagnosed fragility
fracture (a fracture caused by a fall or minor trauma that
would not normally result in a fracture, unless the bones had
been weakened). The identified patient is assessed and sent
for a bone density scan (DXA) if they are under the age of 75
(patients aged 75 and over are assumed to have some degree
of age-related bone weakness, so the bone density scan is not
deemed necessary). In most cases, a recommendation is made
for treatment, but if not, the pathway ends. Patients who do
have treatment are monitored after 12 weeks and then again
at 12 months, to check compliance to the treatment, recommend possible alternatives or to acknowledge the patient's
decision to stop treatment.
The cityEHR stores all clinical data as HL7 CDA documents,
which follow the hierarchical structure of a health record
specified in the ISO-13606 standard [7]; folder, composition,
section, entry and element, where the elements record the
actual recorded data values and the entries that contain elements are the lowest level of atomic clinical context.

Methods
The Formally Defined Care Pathway
An example care pathway is shown in Figure 1, depicted as
an Activity Diagram, following the conventions of the Unified Modelling Language (UML). This example is a simplified version of the Fracture Liaison Service pathway implemented in the Elfin system.

All clinical data gathered in the example pathway shown in
Figure 1, and any clinical decisions made, are recorded in the
patient record in CDA documents for the Assessment, DXA
Scan Results, Treatment Recommendation and Monitoring.
The Monitoring documents are completed based on the answers to a questionnaire sent to patients in a letter, prior to
the 12 week and 12 month monitoring dates; these letters are
also stored in the patient record as CDA documents.
A formal specification of the pathway is created in cityEHR
as a CDA document, which can then be instantiated for a
specific patient and saved in the record in a series of versions
that record progress through the sequence of actions in the
pathway and prompt users (through their In-Tray) for the
next action(s) to perform [3]. Once the pathway is completed,
the CDA document is committed to the patient record as evidence of the actions performed.
Informal Implementation of Care Pathways
The same core features of cityEHR that enable the formal
execution of care pathways, as described above, can be used
in a more loosely coupled way to achieve a similar control
over the sequence of clinical activities. These features are:
[1] support for care teams;
[2] triggers and notification when documents are
committed to the record;
[3] annotation of the historic record, with associated
notifications;
[4] a clinician-centred
notifications.

In-Tray

for

handling

of

Support for Care Teams
The cityEHR supports the formation of care teams, which are
composed of both clinical and administrative system users.
Subject to access control permissions, any user can create a
care team and then assign users to it. The care teams act as
user groups for the purposes of clinical communication. Any

Figure 1- Simple Care Pathway for Fracture Liaison Service.
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such communication (initiated through the notification or
annotation mechanisms described below) can be directed to
an individual (named) user, to a user role or to a care team.

of the virtual in-box created each time the user accesses the
In-Tray. Similarly, although the user accesses specific documents, or actions, in the patient record through the In-Tray,
no part of the patient record is transmitted; the notification
merely contains a pointer to the patient record, which remains stored in the database and subject to the usual access
controls.

Triggers and Notifications
Triggers can be configured to watch for the committal of
specific compositions, entries and elements to the record.
There are two types of trigger:
•

for immediate navigation/action by the current user

Results

•

to notify future actions that may be performed by
any (specified) user

Reporting of Variance from Formal Pathway

Triggers are defined so that when a specific combination of
composition, entry and element is committed to the record,
and other pre-set conditions are satisfied, the trigger is activated.

Using the methods described in the previous section, a care
pathway can be implemented using informal mechanisms to
guide the actions of system users. As these actions are completed, the EHR provides a history of the results of each action in the form of HL7 CDA documents stored in the record
for the patient. To the system user, this process seems similar
to the more formal implementation, but unlike the formal
implementation there is no underlying 'engine' to ensure that
the sequence of actions follows the pre-defined pathway.

For navigation triggers, the user is immediately prompted for
the choice of navigation to other parts of the patient record.
These choices can include viewing the clinical dashboard,
viewing summaries of the record for the individual patient or
creation of a new clinical document for the patient; for example a form, letter, order or prescription.

Instead the user is guided by a series of notifications or annotations, each of which is triggered independently, based on
the current state of the patient record. As a result, since no
predetermined sequence of actions is being followed, it is not
possible to determine at any specific time, whether a particular pathway has been completed, or whether a pathway is in
progress and partially completed.

For notification triggers, a new notification composition is
instantiated and added to the patient record. Notifications are
stored as HL7 CDA documents, in the same way as all other
clinical data, and contain information about the source of the
notification, the system users to be notified and the actions
(if any) that are required in response.

However, we may wish to analyse the sequence of actions
completed, to assess whether they follow the steps in a formally specified pathway which has been applied retrospectively.

Annotation of the Historic Record
The mechanism of triggers and notification described above,
implements pre-configured pathways of clinical actions. For
more ad-hoc communication between members of the care
team, the annotation features can be used. Once data have
been committed to the record (in the form of an HL7 CDA
composition), users can annotate any document in the record
and address notifications to other users, roles of user or
members of a care team. It is not possible to send ad-hoc
notifications without reference to a document in the record.
This ensures that all communication is centred around the
patient record; there is no support for communication between system users that is not related to an individual patient.

To achieve this, the pathway is defined as an HL7 CDA document, in the same way that it would be defined to drive the
formal execution of the pathway. The CDA document (in
XML) is then transformed using XSLT into a representation
of the finite states in the pathway. This representation uses
the State Chart Extensible Markup Language (SCXML)
which was published as a W3C standard in 2015 [10].
SCXML was based, in part, on the STATEMATE graphical
process representation language, first described by Harel et al
[11].

Clinician-Centred In-Tray
The In-Tray acts as the hub for communication, whereby a
system user can view and act upon all the notifications that
have been addressed to them by other users. These notifications may have been addressed to the individual user, to one
of their assigned user roles or to one of the care teams of
which they are a member.

Using the SCXML representation, a set of database queries is
generated to interrogate the state of the patient record along a
set of time lines, derived from the set of possible initial states
found in the record. The queries are expressed in XQuery,
the W3C standard for representing queries for XML databases, since the EHR is stored as a collection of HL7 CDA
(XML) documents.

The In-Tray is a cross-patient feature, which looks and feels
similar to a standard email facility. However, it is fundamentally different, in the sense that the list of notifications seen
in a user's In-Tray is formed by a dynamic query across the
records stored in the cityEHR. Each notification then provides a link directly through to the record of the individual
patient about which it concerns. Hence, there is no stored 'inbox' of notifications for each user, instead there is a display

Hence, the first query finds any documents recorded in the
patient record which match the initial state for the pathway.
Each of these documents is a candidate initial state and the
effective time of the document (i.e. the time it was committed to the record) sets the base time for the pathway. The
next queries find candidates for the second state in the path-
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• pathways that have started, with valid transitions, but
which are not complete (are missing states to the end
node, but have no invalid transitions)

way and advance the timeline to the effective time of those
states.
The sequence of XQuery submissions to the database is continued until a sequence of states has been found which validates the pathway. Alternatively, the submission of searches
continues until all the set of possible valid sequences has
been exhausted. The results for the searches are then collated
and returned as the variance report, which is generated as an
HL7 CDA document (which can then be stored in the patient
record, if required).

• pathways which are complete (have a set of valid
transitions from a start node to and end node)

Assessment

Assessment

Assessment

Assessment

Age < 75 years

Age < 75 years

Age < 75 years

Age < 75 years

DXA Results

DXA Results

DXA Results

DXA Results

Treatment
Recommendation

Treatment
Recommendation

Treatment
Recommendation

Treatment
Recommendation

Treatment = None

Treatment = Started

Treatment = Started

Treatment = Started

State
Machine

Monitoring

Monitoring

Monitoring

SCXML

Phase = 12 weeks
Treatment = Stopped

Phase = 12 weeks
Treatment = Ongoing

Phase = 12 weeks
Treatment = Ongoing

The overall method of reporting variance is summarised in
Figure 2.
System User

Variance Analysis

Care
Pathway

Electronic Health Record

XSLT

HL7 CDA

XSLT

Database
Query Set
XQuery
Variance
Report
HL7 CDA

XSLT

Patient
Record

Monitoring

Monitoring

Phase = 12 months
Treatment = Stopped

Phase = 12 months
Treatment = Finished

Figure 3: Pathway State Transition

Query
Results

Discussion and Conclusion

XML

Care pathways in cityEHR are modelled as HL7 CDA documents. The XML structure of an HL7 CDA document is ideal
for representing the hierarchical decomposition of tasks in a
pathway, and processing of the pathway can take advantage
of some general properties of XML as a hierarchy of document nodes. We have demonstrated how the same methodology can be used in the implementation of informal care
pathways. However, by describing care pathways using informal mechanisms it becomes a requirement to determine
the completion of a particular pathway according to the actions recorded in the patient record.
We propose a method to report on the variance from a formally defined pathway, using the information set recorded
for the patient. This method uses the same representation of
the pathway that would be used in the formal implementation
but, transforms it first into a finite state machine representation (SCXML), and then into a set of (XQuery) database queries that are used to find patterns of information in the record
and report on variance of the recorded data from the pathway.
One key advantage of the method we propose is that any
pathway can be formulated retrospectively, and then applied
against the patient record to report variance.
The implementation of this method has been validated with
simple example pathways, such as the one presented in this
paper, and has been shown to function correctly. Future work

Figure 2-Reporting Variance Using SCXML.
Returning to the example pathway from Figure 1, it can be
seen that there is a single initial node in the pathway and four
possible end nodes. The state transition from the initial node
to one of the end nodes can be defined by a sequence of
CDA documents, as shown in Figure 3.
The state transitions are shown for patients under the age of
75 years, who have a DXA scan; there is a similar set of transitions for patients aged 75 and over, without the DXA Results document. The set of XQueries generated from the
pathway definition search for patterns of documents that
match the state transitions. So in this example, the first query
searches for Assessment documents, then DXA Results, then
Treatment Recommendations, in the correct time order.
Within the documents, the queries test for Age < 75 and the
type of Treatment (Started or None). The next queries search
for Monitoring documents, with tests for the Monitoring
Phase (12 weeks or 12 months) and the Treatment (Ongoing,
Stopped or Completed).
Collating the results of these queries allows a report of variance to be generated, which shows:
• potential pathways that were started but then deviated
from the definition (had one or more valid transitions
from the start state, but then had an invalid transition)
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will be to validate the method with more complex pathways
and real patient data.

machine notation for
Recommendation. 2015.

control

abstraction.

W3C

[11] Harel D, Lachover H, Naamad A, Pnueli A, Politi M,
Sherman R, et al. Statemate: A working environment for
the development of complex reactive systems. IEEE
Transactions on software engineering. 1990;16(4):403414.
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Abstract

of IS [5]. In this study, success is based on an end-user perspective. Success in public healthcare is interesting because
there is a significant amount of data and a complex system
landscape [6]. There is a difference between evaluating IS in
the public and private sectors [7], and most studies have been
conducted in private organisations [4, 8] while public sector
studies are lacking. In this regard, our goal is to assess the
individual impact of business intelligence in public hospitals
and associated administrative areas in Denmark. Unlike
many other organisations, there is a high degree of diversity
in BI users in healthcare, since BI is used to support both
administrative and clinical decisions. Therefore, user types
range from administrative employees to clinical staff and
they solve many different types of task with BI [9]. Hence, it
is interesting to look at the relationship between task characteristics, BI quality, and individual impact in particular in a
healthcare setting[10].

In this paper, we examine the relationship between business
intelligence (BI) quality, task characteristics and individual
impact of the system from an end-user perspective at 12 public hospitals. 1,352 BI end-users answered the questionnaire.
Linear regression was used to test the research model empirically. If organisations in the public health sector want high
individual impact, the following factors are essential. Firstly,
system quality must be high. Secondly, the system must support the tasks that the BI user solves with the system. Thirdly,
task difficulty is positively and significantly related to impact. In conclusion, it is essential that the user perceives the
task as being important. The user's perception of task interdependency and task specificity does not influence individual
impact. Future research should focus on different healthcare
settings with different types of BI system.
Keywords:

In this paper, we test the relationship between five task characteristics, information quality, system quality and individual
impact in 12 public hospitals and their administration. The
article contributes to the subfield of the relationship between
task and technology in public healthcare. The article is organised as follows: in the next, second section, we present
related literature and the research model, and discuss our
methods in the third part In the fourth section, we analyse the
findings, which are then discussed. The final section covers
our conclusions.

Business intelligence, Public healthcare, End-user success.

Introduction
Public healthcare sectors generate large amounts of data relating to patient records, compliance, and patient care [1].
Therefore, there is an increasing interest in using business
intelligence (BI) within both the private and public health
sectors. ‘BI’ is “…commonly used to describe the technologies, applications, and processes for gathering, storing, accessing, and analysing data to help users make better decisions” [2]. This definition implies that if BI is utilised to enhance decision-making, it can affect an organisation's performance. According to Mettler and Virmarlund, the value of
BI in a healthcare setting is not only in providing information
but also that “…its contribution is in enabling new ways of
working, allowing the integration of information and organisations and the measurement of outputs in real time” [3].

Research model
In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of literature on the factors for BI success [11]. Traditionally, these
studies have been based on one or several of the success
measures from DeLone and McLean's IS success model [5,
12]. One measure of BI success is individual impact [4], and
DeLone and McLean defined this as “an indication that an
information system has given the user a better understanding
of the decision context, has improved his or her decisionmaking productivity, has produced a change in user activity,
or has changed the decision maker's perception of the importance or usefulness of the information system” [5].

One issue that has dominated research in information systems
(IS) is how organisations can achieve success. In the literature, there are countless definitions and goals for success [4].
In this article, success will be measured as the dependent
variable “individual impact”, because there is a relationship
between the individual impact and the organisational impact
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Numerous independent variables have been investigated for
their effect on individual impact. However, few studies have
examined the relationship between task characteristics and
individual impact from an end-user perspective [11, 13].
Tasks are activities that support an organisation, and the role
of IT systems is to support the completion of these [14]. The
purpose of using IS systems is to inform or to automate tasks
[15]. Petter et al. [13] have categorised task characteristics in
relation to information systems to include task compatibility,
task significance, task difficulty, task interdependence and,
moreover, task specificity. The fit between the user’s task
and BI is referred to as ‘task compatibility’ [13]. ‘Task interdependence’ reflects whether the completion of a BI-related
task depends on others, while the importance of the task is
characterised as ‘task significance’ [13]. ‘Task difficulty’ is
the extent to which a user believes that BI makes it possible
to complete complicated tasks [13]. Finally, ‘task specificity’
is the level of clarity of the task supported by BI [13].

H3: There is a positive relationship between task compatibility and individual impact
H4: There is a positive relationship between task significance
and individual impact
H5: There is a positive relationship between task difficulty
and individual impact
H6: There is a positive relationship between task interdependence and individual impact
H7: There is a positive relationship between task specificity
and individual impact

Methods
Data collection process
To test the hypotheses, 12 public hospitals in the same region
in Denmark were selected as research sites. All employees
who had access rights to BI were chosen as the sample, including members of management, nurses, doctors, and administrative staff, etc. First, an email was sent out explaining
the project and encouraging employees to participate. Afterwards, each respondent received an email with a link to the
questionnaire, which was prepared using an online survey
program. The first question focused on whether the respondent had used the BI system. If the respondent answered “No”,
no further questions were asked. Later, a reminder was sent
two weeks after the initial distribution of the survey to encourage respondents to complete the questionnaire. Before
the questionnaire was sent out, questions were selected by a
comprehensive literature review [19] and a test among senior
researchers in the relevant field of research. Of the 4,232
employees invited to participate, 1,351 responded, giving a
response rate of 32%. Of these, 605 indicated that they did
not use the BI system. This left 746 responses to be used for
the data analysis.

BI quality can be assessed using system quality and information quality [16]. Ease of use, data quality, and maintenance of the BI system are referred to as ‘system quality’
[17], while the quality of the output from BI is known as ‘information quality’ [17]. As use is related to the system’s
yield, it is measured regarding the time needed for use [17].
The use of information systems for specific tasks is often
mandated, therefore user satisfaction is measured in relation
to the particular system [18]. In this study, the user's overall
satisfaction with BI is measured.

Task characteristics

BI quality

The central question in this article is how task characteristics
and BI quality are related to individual impact. In previous
research, single tasks have been tested against individual
impact, but no studies have tested all of the above task characteristics with individual impact [13] The research model is
presented end in the figure below.

System quality

H1

Information quality

H2

Task compatibility

H3

Task significance
Task difficulty

H4

Questions used in the survey
Our questions, shown in Table 1, have all been used in previous information systems studies [5, 12, 20–22]. However,
we translated the questions into Danish and ensured that they
fitted the specific context of our sample. The survey was part
of a larger research project and so, in addition to the questions listed in Table 1, the questionnaire contained questions
requesting data not used in this particular paper [6, 10]. In
the questionnaire [BI] was replaced with each organisation's
term for BI, for instance ‘Tableau’.

Individual impact

H5
H6

Task interdependence

H7

Task specificity

Figure 1- The research model

Table 1- Constructs, questions and Cronbach’s alpha

Based on the above, the following hypotheses can be proposed:
H1: There is a positive relationship between system quality
and individual impact
H2: There is a positive relationship between information
quality and individual impact
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Construct

Question

Individual Impact

I can efficiently make
my reports using BI.
[20]
I can complete my reports quickly using BI.
[20]

Cronbach
Alpha
0.844

Construct

System Quality

Information
Quality

Task compatibility

Task significance

Task difficulty

Question
I can complete my reports using BI. [20]
BI is easy to learn.[20]
BI is easy to use. [21]
The information in BI is
easy to understand.[22]
Data are displayed in a
consistent format in BI.
[22]
The data in BI have
high validity. [22]
Other employees in the
region also think the
data in BI have high
validity. [22]
This information is useful for my tasks.[22]
This information is
complete for my needs.
[22]
This information is relevant to my tasks. [22]
This information is relevant to my tasks. [22]
The tasks I complete in
BI are an important part
of my tasks. [23]
I make decisions based
on the tasks I complete
in BI. [23]
My tasks completed in
BI are important to other employees in the organisation. [23]
Other people make decisions based on the
tasks I completed in BI.
[23]
My tasks in BI are important for collaborators
outside the organisation.
[23]
BI makes it possible to
complete complicated
tasks. [23]

Cronbach's alpha is calculated in the third column of Table 1
for the following constructs: individual impact, system quality, information quality, task compatibility and task significance. All values are above the threshold value of 0.7 [25],
which indicates good reliability. Task difficulty, task interdependence, and task specificity represent single items and
Cronbach’s alpha is not therefore calculated.

Cronbach
Alpha

0.826

Findings

0.744

The hypotheses are tested using multiple linear regression.
Zviran et al. [26] have put forward a hypothesis regarding
gender and age being antecedents of individual impact.
Therefore, we have chosen to include these as control variables. Consequently, the following regression was used:
Y=a+b1x1+b2x2+b3x3+b4x4+b5x5+b6x6+b7x7+b8x8+b9x9+e
0.817

where Y is individual impact, X1 is system quality, X2 is information quality, X3 is task compatibility, X4 is task significance, X5 is task difficulty, X6 is task interdependence, X7 is
task specificity, X8 is gender, X9 is age, and finally, e is the
error term.
Table 2- Regression results
Y=individual
impact

0.776

(Constant)

Std.

B

Error

-,207

,180

System quality

,505

,044

Information

,089

Beta

t

Sig.

-1,153

,250

,440

11,567

,000

,054

,069

1,646

,100

,229

,051

,187

4,466

,000

,145

,040

,129

3,586

,000

,098

,037

,098

2,664

,008

-,021

,026

-,028

-,813

,417

-,030

,035

-,028

-,864

,388

,002

,004

,015

,495

,621

,007

-,044

-1,434

,152

quality
Task compatibility
Task significance
Task difficulty
Task interdependence
Task specifici-

ty
Gender

Task Interdependence

If I do not complete my
tasks in BI, one or more
employees in the organisation cannot complete
their tasks. [23]

-

Task Specificity

The tasks I complete in
BI can be done in more
than one way.[24]

-

Age

-,010
2

2

Notes: R =0,463 Adj. R =0,455
The results of the regression are shown in Table 2. When
inspecting the main effects, it can be seen that system quality
and task compatibility are positively related to individual
impact (p<0.001). Task difficulty is also positively and significantly associated with individual impact (p<0.01). It can
also be seen that information quality, task interdependence
and task specificity are insignificant. The two control variables (gender and age) are also insignificant. In sum, system
quality, task compatibility, task significance and task diffi-
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culty have an impact on whether the user experiences individual impact through using BI.

in a BI and public sector setting to identify which factors
contribute to individual impact.

Discussion

Conclusion

Based on the regression analysis, the findings of this study
regarding the seven hypotheses are shown in Table 2.

The primary goal of the current study was to determine
which BI quality and task characteristics lead to individual
impact in a public healthcare setting. This is a contribution,
as this has not been widely researched before in a healthcare
setting. If organisations in the public health sector want high
individual impact for BI users, the following things are essential. Firstly, system quality must be high. Secondly, the
system must support the tasks that the BI user solves with it.
In addition, task difficulty is also positively related to impact. In conclusion, it is essential that the user perceives the
task as being important.

Higher system quality leads to higher individual impact from
employees in the public health sector using BI (H1). If consideration is given to the context in which BI is evaluated, it
can be concluded that employees in the public health sector
will experience higher individual impact if the system is easy
to understand, learn and use.
Surprisingly, there is an insignificant relationship between
information quality and individual impact (H2). Therefore,
higher information quality does not necessarily lead to higher
individual impact of BI. The finding is surprising because
other studies, for instance, D’Ambra and Rice [27] and Shih
[28] find a relationship between information quality and both
the quality of work and time savings. One reason why the
relationship between information quality and individual impact (H2) is insignificant may be that users will not experience task compatibility if there is inadequate quality of information. Therefore, information quality can be perceived
as a hygiene factor that is assumed to be present.

The findings in this article are subject to more limitations.
First, the study is conducted in one specific country and only
in the public sector. Moreover, only one specific type of BI
system has been investigated. Therefore, future research
should focus on different healthcare settings with different
types of BI systems and take national differences into account. Also, the operationalisation of individual impact could
be further developed. We use the construct by Wang &
Liao[21] who focus on the effect the BI system has on the
ability to make reports but other ways of measuring impact
could also be tested. Likewise, some of the measures focus
on the perception of the user. Further research should consider if some of these measures could be measured more directly.

Access is the relationship between task compatibility and
individual impact, which was found to be positive and significant (H3). That is, if an employee's tasks and the system
have a positive fit, they will find that the tasks can be completed quickly and efficiently. Several studies have confirmed this positive and significant relationship [29, 30].
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analysed using descriptive statistical methods and the statistical difference between groups of different items was tested
using Wilcoxon signed rank sum tests. The findings from the
observations were summarized into themes using an inductive
thematic approach.

Introduction
Cardiorespiratory exercise at specific heart rate reserve intensity levels is recommended in the national Danish clinical
guideline for rehabilitation of acquired brain injury [1].

Results

Traditional pulse rate monitors utilizing chest-straps are used
in clinical practice, but they cannot be worn for extended periods [2]. They may also be inconvenient to use [3] and hemiplegic patients may require therapeutic assistance to apply the
chest-strap.

Quantitative data showed that most subjects were able to put
on the watch, read the pulse indicator and charge the watch
independently, however, only a few subjects were able to start
and stop pulse recordings independently.

New consumer-based wrist-worn activity monitors that utilize
photoplethysmography technology to measure heart rate
demonstrate good potential to overcome the limitations of the
traditional chest-strap monitors in rehabilitation settings [4].
However, the usability for patients with acquired brain injury
is currently unknown, hence the purpose of this study was to
examine the usability of heart rate measurements using a
smartwatch for patients with acquired brain injury.

Qualitative observations revealed; 1) That only a few subjects
operated the watch at their own initiative, hence most of the
subjects had to be reminded by the therapist to do so, daily,
during the three-week period. 2) Subjects were more often
baffled by the many functionalities of the watch and generally
found the interface unintuitive and confusing.
Subjects with severe motor and cognitive impairment had significantly more difficulty in putting on the watch compared
with subjects with less impairment (p < 0.039). There was no
difference between the subject’s own assessment of their ability to handle the watch and the therapeutic assessments of the
subject’s ability to handle the watch (p > 0.555).

Materials and Methods
Twenty-five subjects with acquired brain injury were enrolled
in the second week following admittance to an inpatient rehabilitation clinic. Subjects wore a smartwatch (Garmin Forerunner 235) during daily rehabilitation activities for a period
of three weeks.

Discussion
Based on the results of the present study the usability of the
Garmin Forerunner 235 for patients with acquired brain injury
proved relatively low as most participants were unable to independently operate the watch during the three-week period.

Two Likert scale-based questionnaires were used to elicit both
the subject’s assessment of their own ability to handle the
watch and the nature and severity of difficulty the subject
demonstrated while handling the watch evaluated by the physio- or occupational therapists. Field observations, recorded by
the therapists as field notes using a standardised observation
log, were used to record the interactions between the subjects
and the smartwatch and to identify key usability problems
during rehabilitation activities.

The main finding was that most subjects, although physically
capable, did not independently operate the watch during rehabilitation activities. This may be attributed to the nature and
severity of the injuries and a reduced ability to develop automated responses which may have been exacerbated by the
unintuitive watch interface.

Normality of the data was assessed by the Shapiro-Wilks test.
Participants were ranked into three groups according to Functional Independence Measure (FIM) scores to make comparisons between groups. Participant and therapist ratings were

It should, however, be noted, that n = 17 subjects had moderate to severe impairments of memory, understanding and
problem-solving domains of the cognitive FIM which could
affect the results of this study.
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Introduction

Materials and Methods

Telemedicine interventions are increasingly applied to cater
for patients living at home with chronic diseases. Studies
show promising results, but still more research is needed. In
several of these interventions recruitment of patients is difficult, and the attrition rate is high. The telemedicine project
TELMA (Telemedicine Agder) is a large R&D (research and
development) project with a goal of recruiting 700 patients,
with COPD, diabetes, heart congestion and multimorbid patients.

An interpretive approach was chosen, interviewing patients
and different stakeholders involved in recruitment and followup.
The employees are recruited through contacting the assistant
project manager. The employees include a nurse from the
hospital, 4 nurses from 2 different telemedical centrals, one
project participant involved in recruitment, one nurse employed at a GP´s office, and one case handler from the health
care services. The patients are recruited from the telemedical
centrals. This group includes 5 patients that have participated
for a period up to 3 months and 3 that have dropped out. We
have asked and will ask the patients about their condition and
their needs and living conditions (whether they live alone or
have a next of kin living with them), about how they were
recruited, and about the introduction to the service. We also
ask them about the service itself, and the reason for dropping
out for the ones that drop-out. The employees are asked about
the recruitment process and the introduction to the service.

The TELMA is run by three municipalities in Agder, Norway,
in collaboration with the regional hospital trust, University of
Agder, and two vendors. The goal of the project is to establish
a service for all the 30 municipalities in the region, for groups
of patients that yield clear benefits in form of less use of
health personnel, and at the same time equal or increased life
quality. Patients are recruited from different entities, hospital,
the municipalities and GPs. As this is a research project they
all give informed consent to researchers, and accept answering a survey two or more times, being interviewed and granting the researchers access to different datasets.

As some of the patients are severely ill, we have been careful
not to tire them unnecessary, and have made it clear that we
are ready to stop the interview if wanted. All participants have
given formal consent to participate in the interviews. The project has been approved by the Norwegian Center for Research
Data (project number 53693).

As the municipalities carry the expenses of the services, the
municipalities require a formal decision regarding granting
the service to the patients. The patients are granted the service
for a period of 3 months, after which a new decision is made
whether to carry on the service or not, based on the outcome
so far. The service is offered to the 30 municipalities from one
of three telemedical centrals. The centrals are staffed by a
nurse, and a GP can be consulted if needed. The nurses exchange electronic messages with the patients´ GP regularly.
The service consists of daily monitoring of patient data and a
self-assessment survey, and regularly video conference with
the nurse.

Results and Discussion
We have only preliminary data, and are ready to present and
discuss the results at the conference, and these will also carry
implications for the project
Acknowledgments

However; recruitment has taken longer time than expected,
and through our study we are identifying possible reasons for
declining to participate and for dropping out. Hence; our research questions are: “Are the “right patients” recruited, and
why do patients drop-out from this intervention?
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ation derived methodologies has fostered a more innovative
culture within the work-environments. The participatory design process with high user-involvement turned out to be a
viable and feasible solution developing the video-consultations despite two clinical contexts marked by taboo and reluctance to deal with technologies.

Introduction
Tele-healthcare has been growing rapidly because it promises
fundamental benefits as improved access, reducing the cost of
healthcare and increasing efficiency, improving quality and
reducing travel time and related stresses for the patient [1].
This paper is about a multiple-case study in the development
and implementation of two digitally supported health services
in the treatment of patients suffering from alcohol addiction
undergoing withdrawal symptoms and in patients who engage
in sexual counselling.

Discussion
Technological innovation within healthcare does not always
show cost effectiveness immediately. It is important to see
development and implementation of tele-healthcare as a process that can improve the quality of care and eventually save
money in the organisation. Working with tele-healthcareinnovation can, as in our cases, lead to changes within the
culture in the organisation, so the innovation process create
value in itself.
However, tele-healthcare in this field still poses some technical and practical problems for healthcare providers, such as
worries about technology’s limitations, lack of training and
routinization. Yet, a faster and more responsive societal and
political adoption curve and willingness to adopt video consultations on par with regular consultations is necessary, in
order for this practice to become economically viable, sustainable and scalable for practitioners.

Methods/Design
This study is a mixed methods multiple case study. Qualitative data include observations during the participatory design
processes, semi-structured interviews with organizational
health professionals and a review of documents (e.g., implementation and quality improvement plans, program manuals,
etc.) that will shed light on the innovation process and specific implementation strategies that are used to implement the
new intervention and practices. Additionally, focus groups
with clinicians will explore their perceptions of the use of
video-consultations [2,3,4].
We pursue a hypothesis that video consultations for and with
patients suffering from alcohol withdrawal symptoms and
people undergoing sexual counselling can empower the patient whilst freeing administratively bound resources to enable
higher-quality care. The case-studies are based on theories of
co-creation, specifically, we use elements from Participatory
Design and User Innovation Management theory to co-create
new, tele-medically inspired solutions that better patient
treatment outcomes, compliance and engagement.
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Introduction and Background

Methods

Health information technology and information technology
support for medicine are research priorities in Norway and
Japan [1]. Japan is known for being one of the leading countries on innovative health technology developments, such as
nursing robots. It was estimated that only the market for nursing robots would increase to ¥400 billion (around 30 billion
NOK, 3 billion €) by the year 2035 [2]. This illustrates the
innovation possibilities in the health technology sector. Norway has an above average rate of health service digitalization
within the EU. Health technology was introduced into health
education to further support professional health technology
usage. In both countries, research and education in health
technology is one of the pillars for society development and
government priority.
Research and education on health information technology are
closely connected in a way that latest developments should be
introduced in education for next generation of health professionals, and theoretical principles (e.g., technology ethics,
clinical and patient outcomes, safety) should be a core of
health technology education to instruct the future generation
of health technologists. Existing clinical procedures may be
refined while new ones are introduced based on user needs
and requirements. This situation requires health professionals
and students to learn not only existing but new procedures as
they are developed and used in clinical practice. However, the
need of having to synchronise health education and practice
regarding new procedures, technology and indicators demands
an active learning where instructors (e.g., teachers, health
professional in charge of a health department) and learners
(e.g., health student, technology student, health intern, health
professional) are supported by digital learning tools that allow
them to quickly but effectively access procedure content and
observe how procedures are operated in real life. To ensure
that technology is accepted and usable for professional use, it
must be integrated into the education process at the same time
[3], which poses the challenge of learnability and continuous
learning. In this scenario, the usability, accessibility and enduser contribution to digital health learning play a key role for
the effectiveness, satisfaction and user experience of the
learning process.

An interdisciplinary systematic research approach is proposed
to cover aspects of information and communication technology, human-centred design, usability and user experience (UX)
together with learning theories to support the learning and
execution of clinical procedures. This includes the analysis
and improvement of existing technology support within clinical workflows and education.
Table 1 – Research Questions and Targets
Research Question

Research Target

What are stakeholders’ needs for digital
technology support for health learning?

Stakeholders’
needs

How can users contribute to the making
and use of digital technology support
for health learning?

End-user contribution

What methods are appropriate to analyse the effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction of digital technology support for health learning?

User-centred
design, Usability,
technology adoption

How to handle the sources of clinical
procedure and clinical outcomes to include them in digital technology support
for health learning?

Big data

Expected Results
The aim is the evaluation, development and improvement of
technology support used in specialized health services and
health education. Additional results include the establishment
of a cooperation between the Osaka University and the University of Agder to foster a participatory health technology
education. Clinical outcomes and patient safety will be core of
the assessment. These two factors are expected to improve
with enhanced usability and UX of technology support.
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